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3l £cuj usords concerning Slobcrt Houjlcr

and his Fosters.

By Charles Hiatt.

IT is curious that a painter of such wide

repute as Robert Fowler has never

been drawn into the whirlpool of

London art life. Though he was born

on the other side of the border, he long-

ago chose Liver-

pool as a place

of abode, and

has remained
faithful to it ever

since. Those
who know the

Liverpool of to-

day best will be

least surprised at

his choice. Of
all the provincial

cities of England

the great sea-

port by the Mer-

sey possesses
more of the as-

pects of a metro-

polis than any

other. In the

nature of things, it is extraordinarily rich in

varieties of human types—at every moment
the monsters of the ocean are unloading at

its quays their cargoes of men and women
from every corner of the inhabited world.

If the mixture of races makes a town cosmo-

/

ROBERT FOWLER, R.I

politan, Liverpool is assuredly Cosmopolis

itself. To the imaginative artist there is

obviously a wealth of suggestion in the

perpetual ebb and flow of human creatures

of every race and clime. And ag'ain for

some reason or

other shipping is

commerce in its

most dignified

and least prosaic

form. There is

something al-

most romantic

in the idea of

transport even

as the apparatus

of transport is

frequently of in-

finite pictures-

queness. At no

place in the

world is ship-

ping more grand-

ly seen than at

Liverpool. Not

London, in spite of the mysterious beauty

of the Pool, nor Hong Kong for all

the wealth of its orientality, exceeds in

dignity the vast austere stretch of water

which called Liverpool into existence and

maintains it in its might. It possesses that
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absorbing- interest which comes of unceasing

chang-e. Not for a day, not even for an

hour is the burden of shipping- which the

Mersey bears the same. The arrival and

departure of local steamers at the Landing

Stage forms in itself a marvellous picture

attracted by such a centre of information

and culture as University College, craftsmen

and writers, will Hock to it and find it any-

thing but a stony-hearted host. At Liver-

pool Mr. Fowler has been a pioneer, and the

reception of pioneers is proverbially cold,

WALKER ART GALLERY.

Bell and Sons

of rapid yet ordered actioii. Witli such an

attraction as the river, it is wonderful, not

that Liverpool boasts amongst its citizens

one or two distinguished artists, but that it

does not boast a large number. And
the day is probably not far distant, when.

but at the present time he is fortunate in

being a prophet who most distinctly has

honour in his own country. Those among
the citizens of Liverpool who have a claim

to be considered accomplished connoisseurs,

as well as those young craftsmen who are



Robert Fowler.
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RoBEiiT Fowler.

passionately engrossed in their first experi-

ments in the arts tliey profess, constantly

refer to him for advice and .sympathy.

I need hardly say that Robert Prowler's

principal business as an artist is painting.

He has been more faithful than most men to

this single means of artistic expression.

His digressions into etching, lithography

and the rest of what are most unfairly and

absurdly called the " minor arts" have been

few and far between. Even " Black and

White " which, not long ago the Cinderella

of the arts, is now so much \n fashion, has

seldom induced him to experiment. It is to

painting that he has consecrated himself,

and preferably to oil painting. Of the re-

sults of years of unceasing toil in this

medium, this is not the place to speak, but

those who frequent the annual exhibitions

of the Royal Academy will hardly require

to be reminded of Mr. Fowler's fine and

i

i

J

1 \

MUTINEV
mtTRAlTOR

87 X 41. Robert Fowler.
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poetic "The Coming of Apollo," or of the

curious " Some Enchantment Old," which

was one of the distinguished features of the

1888 Show. For the most part his sub-

jects are fantastic : he depicts things which

never were on land or sea but which are

simply the realization of his own imaginings.

Although it is by his figure subjects that

Mr. Fowler is most widely known, he is a

prolific and distinguished landscape painter.

Indeed, some of his rapid landscape studies

rank amongst the most successful of his

efforts.

Long before the poster movement had

a separate literature of its own in England,

Robert Fowler recognised the great

possibilities of the affic/ie ilhistre. He

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN. Robert I-owler.

BRINGS "SWEtTME?»SJ.UGHT"
iNTQ EVERY HOUSUiaLD.

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN. Robert Fowler

saw in what the banal phrase-maker has

christened " the poor man's picture gal-

lery " an immense outlet for artistic

energy, and although his own work

allowed him little time for personal

experiment, he could not resist the

temptation to make a few attempts. In

his earliest published poster, he gave

complete proof that he appreciated the

conditions which must of necessity be

observed if the pictorial placard is pro-

perly to fulfil its primary purpose of adver-

tising. This bill to herald the Autumn
Exhibition of Pictures at the Walker Art

Gallery some years ago, was much more

than a dignified composition and a refined

though brilliant piece of colour : it in-

evitably attracted the man in the street,

and fulfilled its mission of advertisement

with notable boldness and completeness.

Mr. Fowler's second poster for the Walker
Art Gallery, which is the subject of one
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of our full-page illustrations, possessed all

the merits of his first essay, while it was

characterised by greater vigour and free-

dom of handling than its predecessor.

This design literally made the Philistine

rage, and furnished the would-be humorous

reporter with a doubtless welcome excuse

for his laboured sallies. So long as the

critics confined their

strictures to the con-

ception of the design,

they were within

their rights, but

when they began to

make merry over its

execution from the

purely technical stand

point, they succeeded

merely in demon-

strating their own
ignorance. The
little storm which

waged round the

poster, however, did

nobody any harm,

and certainly afforded

the designer the most

unfeigned amuse-
ment. Very differ-

ent from his posters

for the exhibitions

at the Walker Art

Gallery, is that

which Mr. Fowler

did, not so long

Caf6 at Liverpool.

examples

Liverpool

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN.

ago, for Kirkland's

This design is much
less severe in character than those which

we have just considered. It is pleasant

rather than imposing, the colour being

altogether agreeable. The drawing, it

seems to me, is somewhat below the high

standard which the artist habitually main-

tains, and this is a blemish on an otherwise

charming performance. A strikingly vigor-

ous and original bill is that for " Mutines the

Traitor," a play produced in Liverpool some
time back. Some of these posters were

reproduced by Messrs. Turner and

Dunnett, and ;ire more than creditable

of work by an enterprising

firni of lithographers. Owing
to the courtesy of the

artist, I am enabled

to illustrate this note

with three designs

lor advertisements

which he has recently

completed. These

have not previously

left his studio, but

it is to be hoped

that we may soon

meet with them on

the hoardings.

In conclusion, I

need hardly say that

Mr. Fowler's excur-

sions into the busi-

ness of poster

designing will of

necessity be com-

paratively infrequent.

A successful and

enthusiastic painter

has little time or

inclination to stray

from the highway of

however, express the

to the success which

he has already achieved in this fascinating

branch of design, he may not forsake it

utterly The hoardings of Liverpool in the

past have been considerably dignified by

his skill and taste ; it may surely be

hoped that what has been so fortunately

begun will be happily continued.

his

Robert Fowler.

rt. One may,

that, looking
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Symbolism in .Advertising.

By Karl Kloufe.

THE commercial advertiser would surely

be surprised, if not insulted, were

he told that he was a "symbolist." To
be put on the level of the decadent,

would be to him the deadliest affront
;

and yet it is a fact that is patent from

the outset that trade and symbolism often

go hand-in-hand. The predecessors of

the poster, the shop sign and also the

trade mark, have for centuries held a

rebus or symbolic reference to the goods

sold by the merchant, frequently of subtle

insinuation, but more often an obvious

sign and one easily understood. The
Roman shopkeeper also had his sign : and his

mediaeval successor followed him with the

ingenuity and humour that characterised

the times. To-day we have the poster,

and in its use the advertiser still strives

to proclaim his wares in a roundabout

fashion, by suggesting a train of thought
that will bring the loiterer by a series

of brain exercises to the article advertised.

To take first of all the work of eminent

designers who have had more or less

serious intention, I would mention Carlos

Schwabe, whose posters for the Rose
Croix Salon are full of a symbolism that

is deep with mystic meaning and com-
pelling in its earnestness of purpose.

After him, though as an exponent of the

commercial symbolical, far ahead of him,

should be noticed the works of Willette,

who has produced countless drawings and
designs, mostly with a curious fantastic

inner reading. The most notable of these

is the " Van Houten's Cocoa," wherein

Justice defends Cocoa, personified by a

Dutch girl, from the attack of the Spanish
bandit Chocolate—surely this should be

the last word in commercial symbolism !

Designs have been also produced by

Grasset, Mucha, and Privat-Livemont of

the decorative symbolic order which space

forbids me to mention. In England

Professor Herkomer has given us for the

"Magazine of Art" a design as obvious

in its symbols as the ladies with masks
which flank the proscenium of a provincial

theatre. Among the theatrical posters I

can call to mind, two worthy of our

notice—Morrow's " New Woman," with

the delicate suggestion of emancipation

in the latch key and cigarette, and the

large design for the " Sins of the

Fathers," by M. Yendis, that appeared

in a recent number of The Poster.

We hardly look to Dudley Hardy for a

hidden meaning wrapped up in the

crimson skirts of his "Gaiety Girl," but

I seem to feel the design is more
suggestive of the abstract gaiety than an

illustration of the usual habits of that

world-renowned chorus girl.

The man in the street will probably

tell you the " St. Paul's " posters, also by

Dudley Hardy, were of symbolic sugges-

tion, but I should not myself find

anything obscure in the sainted lady of

the lily, nor can I see that the bizarre

see-saw couple have any reference to

either the magazine or its intention.

Hardy's real symbolic design was the

butcher boy, who, by carrying a jar of

" Liebig " on his tray, typified the

genuineness of the article and rather

suggests that it will be eventually a

substitute for his accustomed load. Mr.

Anning Bell, in opposition as to treat-

ment, has given us the beautiful design

for the Liverpool School, which, without

touching realism or illustt-ation, hints

strongly on the results of profiting by

his advertisement. It may not be out
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of place here to state that the intention

of this article is not the criticising of

the artistic merits of the design, but

merely to notice the part that symbolism

has played on the hoardings, whether by

good examples or by bad. To turn

from the art of the artist to the art of

the commercial symbolist will show that

the preceding sentence was written with

a view to disarming criticism, and this,

indeed, would be necessary before attempt-

ing to hold up as an example " An Ox
in a Teacup," and yet is that not

symbolism of the strongest and most

convincing kind, though not nursed into

life and health in a studio in Chelsea,

or the Latin Quarter? Again, we have a

different side of life, for a patriotic cycle firm

show Britannia on a bicycle (price Five

pounds, and of course English made), dis-

tancing Germany and I believe France or

America on presumably cheaper machines.

Here is much food for reflection, and also

cause for thankfulness that it is not an

historical fact, for I suppose not even

Lord Salisbury himself could keep the

Empire on her wheels encumbered as

she is with trident and shield. A poster

that has caused me much thought is that

which advertises candles and night lights.

A bear climbs up a gigantic candle set

in the Arctic Regions, while on the snow
lie the Royal Arms, doubtless left by

the last Arctic explorer. What it all

means I cannot say, but that is probably

due to my ignorance in this branch of

symbolism. An advertisement of like

order was for a type-writer that came
into being some year or two ago. In

this a ship with furled sails moved on

a grassy sea with cruel rocks around,

while from the horizon rose the sun, but

burdened with the new type-writer. The
whole thing was past praying for, but

bore as its legend the " Dawn of a New
I']ra," a title surely more suggestive of

a picture by Watts than of such a pro-

duction. In magazine inset advertisements

there are some that come under our

heading. Phil May's "Arctic Lamps"
drawing shows the old order changing,

and the effete candle being snuffed out by

the new lamp. "Quaker Oats" also in their

black and white designs of the same kind

should b3 noticed, as there is distinct

symbolic meaning in the Quaker who

weighs a packet of the oats against a

huge joint of beef, of course to the

advantage of the former. Why this

design has not been used as a poster

instead of the huge acres of badly

printed paper I cannot imagine, as it

has merits and being of some strength

would tell if well enlarged Mr.

Walter Crane has almost converted

us to the irritating practice of inter-

leaving advertisements by his charming

insurance companies' designs. The athlete

who leads Pegasus with the legend

"Take Time by the Forelock," and the

warrior who keeps the wolf from the

Scottish widow's door being of true

symbolic intent.

In conclusion, let me urge the

designer to keep the symbolic idea in

view as it increases the interest of the

design, especially if there be judgment

shown in the carrying out thereof. How-

ever artistic a conception may be, if it

does not refer to the subject of the

poster it does not fulfil its mission

altogether. We greatly admire the Beef-

eater of the Beggarstaffs, and yet we

ask what in the world had he to do with

"Harper's Magazine"? In like way

Mr. Ffoulkes' design that advertised the

"Century" at the same time was equally

incoherent. The symbol is not necessarily

an abstruse problem requiring a Sar

Pelladan to solve. It can be made an

interesting object lesson, and by the

interest it arouses will command more

attention than a crude reality that leaves

nothing for the mind to think of or suggest.
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a Chat ujith aibcrt Morrou;.
By The Editor.

NO metropolitan district is more curious,

more fascinating" or more convenient

tiian Chelsea and it is in no way
remarkable that a great number of distin-

guished artists have taken up their abode

there. If Chelsea be less urbane than

South Kensington, it is also less Philistine

and infinitely more picturesque. The old

at all events, are imposing. The Imperial

Institute, the Natural History Museum, the

Albert Hall, the Royal College of Music, and

the Brompton Oratory form a group of

monuments such as no other London suburb

can boast, and when the South Kensington

Museum is completed and ceases to be a

collection of disreputable sheds approached

A SKETCH.

Kensington, which some years ago Miss
Thackeray described with so much grace
and skill, has almost disappeared, and in its

place we have a suburb so obtrusively hand-
some as to be almost blatant. It has been
the good or ill fortune of Kensington of late

years to be thickly sown with public build-

ings which, from the point of view of size

A. MORHOW.

by a hut and a turnstile, the district will

take upon itself further splendour. But in

order to achieve its new dignity, Kensington

has lost much that was delightfully reminis-

cent of the old world, much which, to

employ the adjective anathematised by

Rossetti, was deliciously quaint. The pro-

cess which has made Kensington what it is.
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is progressing at Chelsea with painful

rapidity, and very soon all that gives this

part of mighty London a character of its

A SKETCH. A. Morrow.

own will be submerged by the rising wave
of unlovely modernity. At the same time,

not a few of the highways and byways of

Chelsea are still touched with curious

charm ; in not a few of the streets the unex-

pected happens and we pass in an instant

from the ordered commonplace to the un-

hoped-for picturesque. And the river still

flows on, as mysterious and as surprising as

January, 1899.

ever, incomparably fascinating in spite of

the energy of embankment engineers and

the like. Small wonder that great artists

so unlike one another in temperament as

Rossetti, Whistler and Cecil Lawson should

have paid to Chelsea the practical homage

of living and working in it.

Mr. Morrow's studio is not situaied in

one of the more picturesque parts of Chelsea

nor, so far as the outside goes, is it distin-

guished from neighbouring buildings by any

aisthetic parade. A long covered passage

leads to the room in which the artist pro-

duces the designs by which his name has

become so widely known. The studio

A SKETCH. A. Morrow.

itself is large and workmanlike, giving no

hint of the boudoir on the one hand, nor

the bric-;\-brac shop on the other, although

The Poster.
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its furniture proclaims unmistakeably the

purposes for which it is used. The place is

not more untidy than such rooms are wont

A STUDY. A. MouKow.

to be. The walls are decorated in iiappy-

go-lucky style, with a few studies by the

designer and some of his fellow-craftsmen,

but Mr. Morrow has studiously avoided the

sale-room air with which we are only too

familiar in not a few London studios.

Indeed, the orthodox gold frame is most

agreeably absent, and Mr. Morrow's studio

strikes one emphatically as an artist's

workroom as opposed to a dealer's mart.

It is customary to commence an interview

by insisting that the person to be interviewed

is ostentiously unwilling to talk. I found

that Mr. Morrow, so far from regarding an

interview as an ordeal, was quite prepared

to answer the questions which I had come
to put to him, and so I plunged into the

heart of the matter by asking him where he

received his artistic education. " I studied

at South Kensington, where I won an

exhibition," was the reply. " Whilst there

my work attracted the notice of Mr. Comyns

13

Carr who was then editing ' The English

Illustrated Magazine.' For him I illus-

trated a series of articles on great English

industries such as lace making, pen making

and brass founding. Since then I have done

a large quantity of illustrations for different

publications, amongst them being a series

of pictures for ' The Infant ' by Frederick

Wicks."

"And when did you first turn your

attention to posters?"

" It must be eight or nine years ago that

I designed my first picture poster. If I re-

member rightly it was of the 'blood and

thunder ' kind and was done for a melodrama

called 'The Stranglers of Paris; or, The Grip

of Iron.' This placard was published by

Clement Smith for whom, about that time,

I did a good deal of work which, however.

A SKETCH. A. MoRKOW.

was commercial rather than artistic in

character. By the way, Clement Smith

produced several posters by Phil May before

The Poster.
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he went to Australia. Some of them, I

think, were done to advertise ' The Private

Secretary.' As you may imagine these

would fetch high prices if any copies of

them could be traced."

" Then you are an admirer of Phil May,

Mr. Morrow ?
"

fie,

A. MoRiiow.

of Messrs. David Allen nnd Sons, Ltd.)

" Rather ! who isn't an admirer of Phil

May nowadays ?
"

" I think it was your ' Illustrated Bits'

poster which first called attention to your

work in this direction ?
"

" Perhaps it was, but my first real hit

was ' The New Woman ' placard, which

undoubtedly ' caught on.' For the last six

years I have designed theatrical posters

exclusively for Messrs. David Allen and

Sons, amongst them being the ' Little

Minister ' bill, and several others which

have already been reproduced in the pages

of your paper."
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We then turned to a panel of Mr.

Morrow's more recent designs, and I

selected as illustrations for this interview

some of those which he considered most

representative of his talent. In addition, he

was so kind as to lend me for reproduction

here some studies, as well as a few pages

from one of his innumerable sketch-books.

"It is evident, Mr. Morrow, that you

draw a great deal from the model ?
"

essential part of the design. When I leave

it to the printers the result is generally

horrible. I may say, while we are talking

of poster making, that I consider the

mechanical enlargement of a design

altogether wrong. Formerly, I used to

paint my posters full size in distemper, but

I have been compelled to abandon this

system, although I am more convinced than

ever that it is the only proper one."

20 X 30.

"Oh, yes," was the reply, "it I were

not to do so my drawings would become

hard and mannered in a very short time. I

am a firm believer in constant reference to

the living figure, and I would always

draw direct from a model if it were possible."

" By the way, do you design the lettering

of your own posters ?
"

" Yes, I do so whenever I can, for I

think that the lettering should form an

A. Morrow.

"
I presume that you are in favour of

the colour being as flat as possible ?
"

"The flatter the better, but in this

matter I find it almost impossible to get

advertisers to share my opinion. I need

not, however, tell you that advertisers have

peculiar notions of what is and is not

eff"ective."

"Of course, the designing of posters is

not the only form of art which you practice?"
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" I have exhibited at the Royal Academy
for seven consecutive years, and, as I have

ah-eady told you, I have done a very large

quantity of illustrations in black and white,

besides book-covers and that sort of thing.

I, of course, hope to do a great deal more

of this kind of work, although I have no

intention of ceasing to contribute to the

hoardings, for the pictorial placard appeals

to me very strongly, in spite of its obvious

limitations
"

I had already occupied too much of Mr.

Morrow's valuable time, so after chatting

for a little while about nothing in particular,

I hastened to take leave of him. As I

passed from his bright studio into the grey

December afternoon, my eyes fell upon a

hoarding which was decorated with a

charming design by the artist whom I had

just left. Surrounded as it was by a crowd

of garish and vulgar companions, it was

especially welcome by reason of its grace

and distinction. I could not help wondering

why advertisers persist in smothering the

walls of London with ineffective atrocities

when they might just as easily proclaim the

merits of their wares by means of bills, at

once striking and artistic, such as Mr.

Morrow knows so well how to design.

A. Morrow.
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By H. R. WoKSTYN.

PICTORIAL Post Cards are in great

demand among-st the public at the

present moment, and the collecting-

of them is one of the very newest hobbies.

Of the various pictorial post cards at present

published one of the most interesting- series

is that dealing- with the Dreyfus case.

Recent events, such as the Zola trial,

Picquart's imprisonment, and Colonel

Henry's supposed suicide, have thrown a

new lig-ht on that amazing- miscarriage of

justice, known under the name of 1'Affaire,

and a young- and clever caricaturist,

M. Jules Janz, has published, under the

nom de plufne of " Julio," a series of caustic

cartoons in a Belg-ian periodical, " La

R6forme." Each of these sketches dealt

with a phase of the Dreyfus case. Lately

" Julio " has had the cartoons reprinted and

reduced to the size of headings for post

cards. They form a set of thirty-six cards,

which will in time be of great interest and

value to those who collect all the satirical

drawings connected with this mysterious

political case. The fact that these biting

caricatures have been suppressed by the

authority of the government in France and

Belgium, makes them the more valuable,

and, although the reproduction of these de-

signs is a little out of the ordinary line of

this magazine, it is thought that they may
be of interest to our readers. M. Jules Janz

has been kind enough to send us a set,

from which we reproduce those which are

most curious.

"The Patriotic Washing," in which

Zola is represented as the Pears' Soap old

woman washing the dirty boy (the General

Staff), is amongst the best. Then " The
Most Horrible of all Crimes," the body of

Justice left dead by an officer and a judge.

is a most striking illustration of the present

state of things in France. In another one

President Faure is represented as consulting

the famous Somnambulist, Mile. Couddon,

of Angel Gabriel fame. On a table before

her are several officer's caps, and Mile.

Couedon asks " Amongst so many guilty

men how can I find the real culprit ? " The
latest Christmas toy is a jack-in-the-box

named Justice jumping out of the Affaire

Dreyfus box. "Julio" also chastises the

French press, representing it as an old lady

nailing down in a coffin, a mythical person

holding Justice in one hand and Humanity
in the other. The Pretenders to the Throne

of France are not spared by M. Jules Janz,

for on one card we have Drumont, Editor

of the Anti-Semitic " Libre-Parole," picking

up a child named Victor Napoleon, dressed

up in the Petit Caporal's hat and redingote

grise, while in another the French Republic,

Marianne, ready for a new Coup d'Etat,

burns the gods she worshipped, Liberte,

Egalite, and Fraternite, in front of her new
idols, a sword, a military boot, and a pair

of epaulettes. In the background are the

three worshippers, Philippe, Henri of

Orleans, and Victor Napoleon.

But certainly the strongest satire is the

post card showing Emile Zola, after his

trial, bringing back to President Faure the

Legion d'Honneur Cross and Ribbon, which

his magnificent literary work gained for

him. His words are, " Take back this

ribbon as it is only used now to tie up

madmen or felons."

Now that collections of caricatures of

the affaire have been published by John
Grand Carteret and Ibels, it seems to us

that "Julio's" series of satires should

not be passed over in silence.
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Intervicu; ujith iVlrs. S^crcg Bcarmcra
By

THERE are superior people who scoff at

the interview : but even they, I notice,

invariably read interviews. And there

is much to be said in favour of this up-to-

date form of journalism, and really precious

Annie Collyer.

majority give only a hazy notion of the

thing criticised to the average reader. Yet

there are many public favourites, actors,

artists, poets, of whom we are eager to

read, with whose opinions and manner of

20 X 30.

little against it. Leading articles are very

well, but the best are often pompous.
Learned criticisms are doubtless excellent

from the critic's point of view, but the

Mabel Dearmer.

life the man in the street likes to be conver-

sant. It is the interview that makes this

knowledge possible, and in the pleasantest

manner. Because the public favourite here
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speaks for himself, and we become more

closely acquainted with the man whose pic-

tures we admire, or whose " Hamlet

DESIGN FOR BOOK COVER.
'

draws our hard-earned shillings, but whom,
unluckily, many of us have but scant chance

of meeting at the dinner table. The old and

graver methods of journalism suited our

fathers : but the modern style is, if kept

within limits, far pleasanter and more satis-

factory, because it is more personal.

5juch were my reflections as I hailed a

cab and told the driver to take me to Hyde
Park Mansions. Whether Mrs. Dearmer

would share my opinions did not, I confess,

trouble me till I was half way up a terrific

flight of stairs. Then I did stop, partly to

take breath, and partly to screw my courage

to the sticking point. After an anxious

moment I regained my usual equanimity,

January, 1899.

climbed a few more stairs, and knocked at a

newly-painted door. I was at once con-

ducted into the studio, and the cheery

greeting I received soon convinced me of

two things, that I liked interviewing

immensely, and that my hostess had no

objection to being interviewed.

" Now, Mrs. Dearmer," I said, after we
had discussed the fog quite like ordinary

people, "you must tell me all about your-

self. I want to know how you work, and
when you work. I want to know what you
have done, what you are doing, and what
you mean to do. I want to know "

—

" Please stop," said Mrs. Dearmer,
laughing gaily, " I can't answer all those

questions at once."

20 X 30. Mabel Dearmer.

Gradually, however, and during the

course of a most interesting conversation, I

gathered the following facts, which will be

of interest to readers of The Poster :

—

The Poster.
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Mrs. Dearmer first began to study under

Mr. Wills. She told me, what is not

g-enerally known, that Wills always took

himself very seriously as an artist : his well-

known Lyceum plays and many poems he

regarded, for the most part, as exercises

which a curious public chose to treat as

masterpieces. It is interesting to find that

Wills was more intelligent in this matter than

was his public. Desiring to paint portraits

Mrs. Dearmer next studied for a consider-

able time under Professor Herkomer. But

the portrait scheme was soon abandoned,

because, as she herself puts it, "No one

would come to have their portraits painted."

We see there are a good many portrait

painters of talent, and perhaps it is as well

this clever lady was compelled to display a

more unique and personal accomplishment

of her own.

" What made you take to the poster ?
"

I asked.

" Well, I was about to give a recital,

and it seemed to me only natural to design

my own poster for it. You know it probably.

It has been exhibited under the title of ' The
Reading Lady.' I never can make out

how it got that name. I didn't christen it."

"It was very successful was it not ?
"

" I think it was. At any rate, it brought

me in a great deal of work, and that, from

my point of view, was eminently satisfac-

tory. You see it was exhibited at London,

Chicago, and Paris, as well as minor exhi-

bitions."

" What was your next effort ?
"

" ' The Man in the Street ' for Mr.

Welsh, the actor. I think it was an

improvement on my first."

" And have you given up the poster,

Mrs. Dearmer ?
''

" By no means. But I have had a good
deal of other work to do, such as book-

plates for Mr. Le Gallienne and Mrs.

Fawcett, and then any amount of book
illustrations. And those illustrations are

only posters in miniature."

"Yes, I see what you mean. How did

you come to adopt the poster method for

book illustration ?
"

"It seemed to me so admirably adapted

for children. My two tiny boys uncon-

sciously gave me the hint, and I determined

to try."

"Which was your first book ?
"

" ' Wymps,' a most delightful volume of

fairy tales by Evelyn Sharpe. I was lucky

to have so delightful a task to begin with.

The charm of the stories helped me a great

deal. I hope to illustrate some more of her

books."

" The experiment was a success then ?
"

" Yes, I think it was, because it was

followed by ' All the Way to Fairy Land '

last year, and this year by a little book

entirely my own, both pictures and rhymes."
" Ah ! you mean ' Roundabout Rhymes.'

I want to ask you a question about that.

How did the verses come into your head? "

" I can answer that quite easily. I

simply try to put into the simplest possible

rhyme whatever strikes me in the sayings

and doings of my own little boys."

" So they inspire your writing as well

as your pictures. They ought to feel

flattered."

" I don't believe they do a bit," said

Mrs, Dearmer with a smile, "you see they

watch both being made. I think they hate

' Roundabout Rhymes ' more than anything

in London."

"One question more, Mrs. Dearmer.

May I ask what work you have on hand ?
"

"Some illustrations for a book by

Laurence Housmann, and ' A Book of

Penny Toys' for next Christmas."

Here I rose to take my leave, for I

felt I had trespassed long enough on my
hostess's time. But Mrs. Dearmer detained

me peremptorily—" I have been talking

all about myself Now we will talk about

something else. So sit down again,

please, and I will ring for tea." Needless

to say I complied gladly.
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S iVIural ©ccorativc Srtist in G^atalonia

S-lcjandro dc Sliquer.

By Maurice Demeur.

(
Translatedfrom the French by H. R. Woestyn.

)

Wliat

IN the course of my studies of pictorial

placards, I have often had cause to

deplore in the art magazines the

almost entire absence of comment on

mural decorative art in Spain. Hardly

anything, it would seem, is written about

Spanish posters and colour p

is the reason of this

neglectof socharacter-

istic and remarkable

a decorative impulse ?

Why should a number

of artists be left aside,

who employ all their

energy in expressing

physical and intellec-

tual beauty by means

of marvellous harmony

of colour and form ?

Catalonian poster art

is worth minute study,

and I am surprised to

see that Boudet in his

book " Les Affiches

Etrangeres," Sponsel

in his clever publica-

tion "Das Moderne

Plakat," and many

other writers, have

entirely ignored the

subject.

Does this arise

from lack of know-

ledge or negligence ?

In any case it is un-

pardonable. Barce-

lona, the industrial ALEJANDRO DE RIQUER.

and publishing centre of Spain, Barcelona,

which long ago recognised advertisement

in all its forms as the biggest factor in

modern business, is the cradle of this

artistic and literary movement, and it

must be admitted that the above-named

city has courageously persevered in this

line, which has to-day

attained its apogee.

Leaving far behind

the routine prevailing

in other Spanish

towns, Catalonian art

was for a long time

inspired by the French

school of painting, as

well as by the beauty

and grandeur of native

rural scenery, until at

length it was given

an entirely fresh

impetus by the works

of Englishand Belgian

artists. A new field

of decoration was
opened up to Barce-

lona's painters and

designers.

To-day several

Catalonian artists of

the younger genera-

tion have given their

mind to the art of the

poster, and many have

succeededin ittoadmi-

ration, showing both

taste and originality.
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I am sorry not to be able to write, as I

should like, a special study of each one of

them, but it is almost impossible in so short a

notice as the present article, in which I intend

only to jot down my own opinions, which

are, of course, simply matters for discussion

trated by an artist whose talent I gladly

recognise : I mean Alejandro de Riquer,

who has made a considerable reputation as

one of the leaders of the new movement,

not merely as painter and designer but as

a man of letters also. Endowed with a

for those of my readers who may take a keen

interest in the subject. I may mention at

the outset a catalogue of Spanish posters

published last summer by M. L. Bartrina,

of Barcelona, which contains about thirty

coloured reproductions. It is cleverly illus-

marvellous amount of knowledge, largely

developed by his travels in England,

France, and Italy, De Riquer gave to

literature the leisure hours left to him by

art. Recently he published a book of

souvenirs of childhood, entitled " Quan
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jo era noy," which is illustrated by vignettes

full of imagination and psychological ob-

servation. He designed a small window
showcard, executed in soft and harmonius

colours to announce its publication. Before

pictorial posters appeared on the walls of

gracious simplicity which he illustrated in a

masterly manner. But this was only a

debut. His youth seemed then to add a

powerful charm to the strength and origin-

ality of his designs. Many illustrations, in-

cluding some curious mystical allegories,

ISTIU

Alejandro de Kiquer

Barcelona, Alejandro de Riquer made his

name famous as a landscape painter as well

as a decorator and illustrator of books.

One of his earliest works was done for " Los

Estudiants de Tolosa," an old Catalonian

song delightful by reason of a touch of

have followed since then, amongst them being

drawings for some of Verdaguer, Miguel de

Cervantes and F. de Gueredo's works. De
Riquer, however, interests us more in this

place as a poster artist than as a book

illustrator. The best known of his affiches is
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perhaps that done for the Fine Art Exhibition

at Barcelona, reproduced in this number of

The Poster, but his "Salon Pedal" and

"Fabrica de Salchichon de Vich " must also

be mentioned as early efforts in pictorial

advertising. The composition of this last is

What strikes one at once in De Riquer's

work is the difference which exists between
his art and that of northern designers. His

principal characteristics are his love of

simple beauty as well as his sense of pure

and delicate line. His models all belong to

A DECORATIVE PANEL : AUTUMN. Alejandro de Riquer.

very strong, although the subject did not

offer a promising field to the imagination of

the artist. His latest published poster is

the one which he did for the ''Fabrica de

Mosaicos," in which the heads of two lovely

women are represented as raised on a

mosaic background.

the English Pre-Raphaelite School of which

he is an enthusiastic admirer. One of the

best examples of this artist's work is the

series of four panels which we reproduce

in the present number. The originals of

these four seasons, treated in the master's

best manner, are used as decorative panels in
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a private residence at Barcelona. Alejandro

de Riquer has also executed some very

clever stained glass windows and frescoes

for the Montserrat monastery.

But my g-reat admiration for De Riquer is

inducing me to devote too much of my space

to him, for although in my opinion he is the

studied the school 01 Velasquez, brought

out an affiche to announce the opening of

his drawing school, and another to advertise

a magazine of fashions ; both are very

original. We have also Juan Llimona,

Antonio Utrillo (whose lithographs are

especially brilliant), Bonnin (a caricaturist),

A DECORATIVE PANEL: WINTER. Alejandro de Riquer.

greatest of Catalonian artists, it would be Joaquin Torres, and Gual, who is inspired

by Mucha's design and colour. This short

enumeration of names is sufficient to show
that the Catalonian capital contains a good

many poster artists of the first class and in

this respect compares favourably with any

other city of the same size in Europe.

unfair not to mention others, such as

Ramon Casas, whose poster for the

" Motodores Escuder " is full of fancy,

while another for the tavern of " Quatue

Gats " is strangely toucheJ with the pictur-

esque. Felix de Lemus, who has carefully
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39 ^ 55- MuLK- C. H. Dufau.
{liy kind perinissicn oj M. Charles Vernean.)
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^omc Fosters bij ^cotsoti'^dark.
Bv Edgar Wenlock.

TO collectors of American posters, the

productions of Scotson-Clark have

been familiar for a considerable time,

insomuch as he has made an emphatic

mark on the hoarding's of New York and

the other great cities of the United States,

but although this young designer has

done most of his work on the other side

of the Atlantic, he, like Mr. Louis Rhead,

is an Englishman by birth. His father

was the late Rev. Fred. Scotson-Clark, com-

poser of the "Marche aux Flambeaux," and

many other well-known pieces, and it

was at Brighton that he first saw the

light. At the Grammar School of that

town Scotson-Clark received his education,

amongst his schoolfellows being the late

Aubrey Beardsley with whom, during the

all too short life of the brilliant illustrator

AN ORIGINAL DKSIGN. Scotson-Clahk.

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN. Scotson-Clark.

of the " Morte d'x^rthur," " Salom^," and
" The Rape of the Lock," he was on

terms of intimate friendship. When, he

was eighteen, Scolson-Clark went to the

States, where he found that his natural

gift for design stood him in good stead.

For some time he was connected with

various theatres in New York, a connection

which left him with a sound knowledge

of all the details of the mounting of

plays and the designing of scenery and

accessories. It may be mentioned in

passing that he designed the costumes

for productions of "The Girl from Paris"

(an American version of "The Gay

Parisienne "), "The French Maid," and

" Excelsior Junior."

In spite of his association with the

stage, Scotson-Clark's first poster was not

done for a theatrical entertainment. His
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Scotson-Clar

essay in this branch of art was for "The
New York Recorder." The bill bears the

date of the 6th of January, 1895, and

although it is somewhat overcrowded with

explanatory letterpress, it may fairly be

considered a creditable first attempt. It

possesses an added interest as the first

illustrated poster ever designed to advertise

an American daily newspaper. The pub-

lishers of American newspapers, magazines,

and books have very frequently availed

themselves of Mr. Scotson-Clark's talents in

proclaiming their productions. In 1895 he

designed an advertisement for the American

"Bookman" which we reproduce here,

several were done for "The New York

World " as well as two to advertise

George Macdon aid's novel " Lilith," and

"The Gallic Girl," an American translation

of a volume by the brilliant French

writer who signs herself " Gyp." For

"The New York Ledger" Mr. Scotson-

Clark designed three placards, while for

"Outing" he did the same number,

including the very charming- one which is

amongst the illustrations to this note.

Amongst Mr. Scotson-Clark's American

theatrical bills may be mentioned several

for "At Gay Coney Island," one for

'' The Girl from Paris," and others for

"Little Christopher," "The District

Attorney," and "The 20th Century Girl."

In 1897, Scotson-Clark returned to

England, and set about"'the" designing 'of

Scotson-Clark.
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Gay Coney Island

posters with renewed energy. Amongst

the results of his labour are a double

crown bill for "Oh Susannah!" and

effective placards for Penley's " Little Ray

of Sunshine" and "Tommy Dodd.'

Amongst other bills from his hand with

which we may
expect to meet

on the hoardings

very soon are

advertisements

for " The Lady

Slavey," and
" B i 1 b u r y of

Tilbury." Mr.

Scotson - Clark

is moreover
about to issue a

volume which

can hardly fail

to be widely

popular. He
proposes to

illustrate in

colour a series of the best loved old song ;

of Great Britain and Ireland, such as

"Tom Bowling," "The Blind Beggar,"

"John Gilpin," and "Robin Adair." The

idea is an excellent one and from what

we have seen of Mr. Scotson-Clark's work

we have no

doubt that 'he

will carry it out

delightfully.

Possessing, as

hedoes, genuine

enthusiasm- for

his work as well

as patience and

industry, there

is no reason why
the future of

this promising

} oung designer

should not be

one of marked

distinction.

ScOrSON-CLARK.
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CElxhibition of gtudcnts' Work
at the Bolt Court technical gchooL

THE London County Council and the

Directors of the Bolt Court Technical

School are sincerely to be congratu-

lated on the exhibition of work by students

which opened a few days ago. Looking to

the fact that a very large percentage of the

students are employed in various businesses

during the day, and that not a few of them

are still in their teens, their productions

may fairly be considered more than credit-

able. The leading feature of the exhibition

is a series of illustrated advertisements,

which are the result of a competition for

a prize offered by Mr. Swain. The judges,

Mr. Frank Brangwyn and Mr. Selwyn

Image, have very properly awarded the

first prize to Mr. G. S. Smithard for a

design which is well conceived and care-

fully executed. The second prize goes to

Mr. W. Galzow, while a design by Fred.

Gardner, who is, we believe, only sixteen

years of age, is highly commended. Apart

from this competition, there are a good

many designs for posters, some of which are

characterised by refreshing individuality.

Amongst the most notable are one for

Red Riding Hood, by Albert Evans

(who is about sixteen years of age)
;

another by Mr. Smithard for Cinderella
;

three by Fred. Gardner, all of wiiich

display originality ; and a careful land-

scape design by Sidney Phiilimore, for

"Harper's Magazine." Mr. T. Griffiths

is nothing" if not modern, for he shows

us the Babes in the Wood tearing along

the road on a motor-car. A panel of designs

for Christmas cards by Mr. Smithard con-

tains several distingaiished and agreeable bits

of drawing. Altogether, the School, if we
may judge of its work from the present

exhibition, seems admirably to fulfil the

purpose for which it was founded, and

Mr. Gamble and his staff are undoubtedly

going to work in the right way.

A POSTER. {See Page 22 ) Alejandro dk Riquer.
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Charlks I, Ffoulkes-
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S^alcttc ^crapingss

The following' is an extract from the

supplement to the December number of

"The Journal of Printing- and Kindred

Trades." It deals with the so-called

"new lithography" known as "Alg-raphy."

" Algraphy," we are told, is literally

neither more nor less than lithography

from aluminium plates. "'Algraphy' is

not an experiment. It has been in

practical e\ery-day working for at least

three years past in the works of eminent

German and American colour printers,

on both flat-bed and fast rotary machines,

at speeds up to 1,700 per hour, and pro-

ducing work pronounced by competent

judges to be full}' equal to anything done

1

20 X 30. F. Gallagher.

A RECENT PANTOMIME POSTER.

(Py permission of Messrs. Hill, Siffken and Co.)

A RECENT ITALIAN POSTER.

from stone, as was amply demonstrated

by the numerous unexceptional examples

shown at the November meeting of the

Institute of Printers and Kindred Trades

at St. Bride Foundation. That wonderfully

interesting metal, aluminium, is un-

doubtedly the coming ideal medium for

chromo picture printing, as well as for

ordinary commercial lithography, and from

experiments already made it is more than

probable that it will be equally successful

for both 'relief and 'surface' printing,

thus, in the end constituting it a universal

printing surface. An aluminium plate can

be given, by the employment of chemical

agents, any desired grain or surface
;

can be etched in the same way as the

zinc or copper used for half-tone plates
;
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24 X 47.

A RECENT GERMAN POSTER.

and can, of course, be bent round a

cylinder for rotary printing-, or be mounted
and printed flat, either on litho machines

as now, or with the text in letterpress.

' Alg-raphy ' has only been perfected so

far on lithographic lines, the first idea

being- simply to find a substitute for the

lithograpiiic stone. Having accomplished

the primary object of finding a substitute

for the litho stone, and proving- its

qualities, experin-ients are now being made
as to its availability for half-tone and
the so-called "three colour" or trichro-

matic process. In doing this, the alu-

minium plate developed other qualities,

giving great promise of equally valuable

results for 'relief printing, and it is

understood that some interesting revela-

tions pointing to the entire abolition of

the obnoxious ' line ' screen may shortly

be made in this branch of aluminium

printing. In practice it has been demon-

strated that ' Algraphy ' plates arc almost

everlasting, editions of 195,000 impressions

and upwards having been printed from

a single transfer, the last sheet being as

good as the first."

Those who are responsible for the

management of South Kensington must

be accustomed by this time to g-et

more kicks than halfpence. It is entirely

agreeable therefore to be able sincerely

74 X 47- Carpanetto.
A RECENT ITALIAN POSTER.
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to congratulate them on tlie lithographic

exhibition which is now open. The show

covers the whole ground of the art, and

it says much for the energy of Mr.

E. F. Strange and those who have worked

with him that aching voids are few and

far between. From the point of view of

history, the exhibition is of the highest

possible interest : from that of art it is

catholic and comprehensive. Nobod}- should

^-
i

A lOSTKR.

fail to see a collection which has been

brought together with great dilTiculty,

and the like of which may never be seen

again. The catalogue, it should be added,

forms a really valuable work of reference.

Under the heading " Shilhouettes

D'Artists," M. Yveling Rambaud, writing

in the " Figaro," gives some interesting

particulars of Jean Paleologue, familiar to

all poster collectors by the designs which

bear the signature " Pal." Paleologue,

we are told, comes of an ancient and

distinguished race and was born at

Bucharest in i860. After being educated

at Gra\'esend, he returned to Roumania
and entered the military college there.

Soon wearying of the profession of arms,

Paleologue returned to London and, after

enduring many hardships, at length got

work to do for the illustrated papers,

I

AiU'AD Basch.

besides designing posters and other

advertisements. As soon, however, as he

succeeded in making money, he went to

Monte Carlo and lost it. Since then

Paris has been his home, and he has

basked in the sunshine of good fortune.

Readers of the "Windmill" cannot

fairly complain that they do not get

enough for their money ; but one is

entitled to question the artistic value of
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the illustrations which are to be found

in the present issue of this bulky quarterly.

The pictures in the second number strike

us as distinctly commonplace where they

are not obviously amateurish. The "Wind-
mill " was introduced to the world by a

delightfully fantastic essay by the late

Mr. Gleeson White. The present number
contains some verse headed " In Memoriam

show is with us once more, and it is

hardly necessary to say that it has its

usual accompaniment of a debauch of

colour printing. The visit of this mena-

gerie almost always makes the hoardings

of a city more revolting than usual, which

is "saying a good deal. It is not merely

that the Barnum posters are utterly,

without pretence to art
;

th.\v are, even

^^^^^^
A POSTER.

—James Gleeson White—October 19th,

1898." Mr. White's name was not James
at all. This mistake is almost as inexcus-

able as the lines themselves. To print

press opinions on the back of a memorial

sonnet constitutes a conspicuous example

of bad taste and bad craftsmanship in

the art of producing a book.

Barnum and Bailey's much puffed

looked at from a purely commercial

standpoint, as poor as possible. Seeking

to impress one by mere size, they fail

in manner most emphatic. Many an

ordinary travelling circus has bills quite

as effective.

We quote the following paragraph

from the "Daily Chronicle" of the 22nd

of last month. "The cult of the 'poster'
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is to receive a fresh impetus at Bushey,

wliere a novel idea for a fancy dress ball

has been conceived. Each guest is expected

to represent one or another well-known

' poster,' of which there are enough by

this time to supply a considerable company

with models The idea has so pleased

Professor Herkomer that he has lent his

reproduced on page 244 of our last issue,

was wrongly stated to be included by

permission of Messrs. Culliford and Sons.

The copyright of the bill is the property

of Messrs. Stafford and Co., Netherfield,

Nottingham, who kindly permitted us to

make use of it. We have to apologise

to them for our error.

A POSTER.

big studio for the dance and is taking

a practical interest in the arrangeiuent;-.''

Mr. Siegfried. H. Herkomer is so kind

as to inform us that no such dance will

take place in his father's studio, and that,

so far as he is aware, no such enter-

tainment was ever in contemplation.

The Misses

and K. K. Burg

on the 13th inst

an interestin

Barnes, M. Furniss,

s gave an "At Home"
at which were exhibited

ollection of their sketches

The poster for Aladdin, which

and designs for posters.

ThI' " Bibliograpliy of the Poster" is

crowded cut of the present issue, but it

will be continued next month.
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The present number of this Magazine
is the first of a new volume. A cloth case

for binding- the numbers is in preparation,

as well as the index and title-page, and
will very soon be read}- for issue.

Mr. William M. Eckersley, manager

of the advertising department of the Man-

chester Ship Canal Company, will lecture

before the members of the Manchester Arts

Club on the 24th instant. His subject will

be " The Art of Announcement."

A POSTER. Arpad Basch.
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Answers to Correspondents.

G. B. (Oxford).—Cheret's panels were never
intended for posters. We have seen them
in dining- rooms used as wall panels, also

mounted on screens like Mucha's seasons
and flower panels. We can always supply
Chc'ret's panels. Yes, Mucha's seasons are

getting- very scarce ! If you have not

disposed of the Cheret affiche you mention,

we are willing to buy it.

M. C. (Richmond). —The Felicien Rops book is

scarce, we have a few copies of it at our
office for sale.

Mons. Cervigon (Paris).—Your bull-fight and
Spanish fair posters will appear in our next

issue.

"Herald" (Glasgow).—We must refer you to

No. 5, page 220, first Answer to Correspon-
dents ('-Sun Dial," Taunton). You will find

in it all the information you require.

B. S. (Coventry).—We have great difficulty in having
the poster exhibition stands done at this time of

the 3-ear, but we are almost sure to be able to

offer them for sale to collectors at the end of

January. They can be used, not only for

posters, but also to exhibit samples of wall

papers, silk, etc., as well as to hang old

prints. The two advantages of them are

that they take up very little room on the

walls and their cost will be very reasonable.

"Flower" (Dublin).—Mucha is not a Hungarian
but a Bohemian. We will ascertain about
his School of Art and let you know.

F. S. (Southai-npton).—The reason of it is that

we will not accept the ridiculously low terms
at which some provincial wholesale news-
agents offer to take our magazine. Insist

at the railway bookstall on being supplied

with The Poster, and let us know if you
cannot get it.

B. F. M. (Exeter).— If any newsagent charges you
anything extra for the coloured plate (Nestli^'s

Milk, by Steinlen), or for the four Mucha menus,
he is defrauding you as the coloured plate and
the set of menus were presented gratis with our
Christmas number.

Henry L. (Brighton). —A series of illustrated

articles on early English posters will shortly

appear in our columns. If you have anything
interesting to show us on this subject we shall

always be pleased to see it with a view to re-

production. We have several in hand at the

present moment. Fred. Walker's affiche for

Wilkie Collins' " Woman in White " would be
very interesting to us, and we may buy it from
you if you wish to dispose of it at a reasonable
price.

P. S. (Nancy).—La premiere affiche faile par Dudley
Hardy pour le "St. Paul's Magazine " est

absolument introuvable. D'aillours clle n'avait

et^ tirt^ qu'i un nombre tr^s limits d'exemplaires.
Le format en etait tr^s-grand.

A. H. (Stafford).—The special reprint of our covers,
best insets and caricature portraits, on special
paper with wide margins, will not yet be ready
for some time. We shall announce it in due
course. The copies will be numbered and
printed as a very limited edition.

K. N. (Manchester).—The " New Woman " affiche
was by error attributed to Dudley Hardy in

"Miniature Posters." It w.is done by A.
Morrow, as you will see in the mterview with
this artist appearing in this number.

W. E. (Fulham).—Several firms have asked us

for new designs to advertise their goods.
If you care to send any we will show them
to our customers. We undert;ike to do the

printing also.

H. S. (Liverpool).—Send these sketches or bring
them to this office when you are in town.
We shall always be pleased to give you
any advice in our power.

B. L. (Hanunersmith).—Body colours are generally
used for these designs, although some artists

prefer to do their originals on canvas and
use oil colours.

N. D. (Lyons).—Nous avons environ cent num(^-

ros d(^tach(^s du " Chap Book " annfies 1896-

97-98. Cette petite revue est assez rare.

Nous vendons ces num^ros 4 raison de
o f. 75 c. pit^ce.

Miss E. D. (Edinburgh).—The book of "Usee"
by Robert Flers, illustrated by Mucha, was
originally published at but has been out

of print a long time. Each copy was
numbered. " Usee " is very scarce, and
copies of it fetch as much as £,\(i now.
The best way is to advertise for it in some
of the booksellers' circulars. All the illus-

trations are printed in colours. We believe

the book was only published in an edition

limited to one thousand copies.

" K." (Cambridge).—If you can get Will Bradley's

"Blue" poster for the "Chap Book" for

that price, buy it. We cannot sell it under
5s., as we said in our No. 6, Answers

to Correspondents, page 288 (" Ainateur

d'affiches").

N. V. (Ealing).—The A. B. C. Girl poster for

Marie Lloyd was originally a very large

poster, but we shall shortly have some
double crown copies of it for sale.

J. H. (Bath).—Hohenstein has done several

posters for Messrs. Ricordi.

L. J. (York).—The rarest of the late Aubrey
Beardsley's posters is the Avenue Theatre one.

A. S. (London, S. W. ). —Georges Meunier and
Louis Lefevre are pupils of J. Cheret.
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R Mote on the Beggarstaff Posters.

WHEN we are inclined to despair of the

future of artistic advertisement in

England, we may derive legitimate

comfort from the reflection that the poster

movement is a very recent one, so recent,

indeed, that sufficient time has not yet

elapsed for it to cause anything- like a revo-

lution. It is true that early essays in the

art of the poster by Fred. Walker and

Walter Crane were made a generation ago,

but these performances, however excellent

in themselves, failed to produce a wide-

spread desire for bet-

ter things. They were

merely refreshing

oases of ingenuit}'

and refinement in a

vast desert of vul-

garity. 'Tis certain

that Fred. Walker
took the designing of

his bill for " The
Woman in White "

very seriously, for in

one of his letters he

wrote: "I am im-

pressed on doing all

I can with a first

attempt at what I

consider an important

branch of art." Al-

though Walker was
not destined to see

the designing- of

posters develope into

an important branch

of art during his life-

time, it has certainly

done so since. It was
left for Mr. Dudley

Hardy to come, be

seen, and conquer.

About the same time

By CHARLE5 HIATT.

Aubrey Beardsley gave to the world his

notable or, as some people would say, notori-

ous Avenue bill, while for the " Pall Mall

Budget," Mr. Greiffenhagen produced a

single design in which he proved his mastery.

There is no doubt thait the artistic poster

movement in this country received an

immense impetus from the Exhibition held

at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, in

1894, and the promoters of the show are

fairly entitled to credit and respect for the

work which they accomplished in connection

with it. It was at

' 'Picture Posters," by kmd penntssion ofM

,

this exhibition that

the public first be-

came acquainted

with the work of

the Beggars tafif

Brothers. Their

principal exhibit

consisted of the

Hamlet stencil in

lour colours, which

measured seventy-

Iwo by forty inches.

No sooner was this

powerful design

seen than its

authors found
tliemselves famous

and curiosity as

to their identity be-

cai-ne keen.

It was at once

.Kcurately surmised

that this name Bcg-

g- a r s t a flf was an

assumed one, while

the Brotherhood of

the artists was
found to exist only

in the sense that

the sisterhood of
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the youngf ladies who sing" and dance

at the music-halls exists. The Beggar-

staff Brothers were in fact Mr. James

Pryde and Mr. William Nicholson who,

after studying, though not at the

same time, at Julien's in Paris, gradually

drifted into the artistic collaboration of

which it is now our business to consider

the memorable results. To the uninitiated

even literary collaboration has always

said Nicholson one necessarily included

Pryde. How erroneous this is, there is

a multitude of proofs. The "Alphabet,"
" Almanack," and " London Types " which

Mr. Nicholson has designed and executed

for Mr. Heinemann place beyond all dispute

the intensely personal nature of his talent

;

individuality not less strong is revealed in

Mr. Pryde's pastels and black and white

work, while the cover of the present number

•OR A POSTER.
ture Posters," hr l<

BEGGARSTAFF BROTHEf
on of Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

been something of a mystery ; the col-

laboration of two designers each of whom
possesses a marked originality is another

and a much stranger thing. The idea

seems pretty generally to prevail that the

Beggarstaffs must have agreed mutually

to sink their separate individualities so as to

work in a single groove, that when one said

Pryde one said Nicholson, or when one

of The Poster is new evidence of its author's

originality.

The first busin'ess of the Beggarstaffs

when they decided to join their forces must

have been the settlement of the formula,

the choice of the broad lines upon which

they were to work. Upon the wisdom of

their selection in this primary and essential

matter, the ultimate success or failure of
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tlieir productions obviously

depended, and their decision

was accordingly reached only

after long and anxious de-

liberation. During their stay

in Paris they had the oppor-

tunity of seeing all that was
being done in what was
then, and still remains, the

metropolis of artistic an-

nouncement. They succumbed neither to

the gay bladishments of Ch^ret nor to

the imposing and learned compositions

of Grasset. Their attention was probably

attracted and retained by the poignant and

mordant placards of Toulouse-Lautrec.

That they were wisely guided by their

instinct can hardly be questioned, for

the hoardings have never been adorned

with illustrated posters more astonishingly

original, more triumphant in their power to

arrest the attention of the passer-by, than

the "Divan Japonais," the "Caudieux,"

the "Jane Avril," the " Aristide Bruant,"

and the " Reine de Joie." The Beg'garstafifs,

though they did not imitate the work of

Lautrec, adopted two of its most salient

characteristics—breadth and simplicity.

Exception has been taken to the phrase the

" art of the poster," on the ground that

there is in fact no separate " postorial art,"

to use Mr. Joseph Pennell's latest achieve-

ment in word coining. It is true that fine

colour and accurate drawing are as essential

to a good poster as to a cabinet picture,

but the conditions under which the pictorial

placard has to be seen are so stringent and

peculiar as almost to constitute the design-

ing of posters a separate art with conventions

and limitations of its own. It is the perfect

realization of these conventions and limita-

tions which is by far the most striking

merit of the work of Mr. Pryde and Mr.

Nicholson, and places it on a higher level

than the excellent designs of the few English

artists who have any claim to be considered

masters of their craft.

1LLUST1RATED

At the Aqua-

rium Exhibition

in 1894, besides

the "Hamlet"
stencil to which

allusion has al-

ready been
made, the Beg-

garstaffs were
represented by

sketches for

posters to ad\'er-

tise pianos, blue,

candles and nig-

ger - minstrels.

The first of
these was
painted in the

manner usual to

English design-

ers of illustrated

bills. It was admirably conceived ;Hid

was executed with great boldness, but it

does not compare favourably in its power
of attraction with more recent efforts. The
Beggarstafifs soon gave up painting for a

method in the manipulation of which they

displayed no small degree of originality.

Having selected a scheme, they cut out the

design in coloured paper and attached it to

the background. By following this plan

they were enabled to move the different

parts of the composition about as they

pleased until they were absolutely satisfied

with the disposition of the pattern. This

method, it should be observed, involves

absolute accuracy in drawing. The line

{[>

Beggarstaff Brothers.
' Picture Posters," by kind per-

n/Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)
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is cut and not formed by a brush so

that it cannot be altered bv anv of

the means which it is open to a shaky

brushman to employ. No hesitation is

possible— the thing- must be done at

once and for ever. It says much for the

patience of the Beggarstaffs, that, having

72 X 40. Beggarstaff Brothers.

persuaded themselves of the advantages of

their method, they have never \\a\orod in

their pursuit of it. And again they have

never condescended to compromise. They

will give the advertiser the best that it is in

their power to give, but they will be no more

induced to modify their designs to suit the

supposed taste of the public than Whistler

would be induced to alter his etchings of

London to oblige a house agent, or Ddgas
his studies of the ballet to fulfil the require-

ments of a professor of deportment.

They are conscientious in the minutest

details ; the proper position of their signa-

ture is to them a matter of anxious con-

sideration and forms a vital incident of

the whole. In a word they are artists

and submit only to the dictates of their own
fancy.

Absolute sim.plicity of pattern, flat masses

of sober yet telling colour, amazingly effec-

tive lettering, are three of the distinguishing

features of the Beggarstaff posters which

perfect!}' fulfil their first business of adver-

tisement, in that they call aloud for

recognition on the hoardings. A Beggar-

staff poster simply cries its neighbours

down : designs which are merely graceful

and pretty sink into complete insignificance,

and the ordinary placard of commerce stands

no chance when placed in juxtaposition to

these victorious decorations. ITnder these

circumstances it may well be asked why the

work of Mr. Pryde and Mr. Nicholson is not

met with at every street corner. It has

been said, with some show of reason, that

the public taste is not yet sufliciently

educated to appreciate placards of which

the aesthetic value is unixersall'y admitted

by the informed. For ni}- ow n part, I am
more inclined to blame the unintelligent

conservatism and timidity of the advertiser

than the supposed lack of appreciation in

the public. The Beggarstaff bills which

ha\e appeared have unquestionably made

their mark with the man in the street. It

should be remembered that they are

intensely English in character. In their

way they are as racy of the soil as the

caricatures of Rowlandson, the paintings

of Morland, or ^the drawings of Charles

Keene. But if they are English they are

not insular. They have been welcomed

enthusiastically in Paris—a city by no
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means too prone to recog"nise merit in the

work of British artists.

It may be of interest to collectors to

have a complete list of the Beg"g"arstafif

posters with the approximate dates of

their production. The "Hamlet" stencil

was designed about the month of August,

1894, ^1""^ was published in a limited

edition. The "Candles," " Washing Blue,"

"Pianos," and "Nigger Minstrels" ad-

vertisements were done about the same
time and have never been published.

Permission to reproduce them as illustra-

tions to this article was courteously

refused on the ground that they were

early work of insufficient merit to justify

the publicity which would be given to

them. In October, 1894, the artists pro-

duced a design to advertise cornflour,

for Henderson of Glasgow. It measured

thirty by forty inches, and the background

was yellow. The contents bill for "The
Hour " is illustrated here. Copies of the

original are extremely rare, for the

publication which it was designed to

announce had an existence so brief that

its title was prophetic. A little later

came "The Trip to China Town" poster,

in which considerable changes were made
by the printers without the authority

of the artists, who had nothing to do

with the border. In May, 1895, the "Don
Quixote " design was done for Sir Henry
Irving-'s production at the Lyceum Theatre.

It has not yet been used as a poster,

but a coloured reproduction appeared in

No. III. of the first volume of The Poster,

on page ninety -five. Later in the

the same year the Artistic Supply Company
published the famous "Beefeater" bill

for " Harper's Magazine," which justified

Mr. Pennell's opinion that it would " eclipse

anything that has hitherto been exhibited

on the hoardings of London." It measures
eighty-five by seventy-six inches. The
" Roundhead on Horseback" was done in the

same year as "The Beefeater." It has

not been published and is reproduced

here for the first time through the kind-

ness of the artists. For the 1895-6

pantomime at Drury Lane, the Beggarstaff's

did their magnificent "Cinderella" poster,

measuring ninety by one hundred and

twenty inches. The original design was

exhibited on the stage of the theatre,

and failed to secure the approval of Sir

Augustus Harris, drawing from Mr. Dan
Leno the remark that it looked as if

somebod}^ had spilt a pot of ink down it.

At the critical moment Mr. Phil May
appeared on the scene, and by adroitly

flattering the manager on the taste which

he displayed in choosing so brilliant an

advertisement, made it difficult for him to

do anything but send it to the printers for

reproduction, a course which he accordingly

followed. The bill for "Rowntree's Cocoa"

still adorns the hoardings, and was repro-

duced in the first number of this magazine.

A fine design by the Beggarstaff"s for the

"Quiver" competition disappeared myste-

riously in transit after leaving Messrs.

Cassell's. It represented a man in black

tights with an orange feather in his hat

on a green background. The Beggarstaff's

would be glad to hear anything as to the

whereabouts of this design, as it ranks

amongst the best of their productions.

The " Girl on a Sofa," which we reproduce

in colour, has never been used as an ad-

vertisement.

Some years ago in a book on the

history of the pictorial placard, I ventured

on the statement that "the Beggarstaffs

as poster designers have few serious rivals

in England." In the space of time which

has elapsed since then, many charming

things in the way of artistic advertisement

have happily come from English hands,

but it seems to me nothing more distin-

guished, nothing more appropriate to the

purpose of announcement has been produced

in this country than the admirable designs

withwhichithas just been my privilege todeal.
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Slgra{>hg v. liithogra^hg.

\TJie following is the substance of an address, delivered on the iSth of last month,

before the Institute of Printers and Kindred Tiades, at St. Brides Institute, by f. S.

Morriss, Esq., ivho has kindly permitted us to reprint it here.—Ed. of The Poster.
J

IT is a curious fact that this year is the

true centenary of the introduction of the

art of Hthography in a practical form.

It is equally true that Johann Aloys

Senefelder, the gifted son of Bohemia,

whose genius and industry gave to the

world an art and craft unknown and un-

discovered during the centuries which

preceded him, had been experimenting for

many years previous to 1798, and also true

that his first print from stone—a sheet of

music—was obtained before that year, but

as this was worked off from a relief surface

it cannot truthfully be called scientific

lithography. How Senefelder came to be

the inventor of lithography is quite a little

romance. Senefelder himself had a pre-

diliction for following the stage, but gave

way to his parents' persuasion and studied

for the law. On the death of his father he

had to give up his studies, and he took to

the stage, and after failing as an actor he

took to writing. In this he found no

difficulty, but to get a printer and publisher

was quite another thing. It was this

difficulty which gave to the world the art of

lithography, for, being too poor to purchase

type he endeavoured to form a matrix by

means of soft clay in which he impressed a

type letter, but without success. Then he

tried etching on copper and other metals,

finding difficulty with each, until at last he

tried stone, which was a product of the

district, and known at that time as

" Kelheim," better known at the present

time as "Solnhofen," Here perhaps it

would be better for me to give the incident

of the actual discovery of lithography in

the discoN'erer's own words: "I had just

succeeded in my little laboratory in polish-

ing a stone plate which I had intended

to cover with etching ground, in order

to continue my exercise of writing back-

wards, when my mother entered the

room, and desired me to write her a bill for

the washerwoman. I happened not to have

even the smallest slip of paper to hand, as

my little stock of paper had been exhausted

by taking proof impressions from the stones,

nor was there even a drop of ink in the

inkstands. As the matter would not admit

of delay, and we had nobody in the house to

send for a supply of the deficient materials,

I resolved to write the list with my ink,

prepared with wax, sjap and lamp-black,

on the stone which I had just polished, and

from which I could copy it at leisure. Some
time after this, I was just going to wipe this

writing from the stone, when the idea all at

once struck me to try what would be the

effect of such a writing with my prepared

ink, if I were to bite the stone with

aquafortis."

Senefelder then relates the course ot

the experiment, and proceeds :
" My fur-

ther trials of this method greatly en-

couraged my perseverance. The applica-

tion of the printing ink was easier than in

the other methods, and I could take

impressions with a fourth part of the power
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that was requisite for an engraving, so that

the stones were not at all liable to the

danger of breaking, and—what was of the

greatest moment to me—this method of

printing was an entirely new invention,

which had occurred to nobody before me.

I could, therefore, hope to obtain a patent

for it, or even some assistance from the

Government, which, in similar instances,

had shown the greatest liberality in en-

couraging and promoting new inventions,

which I thought of less importance ....
Thus the new art was invented."

Senefelder's invention was patented in

France, England and other countries about

the year 1800, the first practical introduction

to England having been in the year 1802 by

one Herr Andre of Offenbach, but some say

that it was not brought out here until some
years after. When it did come it was not

long in " catching on," and it grew until at

the present day some hundreds of thousands

of pounds are invested in the lithographic

trade in the United Kingdom.

Not to detain you too long I may proceed

with the statement that everything went as

merrily as the proverbial marriage bell for

some time, but it is not to be supposed that

printers were satisfied with the bulky stone,

and attention was turned to the providing of

a substitute. Senefelder himself, in his

treatise on the subject, states that his

discovery is applicable to metals, and in

fact he enumerates all the then known
metals as capable of supplying surfaces to

be written or drawn upon with his greasy

lithographic ink. Nevertheless it may be

safely said that the only metal which is at

all capable of substituting the stone in any

degree was zinc, and this metal if used in

its natural state is only suitable for certain

classes of work, and even then it is in no

way to be depended upon. It is not my
object—nor desire— to draw attention to the

defects of other methods of printing ; those

of my hearers who happen to be connected

with the trade already know to their cost

that an efficient substitute for the stone had

not—until the introduction of algraphy

—

been found ; we have had something near it,

notably in the coated zinc plates, but these

are limited in their scope. Alterations

thereon are practically impossible, and they

have the additional drawback that every time

a new job is wanted to be put on the plate

it has to be recoated, a costly and tedious

process, which eventually brings up the price

of the plate almost to that of the stone.

Zinc in its natural state is freely used by

some printers, but they are careful to select

the colour which they purpose to print from

the zinc, for the simple reason that to print

a brilliant colour—say a vermillion, or a

scarlet— is practically an impossibility, as

the chemical properties of the zinc combine

with that of the ink, with the result that

your brilliant carmine or scarlet turns a dull

colour until the picture looks as though it

had had a bad fit of the blues.

Now this brings me to the subject

proper of my discourse, namely, algraphy,

the name given to the new invention which,

I contend, is destined to revolutionise the

lithographic trade. This name is euphonius,

and has been adopted not only because it is

easily pronounced, but also because it

actually describes the invention. The base

used to obtain the printing surface is a

sheet of the purest aluminium, the true

chemical symbol of which is "A'-." The

interpretation of the term " graphy " is too

well known for me to need to repeat it; hence

we have the name "algraphy," which

exactly describes our process, viz., printing

from algraphic plates.

The invention of algraphy, curious to

relate, occurred in the same town as that in

which printing from a raised surface first

saw the light, viz., Mayence, and is the out-

come of a long and expensive series of

experiments made by Mr. Carl Scholz and

Mr. Otto Strecker, of the firm of Jos.

Scholz. This is a well-known firm of

colour printers, and, if my memory serves
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me well, it was in the year 1889 that they

fi;st commenced their search for a perfect

substitute for the stone. About this time

aluminium, owing" to improvements in the

process of manufacture, became a market-

able metal—that is it was put on the market

at a reasonable price. After one or two

experiments the inventors got sufficiently

f.-.r to know that they were on the right

track, and they redoubled the vigour of their

experiments, working incessantly and intelli-

gently, until their efforts were rewarded

with success sufficient to induce them to take

patents
. out in all countries, the British

patent dating from the year 1893. Although

they had succeeded sufficiently to enable

them to take out patents they had not by

any means perfected the process, and they

continued their work until in the year 1895

they took out a second patent, which

enabled them to rival the products of litho-

graphy in every direction. There were still

several small details to complete before the

patent was ready to place on the market,

Mr. Scholz having decided not to offer it to

anyone until he had it absolutely perfect.

This he accomplished earl)- in 1896, and then

he allowed several of the leading German
printers to view the process, with the result

that the news rapidly spread, and he had his

hands full in executing the orders which he

received from those who were anxious to be

up to date.

The representative of the company,

which has been formed for the purpose of

introducing the in\ention to the trade in

the United Kingdom, visited Mayence, and

came back fully satisfied that the process

fulfilled all that was claimed for it, and

after thoroughly testing it in this country

decided to buy, with the result that

algraphy is now at the disposal of any

lithographic printer who wishes to keep

abreast of the times.

The principal claims of algraphy to the

favourable attention of the litho printer

are as follows :
—

1. Durability.—The plates are almost

everlasting, one which has been cleaned

off several hundred times showing scarcely

any signs of depreciation.

2. Long Editions can be printed from

a good transfer, the last sheet printed being

as good as the first. An edition of 30,000

has been printed by the inventor, and a proof

taken from the twenty-seventh thousand is

remarkable for the clearness of the black

plate which has been preserved for inspec-

tion. Since this edition there have been

several reprints, bringing the total number

printed from the same plates to 61,000.

3. Small Repeated Editions can be

cheaply produced, owing to the rapidity

with which the plates can be fitted to the

machine.

4. Unlimited Pressure can be applied

to the plates without fear of damage, as in

the case of a breakable stone.

5. Labour Saving.—No extra labour is

required to transfer the plates from the

proofing press to the machine, as in the

case of a heavy stone. It is not required

to keep porters or labourers, as has to

be done for the transport of heavy stones

from proofing press to the printing machine,

as a boy can easily carry the aluminium

plates in the hand, a plate a yard square

only weighing about 3lbs

6. Material Saved.—There is a saving

of ink and varnish, which amounts to a

considerable percentage on the year's

working. This is in part easily accounted

for by the well-known fact that the lines

of a transfer or drawing' on the porus litho

stone continually absorb some ink, and, in

consequence, gravitate deeper and deeper

into the stone as the working goes on.

Nothing of the kind occurs in algraphy,

neither do the lines of the finest tinting

ever become blocked by ink.

7. No Grinding Machine is required,

the plates being easily cleaned by hand.

8. Space Saving.—The saving in space

in the storing of originals is a very
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important item in favour of the plates, ot

which seventy-five to a hundred can be

stored in a space occupied by one ordinary

stone.

9. Carriage Saved.—Where the litho-

graphy is done away from the printing a

considerable saving of carriage is made.

10. Rapid Printing.—Perfect work can

be obtained from the plates when the

machine is driven at its quickest speed.

An eminent Swiss expert, who visited Mr.

Scholtz's works, observes: "But my
astonishment grew when, on the other

side of the machine room, a rotary machine

was shown to me, which had been con-

structed for aluminium printing. The pro-

ductions of this machine are beyond

expectation, its result being irreproachable

printing ; none better attainable on an

ordinary litho machine." We may mention

that the aluminium plates can be easily

bent to any curvature of cylinder.

11. Alterations. — Plates for use as

originals can be rapidly and easily worked

with grained surface, and the designs

thereon can be added to, taken away from,

or otherwise altered just as required,

without injury to the grain. The possibility

of making such alterations is of specially

great importance in photo-lithography, as

after the photograph has been transferred

on to the plate it can be worked just as

required ; the photo may be added to or

taken away from ad libitum.

12. Cheapness.—The plates are very

much cheaper than stones, a plate 31^^ ins.

by 43 ins. costing but one-third the price

of a yellowstone of the same size, the

weight being only a fractional part of tiiat

of the stone. The larger the size the more
favourable the comparison.

13. Chromo Work. — Algraphy is

peculiarly adapted for colour printing

(although equally excellent for black work),

and the results obtained at Mr. Scholtz's

works and elsewhere where algraphy is

in operation are of the most satisfactory

description.

In addition to the above there are many
other points in which algraphy excels

lithography, whilst in photo-lithography it

takes a long lead, owing to the fact of the

plate being so pliable that it can be placed,

in direct contact with the negative over the

whole of its surface, halation of light so

often met with while working with the

uneven stone being absolutely absent when
working with the plate.

The life of a good transfer is really

marvellous, indeed it is almost impossible to

conceive that no less than 195,300 im-

pressions have been taken from the one

transfer in the machine, but it is nevertheless

the fact, and we can safely say that this

constitutes a record. This was a job printed

byTheSackett & Wilhelms Co., the eminent

New York printers, who have adopted the

process and who write that the last print of

the run was as good and as clear as the

first. From this we may confidently infer

that—given a good transfer—the edition

which may be printed is unlimited.

In conclusion, I would draw your at-

tention to the facilities offered by the

Algraphy Co. to lithographers to learn the

working details of the invention. Not only

are their works open daily for the purpose

of instruction, which will be given free of

charge to any lithographer upon production

of credentials, but they are arranging for

the institution of evening classes, at which

those workmen whoiare unable to attend

during the day may do so without any cost

beyond their time.
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@n ^ome Spanish jBull>^fight S^lacards.
By H. R. VOESTYN.

THOSE gorgeous orgies of blood, sun and

brilliant colour, the bull-fights in Spain,

have always attracted the brush of

native artists, and although the posters used

for the fights are not as a rule distinguished

by artistic feeling, they nevertheless impress

on us the fascinating visions of the terrible

and exciting combats between man and

beast, in which the intelligence of the

former triumphs over the ferocity and brute

force of the latter. To tender hearts, to

sensitive souls— in spite of the fact that

they do not find fault with deer-chasing or

shooting in any form, and consider the

cock - fights and dog - fights of old as

legitimate national sports—the corridas de

toros appeal as a remaining vestige of

barbarity. It may be so. But in the eyes

{tioin " Putuic Posters," by kind pciiinsswn uj Messrs.
Geo. Bell ir Sons.)
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of the dilettante the bull-fight is the last alluring part of Spanish sight-seeing, and
relic of the magnificent circus scenes of the where would the man from Cook's be without
Roman decadence. The Romans had them ? Since Spanish brigands and high-

Panem et Circeuses : the Spaniards, as a waymen are no longer to be found on the

Latin race, have in another form the roads, stopping coaches and travellers with

s,M u
:

I Sr. D. Gf'Isa hikk ha » GoficlajSiefra

' mmmTmmm
'

' •" -wj^gy^'^

{From "Ptclure Posten," by kind permission
Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

pageants of grandeur, colour and death,

which are always characteristic of decadent
nations. One could not imagine the land of
" El Cid Campeador " and " Don Quixote "

without its bull-fights. They are the most

{From "Picture Posters," bv kind permission of
Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

escofie/a in hand and navaja in their belts,

a journey through Spain would be terribly

monotonous without the bull-fights. To
advertise them bills have always been used,

but the earliest one with which we have
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met is dated 1782. Althoug-h only printed

with plain letterpress it is specially

interesting on account of a statement to

the effect that " The authorities allow

spectators sitting- in the sun to let down

one brim of their hats, so as to obx iate the

inconvenience caused by the sunlight."

This regulation points to the fact that

headgears, whether sombreros or matinc^e

hats, have always been a terrible nuisance

to spectators. There is scope enough for a

man to write a book on the history of

hats in theatrical audiences.

Sunlight is a great factor in the arena

performances in Spam, and seats, instead

(Vrum My. Ceivigun's Private ColUctwn.)

of going from gallery to pit, passing through

upper circle and dress circle, as in our

theatres, go from seats in the sun, which

are the cheapest, through partly shaded

seats to those altogether in the shade. The
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last are of course the most expensive.

From 1830 to 1841 the affiches differed

very little in pattern, but the names of the

cundn'Llas of course changed. From 1841

wood engravings were used to show

the best incidents of the fights. One bill,

dated 1852, gives us a full view of the

plaza and the names of the best diestros,

while another one, 1858, gives us portraits

of the most famous cspadas.

On another bill, dated 1810, the spec-

tators are warned not to bring their own
oranges and melons with them. The

authorities, no doubt, had an eye to the

business of the refreshment bar. We
notic.e on these placards the names of the

famous picadors, banderilleros, and toreros :

they are the heroes of the day while the

chnlos and the cachetero are left in the

dark. It may be noted that Daniel

Urrabieta Vierge, the great master of

black and white, signed some sketches

appearing on a bull-fight bill in i860.

Bull-fight posters can be divided into

three distinct periods. With the exception

of wood-cuts, used as far back as 1778, of

which one is reproduced in fac-simile in the

" Zarag'oza," October 1895 bill, letterpress

bills were mostly used as advertisements.

About the year 1830 there opened a new
era, for lithography was employed, and the

designs represented either the arenas or

portraits of the principal matadores. The
last development was the introduction ot

chromo-lithography in the reproduction

of these posters. Our readers can get an

idea of them by looking at the seven panels

which we reproduce as illustrations to this

article. The four " Senoras " sitting down
and criticising the performance (Plaza de

Toros, Sevilla) are typical Spanish beauties

ready to shout " bravo, torero,'' or " bravo,

toro,'' according as the man or beast is

successful in the fight
;
ready also, in their

excitement to ask for the death of the bull

and to throw fans, flowers, cigarettes, etc.,

to the triumphant victor.

The " Plaza de Toros, Cordoba "

panel offers us a vivid scene of the fight,

while the " Zaragoza " (October, 1895)

is rather amusing, showing the bull meet-

ing one of his foes in a field and taking

revenge.

By the side of these Bull-fight posters

we may mention the affiches for Spanish

fairs and fetes which are also interesting.

The decoration of the " Semana Santa y
Feria de Sevilla, 1898," is very elaborate,

although spoiled by the debauch of letter-

press which kills the design.

Let us quote from Mr. Charles Hiatt's

volume, " Picture Posters " :
— " In Spain,

at the present moment, the illustrated

placard is receiving no small attention at

the hands of artists who, however dis-

couraged and ill-paid, are determined to do

all that in them lies to raise the country

which produced Murillo to the position she

once held among art-producing nations."

This is a very judicious opinion, and we
have already seen in these pages the brilliant

efforts of men such as Alejandro de Riquer,

the Catalonian artist. But although the

colouring of Spanish posters is always

bright and lively, we are sorry to say we
must in many cases (especially in the case

of the bull-fight panels) draw a line at the

design, which is nearly always weak. The
artists who have produced them seem to

ignore the boldness of Ch^ret, Grasset,

Toulouse-Lautrec, or the Beggarstaffs. We
may add to these remarks the opinion of a

writer in an article contributed some years

ago to the " Sketch," on Spanish pictorial

placards :
— " Spanish posters," he tells us,

"are a delight: well drawn, vividly, but truly

coloured, and perfectly printed, they shine

down from walls and hoardings, attracting all

passers-by. They depict the gloriesof coming
fairs and bull-fights, and are couched in terms

calculated to draw money from a stone.

The announcement that a famous matador

will kill or aims to kill ' Seig Escodigos

Toros,' throws the Spanish reader into a
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state of frenzy. Not infrequently some
incident is depicted with frank realism. A
bull standing over a dead horse gives an

opportunity to the artist to draw the unfor-

tunate horse disembowelled and lying on

of a matador's costume can be given. The
poster artists are splendid when they depict

movement
;

they are satisfactory in their

purely decorative work, but figures in repose

are apt to become woodenv."

*^ OCTUBRE

51 X 95. MAIiCEMNO DE UnjKTA.
{FlUlu Mr. Cervigon's Piirate Collection.)

blood-stained sand, while the bull's hide

shows the marks of the lance-thrusts, and

his horns are likewise stained with blood.

Colour printing is so good in these regions

of perpetual sunlight that nearly every detail

This is a very fair appreciation of Spanish

posters, and is more just to their designers

than Mr. Octave Uzanne's verdict : that

Peninsular pictorial placards are no more
and no less than " omelettes of oranges."
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Posterdom Caricatures.
No. v.—Will. H. Bradley.

Drawn by Will. True.
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Hta JUoic BuUcr and her

Sirtistic Advertisements.
By the EDITOK.

THE story of Loie Fuller's de'dui in

New York, her wandering's among
the lesser cities of the Continent,

and her ultimate triumphant and un-

equivocal conquest of Paris are matters

so generally known that it were imper-

tinent to narrate them afresh. The position

which Loie Fuller occupies amongst those

without mention of her. She is not merely

the heroine of the few glittering moments
during which she occupies the stage of

the Ful/es Bergere each night, for she

holds in addition a conspicuous place in

that society which includes those French-

men who in science, art, and letters are

adding to the intellectual dignity of the

LOIE FULLER. From a Recent Photograph.

who at present minister to the amusement
of mankind is a phenomenal one. In

la ville lumiere she is far more than a

popular favourite : her personality stands

out vivid and distinct in an amazingly

various aggregation of brilliant and fasci-

nating personalities ; and any account of

Paris in these, the dying days of the

nineteenth century, would be incomplete

human race. It is not given to the

ordinary dancing girl to attract and to

retain the interest of writers such as Dumas
fils, men of science such as Camille

Flammarion, and artists such as Rodin,

who may fairly be considered the greatest

sculptor since Michael Angelo. These are

only three among the august host of

distinguished men who have paid their
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AN ORIGINAL DESIGN. William Nicholson
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tribute to the personal charm of La Loie

and have insisted on the curiosity and

beauty of her achievements.

A LOIE FULLER POSTCARD.

Quite apart from her skill in her art,

Loie Fuller is a remarkably clever woman.
In these enormously complex days it is

much to light upon a new idea : it is

even m.ore so to develop that idea that

its every possibility is exhausted. The
ingenuity which Loie Fuller displays in

devising her dances is admitted by common
consent to be extraordinary. Her repre-

sentations do not consist in swirling silk

skirts in a pool of electric light, although

her innumerable imitators seem to have

pursuaded themselves that such is the

case. The triumph of Loie Fuller is due

in the first instance to herself, and only

incidentally to the manipulator of the

lights and the dressmaker. Her temper-

ament is a rare one, her performances

are otiginal, and one may fairly apply to her

the words of Theodore de Banville :

—

" Elle avait k elle seule, sans maitres,

sans prdc6dents, sans inspiration autre que

celle de son esprit exalte, cr6e tout un

art, inoui, singulier et parfois grandiose

prodigieux effort d'organisation

et d'intelHgence que personne ne lui avait

enseigne." It is Loie Fuller's crowning

merit that she does nothing in her dances

which is unintelligent, nothing which is

intended merely to provoke the wonder
of the vulgar. Her performances are the

result of much deliberation, and of pro-

longed and fatiguing experiment. Her
sense of congruity effectually prevents

her from going too far, so that she

avoids that exaggeration which is a serious

blot on so many interesting exhibitions

of the art of dancing. She most wisely

discards the ^ur de force for its own
sake, and declines to sacrifice the beau-

tiful to the eccentric in order that crowds
may gape. In a word, she possesses that

BAS-KELIEF. Nock.

restraint which is so valuable a feature

in the equipment of the artist, whether

his business is music, acting, or design.
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In " Little Miss Nobody," between

the acts of which Loie Fuller at present

gives her representation, Miss Kate Cutler,

in manner altogether charming, advises

FROM A I'AI.XriM. l;V I.1',K()1,I..

us all and sundry, on every occasion,

whatever the object, to advertise. Loie

Fuller, from the outset of her brilliant

career, has been too shrewd to disdain

the sweet uses of advertisement, and she

has remem.bered that artistic advertisement

is of all methods of publicity the most
surely effective. With excellent judgment
she went to Ch^ret—Ch^ret the master

of gorgeous and fantastic colour—to herald

her earlier performances in that metropolis

to the gaiety of which his posters have

added so materially. In his long career

as an affichiste, ChSret has produced

nothing more successful than his series

of designs for La Loie Fuller, the most

recent of which forms one of the illus-

trations to this article. If, from the point

of view of art, the work of Paleologue

does not stand comparison with that of

Ch^ret, it is nevertheless, sometimes of

an alluring prettiness and seldom fails to

be chic. The specimen which is repro-

duced here is effective enough and forms

a glowing patch of colour on the hoardings.

For some time past Miss Ethel Webling

has devoted much attention to the dances

of Loie Fuller, and we may look forward

shortly to seeing the results of her observa-

tion in the shape of pictorial placards. By

her kindness, we are enabled to reproduce"

two of her studies here for the first time.

The windows of London are at present

decorated with a profusion of photographs

of La Loie, some of which are of very

g'reat interest, representing as they do,

the artist in most strangely characteristic

attitudes. The relief by Nock, and the

picture by Leroll, which will be found in

these pages, were not designed as adver-

tisements, though they were inspired by

Loie Fuller, as was Gs^rome's statue, called

La Danseuse. It were vain to attempt

to catalogue here the artists who have

rendered to Loie Fuller the practical homage

of depicting her. Suffice it to say they

are as numerous as the poets who have

sung her praises in a dozen languages

and a hundred metres.
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American Poster Kcorc.

UNDER the above title Mr. Percival

Pollard will commence a series of

illustrated monthly notes on the Ameri-

can Poster movement in our March issue.

Writing of Mr. Pollard in the "New York

Journal," the well-known American man of

letters, Mr. Ambrose Bierce says :
— " Mr.

Percival Pollard is our best American

authority on posters and poster lore. With
Mr. Pollard the poster is not a fad, but a

cult. He adores it witli the same enthusi-

asm and self-consecration that inspires the

Hindu man-and-brother when contemplating

the ligneous virtues and hand-painted pul-

chritude of the Idol of Hope and Slaughter.

I don't care to affirm an equality between

these two objects of worship ; the Idol is the

prettier, but the poster is incomparably

superior in that it lends itself to the art of

the collector and thereby invites an affection

that is not necessarily an element of wor-

ship. Whatever one can collect one can

learn to love with a warm and tender regard

which deity, even of one's own facture, does

not always inspire. I once knew a collector

of champagne corks, each of which he duly

labelled with the date of its popping and

such other particulars of its history as he

knew or could ascertain. He had a bushel,

and I am persuaded that his relations with

each unit of the lot had something of the

charm and tenderness of an intrigue. I dare

say that in the secret soul of him my friend

Pollard cherishes for the green blondes and

yellow brunettes of his collection a sentiment

that ought to land him in the divorce court.

These earthly emotions he will keep to him-

self, and being a capital writer will doubtless

make many a convert to his funny faith, but

as for me, I feel as yet no call to go forward

to the anxious seat, but with a wicked and

stiff-necked perversity purpose continuing

in my state of sin, regarding the poster with

contumelious irreverence. If ever converted

from worship of Jack Satan, the greatest of

gods, I shall indubitably try the advantages

of prostration before the Idol of Hope and

Slaughter."

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. Dave Gow

^sr -^er -^sr
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riaterials for a Bibliography

of the Poster.

Compiled bv Charles Hiatt,
Author of "Picture Pos'crs."

(Continued from Vol. I., p. 316.)

READERS of The Poster will much
oblige by pointing' out any omissions

or making any suggestions to the

Editor of this Journal.

II.—THE UNITED STATES.
{Conlinued.)

Part I.

—

Books and Pamphlets.

Poster Lore. A Journal of enthusiasm

devoted to the appreciation of modern
posters. Arranged, with a few picturings

and embellishments cribbed from various

sources, by Frederick Thoreau Single-

ton, and printed by him in this pleasant

wise every month at the Red Pale, Num-
ber 100, Ninth Street West, Kansas City,

Missouri, 1896.

Note.—This beautifully produced little publication

(which only measures 4V x 6Jiii.) came out at

irregular intei-vals, and has now ceased to exist.

The long- sub-title was soon abandoned.

A Memorandum Catalogue and Check :

List o? American Posters in the Col-
lection of Wilbur Cherrier White-
head. Privately printed for Wilbur
"Cherrier Whitehead, 1895, numbered
copies, pp. 52.

Note.—The Catalogue opens with the following

statement :
— " There are several Posters cata-

logued that are not, strictly speaking, American
Posters, but have been included,as they are used
by American agents of English publishers. A
great many of the posters catalogued would not

be considered in an art poster catalogue, but

are included for convenience in checking."

Some Modern Posters shown at the
Union League Club, New York, Feb-
ruary 14th, 15th, i6th, 1895. Illustrated

coloured cover by Wm. Martin Johnson.

The "Chicago Evening Post" Exhibi- •

TioN OF Artistic Posters. 164-6,

Washington Street, March, 1895. With
illustrated coloured cover and numerous
illustrations by W. W. Denslow. This

catalogue contains brief biographical

notices of the artists, and criticisms of

their works.

Catalogue of Exhibition of Art Posters

AT THE Ethical Building, Milwaukee,
March, 1895. Illustrated by W. W.
Denslow. Coloured cover by the same
artist.

Part II.

—

.Articles in the Magazines
AND Newspapers.

The Moral Aspect of the Artistic

Poster. By Louis J. Rhead. "The
Bookman" (New York), June, 1895.

Note.—Mr. Rhead sums up his views as follows:—
" The moral aspect of the artistic poster, then,

is that it may be, if done well, an important

factor in the community, and it is best to begin

aright, with high ideals and aims, to educate,

ennoble, and make men and women think of

life, not as a silly dream, but as earnest and
sublime," Three illustrations.

Some American Posters. By Wilbur M.
Stone. "The Hartford Daily Courant,"

1895. Seven illustrations.

Rhead and his Posters. "New York
Tribune," 29th December, 1895 (?).

A Sketch of Poster Styles. By R. G.

Badger. "Eadey's Magazine," Septem-
ber, 1896. With illustrations by Bradley,
Grasset, Beardsley, Penfield, and
Cheret.

High Art on Street Fences. The newest

Freaks in Posters. "The World" (New
York). Eleven illustrations.

Note.—A considerable number of articles on and
illustrations of posters have appeared in " The
Chap Book" (Chicago: Herbert S. Stone &
Co.), as well as in " Bradley : His Book."
Notes and articles on the subject will likewise

be found scattered broadcast through the

American press. " Poster Lore," contributed

by Mr. Percival Pollard to " The Inland

Printer," contains much useful and interesting

information.
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^omc Windouj Sills bg W- H. Walker.

By KARL KLOUFE.

IT is not often that the advertiser has

saf?icient confidence in his own judg-

ment to allow a designer carte blanche ;

when that designer has a vogue or is the

fashion, one can understand that the signa-

ture of the artist goes a long way with an

art-loving public, and that any design that

accompanies it will be "Very fine, by D
\\—~, or M a, you know!" But to

find out an artist with the true feeling of

decoration, and to trust to the result of that

feeling and not to his signature, shows a

mind that knows the right thing and values

it. As such we may put down Messrs.

Fuller, whose name is a household word to

the great sweet-loving public. In want of

novel ideas for advertising by means of

window bills, Mr. Fuller discovered Mr. W.
H. Walker, who was originally an architect

and designer of wall-papers, Messrs. Essex,

Jeffries and other well-known firms having

used several of his designs. Mr. Fuller

then engaged Mr. Walker to work per-

manently for the firm and gave him a free

hand as to his designs, a proceeding that

other designers would envy as showing a

true appreciation of their work. As litho-

graphy was too expensive for the limited

number of designs required, and the work-

ing entirely by hand would have involved too

much labour and time, Mr. Walker hit on

the plan of the Japanese plank engraving as

a foundation. He has engraved several blocks

himself, but now leaves it in most cases to

the wood engraver employed on the premises,

so as to get more time for the designing part

of the work. The block is what is known
as a key block—that is, it prints the outline,

or, where there is not much line, the large

masses of background. This part of ti: e

design is then printed under Mr. Walker's

personal supervision, which ensures the

colour being matched exactly, and is after-

wards handed over to a small coloured

gentleman with a paint box, who finishes

the design with the other colours decided

on.

The use of one key block printed will at

once be obvious, as it forms a guide by

which the most inexperienced can re-produce

the otiier coloured portions, after the man-
ner of the " penny plain and twopence

coloured " of our boyhood. It is also an

advantage over stencil printing, in that the

latter requires more skill in getting each

stencil to register with the other and also in

the manipulation of the colour on the plates.

By Mr. Walker's method all the colours ex-

cept that of the key block can be varied

and interchanged so as to arrive at entirely

opposite effects although the design remains

the same. Unquestionably the best design

Mr. Walker has produced is that for Clam
Broth, the prevailing colour is grey while

the steam-tug is filled in black with red in

the lamps and port-holes. Though essen-

tially decorative in treatment it shows that

its designer knows where to find decorative

nature and knows also how to use it when
found. The same may be said of the canal

scene with windmills, the colours of which

are brown, yellow and green ; the block has

been engraved with great freedom, and has

the charm of a sketch that we so seldom

get in commercial lithography.

Catholic in his choice of subjects, Mr.

Walker has seen that Japanese methods and

ideas would suit his purpose admirably, and

has- designed several, which though by no

means copies of Japanese drawings, have at

the same tinie the character both in line and

in composition that one knows so well on
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the Kakimono or the fan. The crows that

advertise Ices are very strong- in design and

simple, black and blue being the principal

colours, while a touch of yellow on the beak

is of certain value. Of the same order is

the cock that has been used in various

colours, but in each case the key block was
a rich red brown. Another design avowedly

Japanese is that of a tea house with a

Mousme^ serving tea. This seems not so

successful as those in which Mr. Walker de-

pends more on his own style and ideas, and if

this design be contrasted with the Mediaival

Lady sitting at a table the difference will at

once be seen. The latter is strong and bold

in outline and has an originality of arrange-

ment and detail that is quite successful.

Mr. Walker does not always arrive at the

same satisfactory results with his figures,

the features being often rather weak in

expression, though this may be due to the

wood engraver rather than the designer.

The bill to advertise Candies, which want
of space prevents us from reproducing,

shows that Mr. Walker has still some lean-

ings to the wall-paper design, and it is

perhaps on that account rather too confused

to be as good for its purpose as the sea-

scape or the crows. Another good design

represents two Bedouin Arabs on camels,

the main colour being grey while the trap-

pings and costumes are of reds and greens

;

while a blue and white design of an ancient

Egyptian boat is also very charming, better

indeed than the same subject with more
colours used. Mr. Walker has also de-

signed several dainty modern ladies pouring

out tea and inviting one to taste their

wares.

Of course, given the method used, the

treatment is bound to be much the same in

all cases, but in Messrs. Fullers' window
bills we find a very varied choice of subjects,

much more so indeed than is to be found in

the work of most designers who are too apt

to harp on one theme, a crime Mr. Walker
could scarcely be accused of. Besides the

engraved designs, Messrs. Fuller make use

of some landscape water-colour sketches by

the same artist, but these are " hand-

painted " entirely and although possessing

certain merits as sketches are by no means

as strong as those with the printed outline

for this is evidently Mr. Walker's metier,

the landscapes referred to being by com-

parison weak and unassuming. In the

dainty catalogues supplied by the firm will

be found many drawings, head and tail

pieces and decorative borders all irom the

one designer, whose drawer of black and

white designs would keep an Art editor in

material for many months to come.

One or two firms have lately been using

stencil designs for " sale cards," but not on

the same scale as Messrs. Fuller, who I

believe produce their advertisements in quite

a unique manner. They deserve much credit

for finding out and appreciating the evident

talent of Mr. Walker for the decoration of

the affiche, while he at the same time is

to be envied by other designers in that he

has a free hand in his choice of subjects

and is not hampered by the submitting of

"ideas" and by the frequent alteration of

positions, faces, etc., that so often cause

despair to the designer and pride to the

commercial connoisseur, who of course has

studied composition and is in a position to

know what is right.

-^BT '^s^ ^ar
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Slejected

^ketches.

EARLS COURT

EXHIBITION
DIRECTOR general:

IMRE KIRALrq

Albert Morhow.

{Ily kind permission 0/ Messrs. David Allen and Sons, Ltd.)

W. S. Rogers-
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Palette ^cra{>ings.
Mr. Scotson-Clark has been so kind

as to send us the acconipanyhig extract

from "The Costume of Great Britain," a

work written and illustrated by W. H. Pyne,

and published in 1808 by William Miller.

We also owe to Mr. Scotson-Clark the

sketch of Pyne's plate representing- the

"Bill Sticker" of the period, which we
reproduce here. " One of the innumerable

advantages derived from the invention of

PRICES

the Art of Printing, is the being enabled

to advertise the public, by rapid and cheap

means, of such things as are essential to

be known, through the medium of printed

bills. Before the stupendous discovery of

this art, affairs of state were proclaimed

to the people by sound of trumpet, or by

written notices hung upon certain public

places ; and inferior matters were published

by the common criers or bell-men. The

prodigious facility given by this invention

to certain operations of modern govern-

ments, as well as to the general intercourse

in extensive and populous states, exhibits

WnilLLfY5

wi Jsiix)UKiii mm
Miss O'Regan.

a marked instance 01 our superiority of

means for general improvement of civiliza-

tion, over those ot the most enlightened

nations of antiquity. Within six hours, by
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i

A BILL STICKER OF 1808.

(Sketch by Scotson-Clark from a plate in I'yne's Costume of Great Britain.")
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means of printed bills, the inhabitants of a

great city can be advertised of a thousand

things necessary to be publicly known ; and

29 X 42. (

'. E. A."

in cases of fugitive robbers, traitors, spies,

etc , the hue and cry, or notice of their

apprehension, is circulated throughout the

kingdom in four or five days. The exer-

tions that characterise the dashing spirit

of the times, is visible in printing- the bills
;

every day some new mode of catching the

attention of the passing multitude is resorted

to. Witness the bills six or eig-ht feet long-

stuck upon the walls to announce the

exhibitions at our Amphitheatres, Circuses,

Schools of Bucephalus, etc., etc. Surely,

the printers of the nineteenth century have

proved, that ' those who run may read.'

But it is to the managers of the lotteries

we owe' the merit of the Brobdingnagian
style of printing ; for under their patronage,

the letter-founders have reached the fie plus

ultra of their art, in type of 12 inches

diameter ; and we have lived to see a

;^30,ooo prize printed thirty thousand times

as large as small pica !

"

An exhibition of sketches and designs

for posters was held at Miss Barnes" Studio,

5, Motcombe Street, on January 13th and

14th. The exhibitors were Miss Barnes,

Miss May Furniss, Miss Mabel Robinson,

Miss Alice O'Regan, and Miss Ethel

Burgess. The designs were more of the

nature of suggestions than finished work,

but as such several were striking in arrange-

ment and colour, and would make excellent

posters. Among the most noticeable were
" Whiteley's for Furs," by Miss O'Regan

;

a design for candles, by Miss Burgess ; a

magazine advertisement by the same artist,

which has already been reproduced in The

29 X 42. Will H Bkaulev.

Poster, in the notice of Messrs. Hare's

exhibition, and a very strong- design for a

frieze, by Miss O'Regan.
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We cordially welcome the " Revue
Populaire des Beaux Arts," which is doing

excellent work in making the mass of the

French people familiar with art of the

higher kind in all its branches. It is a

well-printed weekly journal and is published

at 13 Rue Grange Batelidre, at the modest
price of threepence. Amongst its contribu-

ters are such well-known men of letters as

Alexandre Ars^ne, Jules Claretie, Anatole

France, Roger Marx, Eugene Muntz, and
Armand Silvestre.

PROGRAMME COVER. Dave Gow,

Our contemporary " L'Art Ddcoratif

"

announces the results of its awards in the

competition for a series of designs for play-

ing cards in the January number. The first

prize goes to M. Jossot, the second to M, F.

Valloton, the third to Mme. Kitty Fornier

and the fourth to M. Victor Buet. The
number contains several articles of interest

to designers and craftsmen.

A bill-posting machine, which sticks

placards on hoardings and walls even as

high as fifty feet, is now in use in Paris.

We may shortly expect to find the time-

honoured paste-pot and ladder disappear

from our midst.

Our article on Mr. Fowler's posters

called forth an interesting- leading article in

" The Liverpool Post" of the 6th instant,

from which we quote the following :
— " The

designing of posters has become one of

the fine arts ; Mr. Hiatt has written several

excellent books about it, and now it

possesses a monthly magazine. The Poster,

all to itself. The current number of this

periodical possesses a local interest, for it

contains an illustrated article on the achieve-

ments of Mr. Robert Fowler as a bill

designer, and Mr. Fowler it was that woke

us up in Liverpool to the higher artistic

possibilities of the placard hoarding. A
good many years have gone by since the

Philistines and the stern and unbending

economists united their forces to assail

Philip Rathbone—Liverpool's ' Master of

Arts '—who had paid a considerable sum of

money for the design of an artistic poster

advertising the Autumn Exhibition of Pic-

tures. Some of us, too, joined in the outcry

on technical and critical grounds, but these

complaints appear to have meant little more

than a protest that the poster was not just

what it would have been had we, instead of

Mr. Fowler, been selected to design it.

Time has shown that Mr. Fowler's graceful

and striking work served the exact pur-

pose for which Mr. Rathbone obtained it.

Mr. Rathbone in his public work never did

anything without a well-considered object,

and his plans generally were carried out at

just the right moment,"
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Owing to a misunderstanding we omitted

to state that the excellent portrait of Mr.

Fowler in our last issue, was reproduced by

kind permission of Mr. E. Dibdin, of Lis-

card, who took the photograph and who
owns the copyright. We have to apolo-

gise to him for our oversip"ht.

Marius Jo^;

The death of Alfred Sisley, at Moret, on

the 2gth of January, in straitened circum-

stances, is a fact which calls attention to

the lack of appreciation which is unfortu-

nately too often the fate of an artist who
obeys only the dictates of his own fancy,

and pursues his art regardless of popular

applause. Sisley was a man of genius, who
might have made money if he had seen fit

to paint pictures which should be pleasing to

the general public. He chose, however, to

share with Mouet the neglect and ridicule

which was for so long the lot of the

Impressionists. Now that he is dead he

will doubtless be a subject of eulogy, and it

is quite possible that his work will become

fashionable. Already his best pictures fetch

large prices.

The Right Hon. James Bryce, M.P.,

addressed a meeting at University College,

Liverpool, on the 2nd inst., in connection

with the formal opening of a school of com-

merce. In the course of his remarks, he

said that he "had often thought that there

was another subject which might receive

attention, and which he did not find taught

in any of the Continental schools, that was

the art and mystery of advertising. Adver-

tising had now become so extremely impor-

tant a part of our commercial life, and even

of our public life, that it would be very

desirable if something could be done to

reduce it to a science, so as to enable the

budding merchant to know in what way his

money cou'd be best spent. It was quite

unintelligible to him how it could pay, as it

must do, to spend such enormous sums on

advertising. It would be interesting to

know what made advertising so great a

success."

The Art of Sculpture in England was

never in a more promising condition than it

is at present, but it could ill afford to lose so

brilliant a craftsman as Mr. Harry Bates,

A.R.A., whose death took place a fortnight

ago. Mr. Bates's decorative panels in

bronze for a shop in Kensington were

among the best of his productions.

The election at the Academy is a charac-

teristic business. The selection of Mr.

Jules Breton as a Foreign Member is

respectable, safe, and unexciting. Mr.

Alfred East is capable, and a worse choice

might have been made, while the new
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honour will doubtless encourage Mr. Johns,

whose work is not so well known as it

might be. Of Mr. Cope one can only say-

that his work, if uninspired, is correct. The
neglect of Mr. Stott is scandalous. Ad-

mission to the Academy would not add one

jot to his distinction, but it would render

that institution somewhat more dignified.

We reprint the following from " The
Daily Mail " of the 2nd instant :

— " Promin-

ent women throughout the State of Illinois

are organising a crusade against the use of

the female form in illustrations for adver-

tising purposes, and a Bill will soon be

introduced in the State Legislature prohibit-

ing it. Mrs. Gertrude Wallace, president of

the federated women's clubs, said yesterday:

' The mothers, daughters, and sisters of

free, civilised, enlightened America believe

that the common, indiscriminate, immodest

use of woman's face or figure as an adver-

tising medium not only lowers the standard

of her womanhood in purity and dignity, but

depraves the high ideal for which she was

created.' " It is to be hoped that the State

Legislature of Illinois will treat in the man-

ner it deserves this idiotic and hysterical

outburst on the part of this precious handful

of " mothers, daughters, and sisters of free,

civilised, enlightened America."

Amoxgst our illustrations will be found

a design for a poster and a programme

cover by Mr. David Gow of Glasgow.

Answers to Correspondents.
Mrs. M. S. (Brig-hton), Miss Maud L. (West Ken-

sington), Miss F. B. (Biighton), Miss S. R.

(J^ublin), Captain C. W. (Portland Place),

Mac M. (Glasgow), B. G. (Berlin), F. M.
(Amsterdam).—As you will see in the adveriise-

ment pag-es in the present number of The
Poster, the Poster Exhibitors are now ready,

and we can supply them at once. We shall be
glad if you will place your orders with us

immediately.

R, B. (Kensington). —The price of the three Italian

posters is 5s. each.

Miss Annie S. (Hastings).—Some of the Mucha
designs are out of print and we c.mnot supply
them. Amongst these is the "JouMiee Sarah
Bernhardt," which is very scarce.

Captain G. R. (Melbourne).—We have lately

bought this collection. Many of the American
posters are signed by the artists. It is a unique
collection, as the signatures make the posters
more valuable.

S. T. (Belfast).—We have the Harper's Magazine
poster by the BeggarstafFs lined for sale. It is

very scarce. Price £2 los. od.

Mrs. B. a. (Edinboro').—See Answers to Corres-
pondents, No. IV., The Poster, page 174.

Miss F. C. (Glasgow).— It is a very easy way and
you will find it satisfactory.

SiGNOR Paolo R. (Rome).—You had belter com-
municate direct with our export agents : Messrs.
Nilsson and Co., 16 and 18, Wardour Street,

London, W.C.
Miss L. T. (Kensington).—We rerer you to Answers

to Correspondents, No. VII., The Poster,
page 42.

B. L. (Hammersmith), A. B. C. (Oxford), Mrs. D.
(Glasgow).—Any of Hassall's, True's. and Mor-
row's posters can be supplied, and nearly all by
Dudley Hardy. We always keep them in stock.

H. J. (London, W.C).—The poster you mention is

by Hyland Ellis. It was posted in London, only
for the Grand Theatre, and mostly used for

provincial tours. It is a very large affiche. We
know that the "Maitres de I'Affiche" have
reproduced it.

L. B. (Dublin).—Why not use body colour? It is

much easier.

MONS. Paul C. (Paris).—Oui toutes les affiches

anglaises, sauf celles qui sont ^puisi^es et que nous
ne pouvous nous procurer que par hasard. La
maison dont vous parlez, n'existe plus depuis
longtemps.

B. B. (Wolverhampton).—This poster was done for

the Exhibition of the picture in London. A big
fire destroyed the picture, and since then we
have never seen any of the posters on the
hoardings. We have a few in stock.

N. K. (Manchester).—Raven Hill has done a few
double-crown posters for " Pick-Me-Up." The
" Girl on a Chair " is rather scarce.

Miss T. (Birmingham).—We only exchange affiches

when they are scarce or when we have none of
them in stock. We have several copies of those
you mention, and they would be useless to us.

Poster Collector (Manchester).—The numbers
of the "Chap Book" we advertised for sale in

our No. VII. are sold. We are sorry : should
we come across some would you want them ?

If so, we would communicate with you at once.

Frank F. (Malta).—The poster for "The Hour,"
by the BeggarstafFs, is extremely rare. We
have a copy for sale.

Mrs. C. M. (Washington).—Any English affiches
you may require. We have the Lippincotts you
mention in j'our letter and they would therefore
be useless to us. The bibliography of posters
we publish will give you all the information you
ask.
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NLr. W^altcr Crane and the

fi)esigning o£ the IBeautifuL

By CHARLES 1. ffOULKES.

THE keen competition and struggle for

recognition in the present day has

called forth a certain forced originality that

is to be deprecated not only on the ground

of insincerity, but also because, from the

applause it evokes, as often as it not turns

the head of its author and makes him

believe he has genius

when he has only

misapplied talent. And
this so-called origin-

ality or assumed
eccentricity will gener-

ally be found to lean

rather to ugliness than

to beauty. The world

in its feverish con-

dition Is not anxious

to be soothed and
charmed, though in-

deed the really great

artist may with

hypnotic force com-

pel attention, it wants

something exotic,

something strange to

stimulate its deadened

senses. The result

of this craving is, as

I have said, too fre-

quently ugliness. It

may be that beauty

has been so courted

and worshipped in past ages that nothing

is left to find out or portray that has not

been done. If this be so why not be content

with the work of our predecessors ? Is a
style to be condemned because it is old

fashioned, or to be admired because it is

WALTER
(From a recent photo by

" in the movement," or more terrible still

" up-to-date " ? There are two names that

have made some stir in the art world

recently, I refer to Beardsley and the

" Beggarstaff Brothers." From the point

of view of the Man in the Street their

reputation rests entirely on their eccentricity

and in some measure

on their ugliness of

design. To the artist

as to the critic the

work of both these

designers has great

merits, and some
faults, as whose work
has not? Still the

merits and charm that

the artist admires,

namely, beauty of line

and composition and

colour, do not appeal

to the public as does

the literary part of

the work, which in

both the above cases

strives either con-

sciously or otherwise

to strike a note tliat

is not to be found

on the keyboard of

modern ideas.

That Beardsley
and the BeggarstafiFs

should be accepted proves that the door

of public opinion, if not wide open, is ajar,

and the younger generation that knocks

loud enough and is of the right size may
push through and gain admittance.

Formerly the door was fast closed and

CRANE.
Messrs. Russell & Sons
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the strong man must break it open. In

the branch of art we discuss in these

pages this was rarely done, as the task

was hard and the result often disappointing

on entering the charmed portal. Fred

Walker was one of the first to force his

way in, and we may surely rank with him

the subject of this article, Mr. Walter

rather than for the tradesman and the

manufacturer. Two designs however by

Mr. Crane make one think that we may
be possibly not so advanced as we pride

ourselves to be. I allude to the Covent

Garden Concert design, of which unfor-

tunately no copy now exists, and the

design for the Hippodrome at Olympia.

Crane. Met at first with rebuffs and

refusals, Mr. Crane still persevered in

trying to raise the tone of trade litho-

graphy, an almost impossible task as may
be shown by the fact that the larger

portion of his advertisements were designed

for Insurance Companies, whose Directors

might by chance be men of artistic leanings.

Compare these with the present state of

things and one will wish that the present

Covent Garden designs should be again

from Mr. Crane's hand, though with regard

to Olympia the subjects are so fearful and

wonderful that I doubt whether they could

ever be treated with any suggestion of art.

Of Mr. Crane's work as a designer, it is
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Walter Cr

almost superfluous to speak, as his name

has become quite a household word. Not

content with producing pictures and wall

decoration, he has designed in stained

.g'lass, mosaic, relief work, pottery, metal,

linen, wall papers, fabrics, to say nothing

•of his countless black and white illustrations

•on which alone any artist would be proud

to rest his reputation. Associated for

some while with Mr, William Morris, Mr.

Crane chose rather the rich riot of the

Renaissance than the sombre and hard

Gothic which Mr. Morris seemed to prefer.

With no cry of " Eureka," the assertive

eccentricity with which the " New Modern
Designer" leaps into fame through the

medium of the press, Mr. Crane chose his

path and worked steadily on, knowing that

ill the end appreciation would be his. I

have never come across any design by

Mr. Crane whose first impression was not

one of beaut}'. Even in those designs where
the subject might be of a reverse character he

could not help himself, his brush would not

chronicle the unbeautiful, as his mind seemed
to refuse tj believe that it ex'sted. One of

h:s most beau':;ful desisrns is that of the

Youth with the Winged Horse for a

Insurance Company—design and colouring

leave nothing to be desired, and if all

magazine inset advertisements were like

it, 'one would often wish that we had a

bound collection of all advertisements and
no magazine. The design with the motto
"To keep the wolf from the door," is

printed in stronger colours with coloured

bronze gilding, which makes it a very

rich piece of colour. It is hardly credible

that in some cases these designs have gone
out of print, and copies have not been

kept. The collector should make note of

this, for nearly all Mr. Crane's advertisement

designs are rare now, and must therefore

possess intrinsic value apart from the value

as works of art. As far as I can find out

the following is a complete list of the work
in this branch of art that Mr. Crane has

produced :

ADVERTISEMENT. Walter Crani
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ADVERTISEMENT. Walter Crane.

Posters :

—

Covent Garden Concerts (110 copies

extant).

Paris Hippodrome, Olympia.

Exhib'tion of Works of Walter Crane
(no copies extant).

Hau Champagne.

English Illustrated
. ^ A I Enlarged cover
Arts and Crafts r ,

^.

r- 1 -1 designs.
Exhibition J

Coloured Insets, Calendars and Small
Bills :—
"To keep the Wolf from

the door."

"Take time by the

forelock."

"Against a rainy day."

Blotter case (Knight and Lady), Scot-
tish Provident (out of print).

Blotter case (Ship with three Girls)

Scottish Provident (out of print).

Allegorical design, Law Union and
Crown Office.

Scottish

Widows'
Provident

Institution.

An Archer, Sun Life Assurance.

The characters of Sir Walter Scott's

Novels, Scottish Union and National
Insurance.

the Scottish ArtA design for

Review."

Designs to advertise Messrs. Jeffries'

wall papers.

Why Mr. Crane has never been asked to

design large bills I cannot imagine, unless

it be that his time is so taken up with the

other branches of art that he practises, that

he cannot devote himself to the art of the

poster. Without criticising the designs of

others, let us imagine a design by him, say for

the "Magazine of Art," and I feel sure it

would have far surpassed anything that has

been done already for this periodical. His

designs do not, and never would, strike the

observer "miles away," as do those of the

modern vogue, they do better, they attract

ADVERTISiMENT. Walter Crane.
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GREAT PARIS HIPPODROME

National

OLYMPIA™s™™KENSINGT0N
<:%:Zl!il'': TRAINS&OMNIBUSES DIRECT TO THEDOORS EVERYFEW MINUTES

[From " Picture Posters," by kind permission of Messrs. George Bell & Sons.)
Walter Crane
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by their refinement of beauty, and force one

to keep coming- back again to look at them,

and love them, just as one is fascinated by

the " Chant d'Amour " of Burne Jones, and

would prefer to live with such a work of art

than with the more insistent realisms ofDegas
and Boldini. The art of the hoarding has

come to be a serious item to be reckoned

with, for we must consider, not only the

pressing needs for notoriety of the adver-

tiser, but also, what is equally, if not more

important, the disfigurement or beautifica-

tion of the greatest city in the world. Fifty

yards of hoarding decorated by the Beggar-

staflfs would prove, at any rate, that London

would yield to none in her appreciation of

the true artist. But what of the imitators ?

No sooner does one man make his mark,

than a dozen inferior men plagiarize his

peculiarities, forgetful of the fact that it is

the master mind that is the important factor,

and that the introduction of a leit-motif into

a comic opera does not necessarily rank its

author with the giant of Bayreuth. Mr.

Crane is now able to officially influence art as

director of the South Kensington Museum,

and it is to be hoped that his influence will be

widely felt. We are never satiated with

designers of the beautiful, there is room for

them all, and as long as they are conscien-

tious, and act up to their highest aims,

they will find there is room at the top of the

steep ladder of art, though the climbing

may be long and difficult. That Mr. Crane

has been, and is an influence, the Arts and

Crafts Exhibition, of which he was one of

the originators, shows. What it has done foi'

applied art is incalculable, though cavillers

may say it came with the movement, and

was not the cause of it, this of course may
be a matter of opinion, but the fact remains,

that since its institution, applied art has

steadily progressed. I only wonder that

the Exhibition Committee have not devoted a

corner to the raising of our much abused

"Postorial" art. In conclusion, I must

thank Mr. Crane for the trouble he has

taken to supply me with details of his

designs, some of which he had almost

forgotten, and also the various Insurance

Companies, etc., for the loan of blocks and

specimen designs.
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R Chat with Giun.
By PAUL DUVERINEY.

Translated by H. R. Woestyn.

"I TELL you," repeated the policeman,

I "that this man Grun is an enemy of

the authorities! A man who shows in

his placards on the hoardings the brave

ag-ents of the law and the defenders of order

in comic attitudes, in ridiculous postures

;

well, that man cannot possibly be a good

citizen ! And all this

only to amuse the

bourgeois! Besides,

the fellow cannot be a

Frenchman, his name

is not orthodox." And,

swelling in his tunic,

the policeman, red

with indignation,

pointed to a poster on

a neighbouring wall

representing two most

serious "bobbies"

"running in" a very

charming young
Parlsienne.

Most decidedly my
policeman was not

possessed of the

slightest sense of

humour. It was in

vain that I tried to

show him the origin-

ality of this brilliant

affiche, full, as it was, M. G
of spirit and merriment. The clever opposi-

tion of black and white, the simplicity

of the drawing, and the novelty of the

effects, were of very little importance to

him. He did not care that the artist had

created a new style, and made the poster

amusing and funny. No, to his mind Griin

was too gay, too modern. '
' Now then, that's

quite enough," said my " bobby," "so "move

on."

Seeing that it was no good discussing

the matter any longer, I obeyed, and pro-

ceeded to ca'l on GrJm to tell him of my
adventure. I found hi n in his studio putting

the finishing touches to the picture he is

sending this year to

the Paris Salon, a

nature morte of great

effect. For some
moments I doubted

my eyes; could this

man possibly be the

bloodthirsty being the

policeman depicted?

Well, instead of barri-

cades, swords and

pistols, I only found

drawings, oil paint-

ings, pastels and litho-

graphs in his studio.

This reassured my
rather frightened mind

and I told him the ob-

ject of my visit : a

chat with him for the

benefit of the readers

of The Poster, who
had already seen some

reproductions of his

affiches in previous

numbers of the magazine.

"I am very fond of posters," said Griin,

"and this kind of work has always tempted,

me, even from my debut, as an artist. But,

all the same, I do not make special efforts

to do them ; I take orders when they come,

but do not seek them. One exhausts

one's-self by doing posters only, ard at

RUN
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leng-th one is oblig-ed to repeat one's self.'

"What is the date of your first poster?"
" I think it was 1891. I did it for

Carlotta Rosa, at the Elys^e-Montmartre.

Since then, I believe I have done about

fifteen, in which 1 have tried to find new and
simple effects. Two or three colours are

quite sufficient to produce something- in-

teresting. Black and white, with a touch

of red or green, for instance, and indeed, in

certain cases, even my green is only a

diminution of shades. As for my subjects, I

search for them always in the same places

:

in the theatres or caf^-concerts, for which I

have done all my a^c/ies."

Then Gru'n went on telling me his debut

in the glorious career of art. Born in 1868

in Paris, he was educated at the Commercial

College, but took more interest in emptying

tubes of colours on cardboard and canvas,

than in studying the science of transactions

or the secrets and charms of " debit and
credit." His school books were full of pen

and ink sketches, and his broken-hearted

parents thought at last they had better

apprentice him to a builder and decorator.

But the lad wanted to better himself and

managed to get into the studio of Lavastre,

the scene painter of the Opera. His new
master forbid him expressly to do any

painting before he could draw. This was

wise advice, but how can a born artist resist

the attraction of coquetting with colours ?

In 1886, as a first reward to his labour,

Griin had a picture accepted at the

Salon, and from that date started on his

artistic career. As many other brothers of

the brush he had his experience of hard

days, and often glanced into the empty

cupboard. He became acquainted with

the song-writer Xanrof, who asked him to

illustrate one of his books of songs, Griin

accepted the offer and from then dated his

success. In the midst of the artistic set

that gathers round the Montmartre quarter

of Paris, he came across editors and pub-

lishers who found work for him at once.

At the same time he was assiduously study-

ing at the Guillemet Studio, and was again

accepted at the Salon when he obtained

honourable mention in 1895, and a third-

t lass medal in 1897.
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In the Carlotta Rosa poster, Grun

showed l^such a personal and original note

that nearly all the other small Montmartre

caf^-concerts or cabarets insisted on being

advertised by his posters, and then he

created his delightful type of the Paris

Sergent de Ville, sulky and frolicsome by

turns.

"Oh, the policemen !" said Grun, "how
they amuse me with their terrible airs

While Griin was chatting I glanced

through his portfolios of studies and

sketches, as well as finished works.

Amongst them were several posters in-

cluding "Whitworth Cycles," the " Bal du

Deficit,"* the "Poison Revue " f and the

bicycle "Kimris,".| in the last of which

many tried to discover a likeness to a

notorious ex-princess. Griin, it may be

added, organises some of the gorgeous

and their enormous hands ; their beauti-

ful white^cotton gloves and their big

moustaches, without mentioning their

white truncheons^^to stop the traffic in the

streets. Oh ! to"; see their rubicund faces

almost glaring' in the night. I love them
for the'' pleasure they give me, when I see

them in my posters^on the hoardings. I do

not think that up to the time I represented

them_they hadWer been depicted \r\ affiches."

ceremonies, balls, corteges, etc., which take

place at the time of the Carnival and Mid-

Lent, and which are a feature of Paris in

general and Montmartre in particular. The
composition and ensemble of some of his

groups in recent corteges have been very

striking from an artistic point of view.

Reproduced in the
' Poster, Vol. I., page 109.

Vol. I., „ 155.
Vol. I., „ 191.
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"You want to know who are the

affichistes I prefer? Well, that is a ques-

tion rather difficult to answer. Here in

France I like them all, as I think they all have

talent, but, of course, our old Master, Jules

Ch^ret still remains and will always remain

the master of colour. Then I consider Mucha
a great master, for his science of design and

composition. As regards foreign affichistes,

I know their works too superficially to

pronounce a fair judgment, and it is one

of the merits, amongst several others, of your

magazine The Poster, that it enables us all

to appreciate them. Until your Review

came out we only had Maindron's book on

the " Affiches Etrangeres," and occasionally

some foreign posters in issues of the

" Maitres de I'Affiche," but now you put

before us the quintessence of beauty, art and

originality in the posters of every country

—

and this answers a great want. I hope, for

myself, the English public will give my
work a welcome, as I am preparing

just now an Album of Parisian Types,

to be published shortly by a London pub-

lisher."

" I heard that lately a number of the

' Courrier Francais ' with a sketch of yours

{C'est epatant, je te croyais juif!) had been

suppressed by the Censors ?
"

"Yes, it is quite true; they saw in it

everj^thing which I did not dream of, and

in the same number of that periodical was a

caricature of me by Widhopf, who put on

my face a nose, but such a nose ! so that to

cut short all misrepresentations I give you

for The Poster, a photo, which is in fact

the only true portrait of me."

Grun.





DESIGN FOR A FOSTER. Cakton Moore Park and Norman Maclean.
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*^uso 'Reus Poster designers.

I—Carton rioore Park. 11—Norman riaclean.

By CHARLES HIATT.

IF the illustrated poster in England is to

become really important from the point

of view of art, it is essential that it

should engage the attention of designers

who have had the inestimable benefit of

things of which the charm is not to be

denied. Such productions are, however,

unexpected, and. Lord Beaconsfield to the

contrary notwithstanding, the unexpected

does noi most often happen. Under these
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DESIGN FOR A POSTER.

outset that the individuahties of these

young artists are quite separate. Their

education has been different, and they do

not even proceed

on a common for-

mula. I place the

names together

here more on
account of their

intimate personal

friendship than for

any other reason,

although they have

on one occasion

joined their forces

and produced a

memorable design

in collaboration, as

is proved by the

almirable unpub-

lished posterwhich

forms one of the illustrations to this article.

Mr. Carton Moore Park's name has

recently been prominently before the public

in connection with the book of drawings

entitled " An Alphabet of Animals," pub-

lished by Messrs. Blackie a short time

ago. Mr. Park is shy of such celebrity

as comes of the

gentle attentions

of the interviewer,

but there is no

harm in stating

that he is only

twenty-two years

of age—a circum-

stance which must

in fairness to him

be taken into con-

sideration when
discussing his

work. He studied

with Newbury, of

Glasgow, con-

tinuously for four years, and his earliest

drawings were published in the " Weekly
Citizen," and in the now defunct Glasgow

THE.

DESIGN FOR A POSTER.

journal " Saint Mungo." Before he left

Scotland, Mr. Moore Park received a com-

mission such as rarely falls to the lot of a

young artist how-

ever ardently he

may desire it.

He was given a

free hand in the

mural decoration

of a Glasgow
public - house.

This scheme took

the form of eight

large panels inset

into the walls, in

which the local

volunteer regi-

ments were cari-

catured. A pub-

n „„„ D lican who has
Carton Moore Park.

sufficient imagi-

nation to employ an artist to adorn his

tavern in unconventional fashion is certainly

a rare bird. Enormous sums are spent in

rendering public-houses attractive, and

costly materials are used lavishl}', and

even extravagantly, but for the most part

without any sign of good taste or ingenious

invention. Marble

] rosewood, bronze,

brass and plush

I

are employed with

I such profusion

that the result

should be mag-

nificent. Most

often, however,

one is surprised

not by the beauty

of the whole, but

byits profuse cost-

liness. Another

interesting and

congenial task

which Mr. Moore Park brought to a most

fortunate completion while in Glasgow was

the decoration of a nursery library. How

Carton Muore Par
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charmingly appropriate were the panels

which he designed for this purpose may
be judged from one of them which by the

kindness of the artist we are enabled to

reproduce here. Mr. Moore Park did a

number of portraits in oils before he came
to London, and some of his landscapes

were exhibited at the Glasgow Institute.

He has, moreover, recently been represented

at Munich and other Continental exhibitions.

In the Spring of last year he came to London
and settled down at Chelsea, a suburb of

which the artistic traditions are so many
and so fascinating.

It would be doing Mr. Carton Moore
Park an injustice to suggest that his art

is"^ limited to the delineation of animals,

but if is perhaps, in this direction, that

he has gained the greatest distinction.

Not only are his studies of animal life

correct, evincing much accurate anatomical

knowledge as well as profound appreciation

of the nicest details of habit and move-

ment, but they exhibit in a marked

degree that close sympathy with the

creature depicted, without which they

would be little more than scientific dia-

grams, possessing a certain amount of

incidental decorative beauty. But Carton

Moore Park's affection for the strange

and beautiful birds and beasts which are

the subject of his drawings is delightfully

in evidence in even the most unpretentious

of his sketches. The "Alphabet of Ani-

mals " was undoubtedly one of the most

engaging illustrated volumes of recent

years. The treatment throughout was re-

freshingly broad. The absence of niggling

detail was worthy of all praise. Everyone

of the designs was decorative in a high

degree, although it was at the same time

an unflinching statement of facts. Broad-

ness of handling, the bold use of flat

masses of colour are characteristics which

make Mr. Moore Park's poster work of

great interest and promise.

Mr. Norman Maclean was born over,
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A STUDY. Norman Maclean.

but not much over, twenty years ago at

Greenock. He gave proof of his taste

for drawing while still quite young, and

won a scholarship at the Glasgow School

of Art, where he studied for over four

years. His earliest drawings were published

in the "Glasgow Evening News," which

was probably the first illustrated daily

journal in Great Britain. It may be noted

in passing, that Mr. Will True, who has

won for himself so conspicuous a place

among modern English poster designers,

also made his debut m this newspaper. In

addition to contributing regularly to "The
Evening News," Mr. Maclean frequently

March, 1899.

did cartoons for "The Bailie." Influenced by

the fact that his friend Carton Moore Park

had already left Glasgow for London, he

determined to follow him and settled in

Chelsea in November last. Readers of

"The Daily Graphic" and "Westminster
Budget " have no doubt noticed the

reproductions of Mr. Maclean's vigorous

black and white work which have appeared

from time to time in those journals.

Mr. Maclean is a keen observer and

spends an immense amount of time in

making those studies which are necessary

to a draughtsman who would combine

freedom and accuracy of line. I am glad

to be able to reproduce one or two

examples of his work here, as well as

several designs for posters at once grace-

ful in treatment and original in conception.

The hoardings of London are just now
singularly dull and unlovely, in spite of a

redeeming- patch here and there by Mr.

Dudley Hardy, Mr. Hassall and a few

other English designers who achieve the

apparently difficult feat of remaining artistic

while they achieve compelling advertise-

ments. Assuredly there is room on the

hoardings for two artists, such as Carton

Moore Park and Norman Maclean, who add

to genuine talent both energy and enthu-

siasm.

CARTON MOORE PARK. Norman Maclean.

-^a^





DUDLEY HARDY PAINTING A POSTER.
{By kind permission of the Proprietors of^'To-Day.")
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Mr. S)udleg Hardg^s ^avoy Posters.

By CHARLES HIATT.

THE Savoy Theatre will ever be associ-

ciated in the minds of English play-

goers with what is best in the light

amusement of the last quarter of the 19th

century. To wed delightful music to ex-

quisitely felicitous words, and to expound

a story of the most refreshing fantasy and

ingenuity is an achievement upon which

Mr. Gilbert and Sir Arthur Sullivan are

entitled to our most sincere congratulation.

The credit of placing the productions of

these eminent hands on the stage with taste

and skill belongs to Mr. D'Oyly Carte,

who in several matters of theatrical impor-

tance has proved himself a pioneer at once

courageous and discreet. In no small

duke:

DOyly^ Qvrte's
, OPER (OMPANY."

20 X 3^ Dudley Hardy.

measure we owe it to him that our play-

houses are no longer decorated in manner

aggressively hideous or depressingly squalid.

And again, Mr. Carte never allowed the

patrons of the Savoy to be charged six-

pence for a play-bill essential to the proper

understanding of the performance ; on the

contrary, he presented to the visitors of the

cheaper parts of the house a neatly printed

programme containing all necessary infor-

mation, and to those whose seats were in

the stalls or dress circle, he gave a play-bill

decorated with agreeable designs by Alice

Havers.
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When the earlier comic operas of Mr.

Gilbert and Sir Arthur were produced,

posters with any pretence to art were un-

fortunately as rare as oysters containing

pearls of great price. Magnificent oppor-

tunities were afforded for pictorial placards

announcement on the hoardings. When
once English artists had proved conclu-

sively that they were willing and able to

draw pictorial placards, Mr. D'Oyly Carte

lost little time in availing himself of their

services. With excellent discretion he

Br
•WSeil.BE]RT

SaVov Theatre
Proprieier^Maiiager. I^O^LY C^RTE.

EvDLEY Hardy.

by "lolanthe," "H.M.S. Pinafore," "The
Pirates of Penzance," "The Mikado," and

the other plays which were the fruit of that

memorable collaboration, but unfortunately

distinguished artists could not or would not

design advertisements suitable to their

employed Mr. Dudley Hardy to proclaim

the attractions of the Savoy pieces. Mr.

Carte certainly could have gone to no' artist

whose versatility and gift of picturesque

pattern and brilliant colour had been de-

monstrated more often or more conclusively.
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Mr. Hardy's first Savoy poster was done for

"The Chieftain," by Sir Arthur SulHvan

and Mr. Burnand. Nobody is likely to

forget the flamboyant person with his long

stick and black ribboned hat, who looked

down on the passers-by from a background

of glowing red. The bold white lettering

which formed an irregular line across the

entire design could be read from a very long

distance, and the whole bill was effective

by reason of its simplicity. Very soon after

Yeoman of the Guard " was advertised by

a placard which produced a very telling

splotch of colour on the hoardings. The
masked headsman with his formidable axe

and block is undoubtedly gruesome, and it

may be questioned whether an opera, which,

in spite of occasional lapses into genuine

pathos, is on the whole light and amusing,

was altogether properly announced by so

severe and repellant a design. The colour

scheme is well devised ; the tall gaunt

Dldlev Hardy

came the design for "The Grand Duchess,"

a dignified arrangement in white, green,

red and chocolate brown. The very noble

dame whose prodigious train is borne by

two little niggers in livery is a quite

majestic figure, obviously patrician to her

finger tips. In some sense Mr. Hardy's

"Grand Duke" formed an appropriate

companion study to this poster, and ranks

amongst his most agreeable if not most

important efforts. The revival of "The

figure is shown on a glowing'^background

of buttercup yellow, in which the sun

makes a great disc of dull crimson. Be-

neath is a battlement in sage green. In

the principal figure in the bill for " His

Majesty," Mr. Dudley Hardy has obviously

been inspired by a king in a pack -of playing

cards. Very different from any of his

previous placards for the Savoy, is Mr.

Hardy's poster for " The Lucky Star,"

which can be seen on every hoarding of
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the metropolis. In this instance, the artist

has again aimed at simplicity of pattern

;

the colour, though rich, is subdued.

Considerable attention has been called

in the press to the fact, that on the " Lucky
Star" poster, as placarded at the railway

stations and elsewhere, appear the words :

—

" This poster is the property of Mr. R.

D'Oyly Carte, London, and any person

selling or receiving the same is liable to

prosecution." It may be pointed out that

this declaration does not constitute a new
departure, for a similar course has already

been pursued by Mr. Carte on previous

occasions. Mme. Sarah Bernhardt took a

like step in respect of posters designed

for her by Mucha some time ago. A report

is being extensively circulated to the effect

that collectors are in the habit of removing

placards from the hoardings, by means of

a wet sponge "in the grey of the morning

when the police are away." It is true

that this has been done under special

and very infrequent circumstances, but it

has been done, not by stealth, but in

broad daylight without any attempt at con-

cealment. The idea of a collector sponging

a huge advertisement off a London hoarding

in "the grey of the morning " is decidedly

ludicrous. The game would in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred not be worth the

candle. Posters are fascinating things and

some of them are rapidly increasing in

value, but collectors need not resort to

preposterous and fraudulent means in order

to acquire them.
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Slcjcctcd ^ketches.

Albert Morrow.
Datid Allen & Sens.)

wE have much pleasure in reproducing poor bills, by means of which plays at

three theatrical posters by Mr. Albert present running are being announced.

Morrow. Every new play seems to

call forth an epidemic of inartistic colour-

printing. It is almost incredible that

such effective designs as those which we
reproduce here are not preferred to the

Mr. Morrow, fortunately, cannot complain

that his skill is not appreciated, but

this does not render the rejection of

the accompanying designs any less

mysterious.
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iVIaterials for a Sibliogra{>hy o£

the S^ostcr.

Compiled by Charles Hiatt,

Author of " Picture Posters."

{Continued from Vol. II., f. 78)

EADERS of The Poster will much
oblige by pointing out any omissions

or making any suggestions to the

Editor of this Journal.

I.—ENGLAND.

[Additions to Parts I. and II., see Vol. I.,

pp. 128, 172, and 216.]

Part I.

—

Books and Pamphlets.

Catalogue of the Exhibition of Art
Posters in the City Art Gallery,

Leeds, 12th December, 1894, to 12th

January, 1895. Edited by A. L. Knight
and W. J. Warren. Printed by Knight

and Forster, Leeds, December, 1894.

Seven illustrations after Cheret, Steinlen,

Toulouse-Lautrec and Willette.

Note.—This interesting- catalogue has already

been briefly referred to on page 128. The
exhibits numbered 161. The well-known de-

sign by Steinlen for Yvette Guilbert (at the

Ambassadeurs) is wrongly attributed in the

illustrations to Lautrec.

Part II.

—

Articles in the Magazines
and Newspapers, etc.

Some Frenxh Posters. "Photo Bits"

(2nd or 3rd Number). Six illustrations

of posters by Cheret, Guillaume and

Paleologue.

The Louis Rhead Posters. "The Builder's

Journal," 30th June, 1897. With illus-

trations.

Dutch Posters and Showcards. "The
Stationer, Printer, and Fancy Trades

Register." ist December, 1897.

III.—FRANCE.

Part I.—Books and Pamphlets.

Les Affiches Illustrees. Ouvrage orni

de chromo-lithographies par J. Cheret, et

de nonbreuses reproductions en noir et en

couleur d'aprfes les documents originaux.

By Ernest Maindron, pp. x. 160. Paris,

1886, 4to.

Note.—This is interesting as being the first French
book on the illustrated placard. To collectors

of the work of Jules Cheret it is of great value,

but copies of it are extremely rare.

Les Affiches Illustrees, 1886- 1895.

Ouvrage orn6 de 64 lithographies, etc.

pp. ii. 251. Paris, 1895, 8vo.

Catalogue D'Affiches Illustrees An-

ciENNES et Modernes. En vente aux prix

marquees. Avec quinze reproductions,

etc. By Ed. Sagot. pp. 112. Paris,

1 89 1, 8vo.

Note.—Tiiis catalogue contains the accurate des-

cription of many items of great interest. Not
a few of them are now absolutely unprocurable.

The illustrations are for the most part after

Cheret, Tony Johannot, Gavarni, Grandville,

Manet, and the earlier French designers of

posters. An enormous number of the items

deal with the designs of Cheret. It is to be

noticed that the list contains practically no

English designs. In more recent supplementary

issues of Sagot's catalogue a very considerable

amount of the space is, on the other hand, de-

voted to the product of English hands.

(To be continued.)
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Simcrican S^ostcr Itorc.

5v PERCIVAL POLLARD.

THAT the fine frenzy regarding posters

which raged in America some two

or three years ago is now, as far

as the faddish part of the public is con-

cerned, a thing of the past, there can

be no denying. That the artistic poster

is definitely a part

of America's adver-

tising is, however,

equally incontestible.

While one does not

hear quite so much
of poster collectors,

and while poster

exhibitions are not

being as frequently

advertised as in the

time when the United

States were having

their first flirtation

with Ch^ret and
Beardsley, yet the

sheets the book and

magazine publishers

are showing every

month testify that

the picture poster has

long since conquered

over mere type.

Of the artists who
first came to public

prominence through

posters many still

show constant activity.

Edward Penfield

produces his small sheets for Harper's

every month. In his manner he varies

between the flat tints introduced by the

Beggarstaff"s to the use of striking and

almost garish colours. One of his newest

MANHATTAN THEATRE

sheets is for a golf calendar that he has

done for 1899.

Maxfield Parrish, who made a reputa-

tion as the most successful artist who ever

competed for prizes in America, is seen

frequently in " Scribner's Magazine" by way
of decorative illustra-

tions. His most recent

poster was for a

camera in Chicago.

It retains all the

characteristics for

which he has become

noted. Flat tints in

the foreground, quaint

goblin types of human
beings, and the plac-

ing of semi -Gothic

semi-Dutch architec-

ture in the background

are the hallmarks of

his work in posters.

A book that shows

Mr. Parrish's art in

black and white to

good advantage was
published in Chicago

some time ago, under

the title "Mother
Goose in Prose." For

every one of the stories

there was a plate by

Parrish.

The new Governor

of New York State

inspiration to many of

America's poster artists. For the " Book-
Buyer " an excellent portrait of him was
done by Stanlaws, while H. C. Christy

also made him a poster subject for

:hie Gun

has been a ereat
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" Scribner's." Rob Wagner, a young artist

who has done good posters for various

brands of American tobaccos, as well as

for the "Criterion" weekly, made a

striking Roosevelt picture for that publi-

cation. In advertisement of the same
publication was one of the few artistic

large-sized posters lately seen on New
York hoardings, a design by W. Luckow,
an artist who was formerly one of the

men contributing to the somewhat imperti-

nent Munich weekly, " Simplicissimus,"

but who is now in the New York vineyard.

Theatrically the hoardings have not

of signature or no signature. That most

of the theatrical posters are hideous, in

consequence, goes without saying. Julia

Arthur, it is true, succeeded in having

a really fine portrait of herself, done by

an anonymous hireling, shown for her

version of Mrs. Burnett's "A Lady of

Quality," and Olga Nethersole's lithograph

of herself is not at all bad, but, for the

most part, the huge advertisements of

American plays have once again lapsed

to the same level of art that prevails in

American patent medicine signs. About

the only artist who seems to be devoting

been happy for months past. The best

posters have been importations, such as the

Hardy and Hassall sheets for "A Brace

of Partridges." Signed theatrical posters

in fact are rare in America this season.

Archie Gunn gave a comic opera, " A
Dangerous Maid," a small bill of fair

merit, and some of the Scotson Clark

sheets for "The Girl from Paris" are

still roaming about, but otherwise there

is nothing to excite enthusiasm. The
American theatrical manager leaves the

matter of his "paper" so largely to the

lithographing house that takes the contract

that he pays little attention to the question

Maxfield Parrish.

himself with any success to theatrical work
in New York is Archie Gunn. In addition

to his window bills for " A Dangerous

Maid " he has done the costumes for the

new De Coven and Smith supposed-to-be

comic opera, "The Three Dragoons," and

a small poster for a farce from the French

"Mile. Fifi."

Perhaps the best posters that greet

the outdoor art-lovers of New York from

time to time, are the sheets in which

Henry B. Eddy announces the Sunday

issues of the "Journal." Mr. Eddy is an

artist who will go far. In the days when
the "Journal " was using 28-sheet space
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on the New York hoardings, Eddy put

out a poster now and again that was a

sheer delight. It is true that his wonder-

fully chic young women are modelled

distinctly after the girls that another clever

young man, F. A. Nankivell, originated,

but the general public does not heed

trifles like that.

The only poster-show that New York
has had in 1899 was one held by the

Fidelio Club, where 1,500 examples of the

art were shown. In addition to the usual

specimens from England, France, Germany,

and America, there was an interesting

collection of Japanese posters.

Even in the huge department stores

of New York one is reminded of posters,

inasmuch as the factories are now turning

out quantities of drawing-room screens

showing the "Four Seasons" designs of

Mucha, the Parisian. It is true that the

public, buying these screens, is mostly

unaware of their inspiration, but if posters

can educate the general art feeling, even

by stealth, so much the better.

In artistic book-covers there is nothing

of much merit. Blanche McManus continues

in some by no means beautiful designs

ot this sort, and occasionally one still

hears in this way from Will H. Bradley,

who was perhaps, the most prominent

figure in the earliest efflorescence of the

American poster. Mr. Bradley attempted

a magazine for the exclusive display of

his various efforts in decorative art, calling

it "Bradley: His Book," but it has been

a thing of the past for some time. He
is now with the large printing establish-

ment of Wilson and Son, Cambridge,
Mass., and is heard of but seldom in the

way of posters. Decorations by him adorn

a recent book by Stephen Crane.

A new nam.e in American decorative

design is that of Pamela Colman Smith.

Her style is something between that of

Louis Rhead and the first poor draughts-

man you may come across. In colouring

she is not without success, yet her plates

have little save the appearance of having

been done by a schoolgirl and coloured

by her little brother. Yet her work is

brought out by the same publisher who
issued the work of Nicholson and Phil

May in America.

WILLY 5LU1TEK'5 P05TER5
By Barend van der Kieboom.

IT will be admitted that in general our

Dutch artists are more successful as

colourists than as draughtsmen, but

the designs by Willy Sluiter which are

reproduced here form an exception to this

rule, for in them the drawing is by no

means inferior to the colour. Sluiter is a

Dutchman born and bred and lives at

Zwyndrecht, a little place on the opposite

side of the river from the delightfully

picturesque old city of Dordrecht. He is

still a young rrian and has only lately taken

to poster work, his first attempt being a bill

to advertise one of the yearly exhibitions or

the " Pictura," the oldest artistic club in

Holland, which was founded in 1779. This

desig-n was in blue and yellow, and its chief

feature was a representation of Dordrecht

Cathedral. Sluiter, it should be remarked,

draws his posters on the stone and prints

them himself. For the most part he derives

his inspiration from the peasant life or

Brabant and the fishermen of Scheveningen

and other towns on the Dutch coast. Much
of his time is spent in filling his sketch

books with elaborate studies of those aspects

of life in Holland which interest him. By

his kindness we are enabled to reproduce

two unpublished designs for posters, which

are good examples of the artist's work.

In conclusion, it may be added that Sluiter

is emphatic in his expressions of delight at

the work of James Pryde and William

Nicholson, but it is Forain, the great French

master of subtle line, for whom he has the

liveliest admiration.
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DESIGN I'OR A POSTliK. Willy Slu iter Willy Sluiter.
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Bloman ^igns.

By PERCY MErilNOW^/.

NO person is so unpleasant as the supe-

rior person. One might tolerate him

if he only took a haughty pride in

his own superiority. But unfortunately he

is ever aggressively hostile to the less

nobly gifted. Not content, for example,

with merely snubbing the individual, he

must needs scoff at the nation—even at

the very age in which he lives. No doubt

both centuries and individuals have their

faults : and no doubt those faults differ in

(here let His Superiority find the right

epithet) like the stars. But on the whole

I fancy the world has always been a

pleasant" enough place, and the customs of

nations and individuals at all times, more

especially our own time, not wholly unin-

telligent. And we common-place people

need never be panic-struck, for the superior

person has no power outside a University

Extension Meeting. Providence loves

common sense, even as it seconds the

big battalions.

According to the modern superior person

the present age is the most degraded the

world has seen. The superior person in

all ages has ever held this view concerning

his own time. Yet I fancy he was not

always so tolerantly treated by the crass

majority as he is to-day. And, no doubt,

therein lies a serious flaw in nineteenth

century civilisation. At Rome, I feel sure,

he would have been forced to " lie low,"

to become an involuntary and prophetic

" Brer Rabbit." We know that Cicero

was not precisely fortunate in the last

moments of his life. And he was a very

superior person indeed.

Perhaps the most irritating thing about

the superior person of to-day is his profound

knowledge of art, and his amazing solici-

tude concerning its welfare. According'

to him, in nothing is our degradation so

apparent as in the uses to which we apply

the talents of our painters and designers.

Commercialism is rampant, and to the

base commands even of the retail mer-

chants Art is forced to bend the knee.

This is very dreadful, of course, but it

is no new vice. Art has from earliest

periods been called in to puff the wares

of the retail trader. Most of us are glad

of the recent expansion of this ancient

custom because we prefer presentations

of gorgeous ladies, tyre-spiking demons,

and milk-loving cats (especially the cats

that love milk in Swiss tins) to hideous and

bare-faced hoardings. Somehow these illus-

trations make the fog less dismal, and

persuade us to forget for a moment the

most violent nor'-easter. Modern life has,

in a manner, tabooed the sign-board. But

the sign-board is grandfather to the poster,

and we rejoice at the vigour of the old

man's offspring. And this for two reasons.

Firstly, everyday life, especially city life,

is the gayer for these coloured designs.

Secondly, they have a historic ancestry,

and they put the superior person out of

Court. Let us willingly grant, however,

that the attitude of the superior person in this

matter proves he has imagination or inven-

tion. Perhaps thereby he wins his "patent

of precedence," as the lawyers have it.

So we will leave him to his tiresome

eminence, and pursue our enquiries, not

fully or at length, in the Roman age, where,

as I have hinted, he would probably prefer

not to follow us, for a reason we will

charitably dub " superior."
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To speak quite seriously, advertisement

is nearly as old as the hills, and certainly

as old as Adam. Rightly understood, the

fig-leaf is a form of advertisement. Naturally

some species of advertisement, chiefly

sartorial, are of more recent date. An
American author declares advertisement

to be " indispensable under modern con-

ditions." One would like to know when
it was possible to dispense with its assis-

tance. It has always been indispensable,

whether under modern, mediaeval, Norman,
Roman, Greek, or any other "conditions."

To laugh at it is to be antagonistic to the

wisdom of all ages. Diogenes advertised

himself : so did Socrates, who was his own
sandwich-man, and therefore had to sacri-

fice a cock— to his supreme discomfort.

Indeed, his end points a moral. One
should advertise, but always get something

else— either another gentleman or a blank

wall—to herald a discovery. Everyone will

remember how a few months ago London
was startled by the appearance of sandwich-

ladies. " Here is a new departure," was
th(j common cry. But it was only a realistic

echo of a very old dodge. I have before

me the copy of the sign-board, or rather

sign-marble, of a perfumer's shop in Rome.
It represents four figures, three women and

one man, carrying jars of precious thuriferous

liquid. The figures are supremely graceful.

I would not be ungallant, but I prefer the

Roman method. And the Romans only

developed a form of art known to the

Greeks. A form of art, too, by no means
despised. Aristotle, that terror to this day

among many worthy undergraduates, reports

that what was drawn above the shops had
" breadth and depth." To me his inspired

remark sounds no whit less precious and

no whit less valuable than all inspired art

criticism, even when the best critic is at his

most superbly unintelligible climax. More-

over, it is important as showing this— that

there w as a time when the advertisement was
not the superior person's favourite w indiuill.

Rome, in fact, improved on Athens,

just as 1899 improved on i860. Perhaps

the goat at Pompeii may be a cow, or the

cow may be a goat. It is really of little

importance. For the figure conveyed a

definite meaning, and saved the milk-

buyer a deal of trouble. And if bakers at

Herculaneum looked like corkscrews and

rode nameless tripeds, everyone who wanted

a fourpenny loaf knew of the fact and

welcomed the sign. A fashionable shoe-

maker at Herculaneum showed a fanciful

and beautiful taste in the advertisement

that proclaimed the nature and value ot

his wares. I think I am not far wrong in

asserting that I have seen the little brothers

of the cobbler's cupid in much of the recent

wood-carving that employs, once more, so

many Venetians. A pretty, plump little figure

he is, with dappled wings and braceleted

ankles. Each hand carries a shoe, the

right hand held above his head as if

notifying the excellence of his goods to the

Gods ; the left held out towards some more

earthly purchaser. He probably proved

a successful vendor, and good as are many
of the posters patronised by the weirdly-

named bootmakers of to-day, none of them

are as pleasing as this chubby and irre-

sistible cupid.

I have already rererred to the design

affected by the dairyman of Pompeii. But

the Romans did not content themselves with

a milk diet. Horace, we know, had a

sound taste in Falernian and Vitellius, if

historians are to be trusted, ut ignava

animalia, consumed sixteen millions of our

money in less than eight months. So it

may be supposed the vintners and provision

dealers showed both skill and promptitude

in advertising their wares. At any rate, I

have seen no notifications of baking pow-

ders, ox tongues, and sweet-stuffs half so

eff'ective as the sign of the Pompeiian

confectioner. Over the pillar stands a sheaf

of wheat, admirably designed. Indeed, it

has so touched the imagination of an
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ingenious American artist that a dove,

probably hungry after a long morning flight,

is making straight for it. What a pity the

sculptor did not live a few hundred years

longer, for the compliment would have

pleased him mightily.

The vintners' efforts are somewhat dis-

appointing, though not without humour.

Messrs. Jarwood & Hotten, in their excellent

" History of Sign-boards," give a typical

example of the methods they employed to

attract the patronage of thirsty souls. An
amphora slung on a pole is carried by two

slaves. One walks in front of the other.

Both carry staves, which they hold in the

manner (how history repeats itself!) peculiar

to the Piccadilly and Bond Street lounger.

The expression on their faces, so lar as

can be understood, is distinctly sober, indeed

sad. Probably their master wished to

convey to his customers that when a full

amphora left his shop his customer would

receive a full amphora. But the first bearer,

no doubt but lately promised his freedom

as a reward of good conduct and honesty,

was obviously of a nervous disposition.

In other, and less polite words, he was dis-

tinctly suspicious. For his head is turned

completely—an unnatural and inconvenient

position for a head—round, and though his

toes point forward firmly enough, his eye is

fixed stonily on the companion who follows.

In 1787 there was a general order

against the use of sign-boards in the City

of London. Agitation against sky-signs is

of quite recent date. And so our modern

poster takes to the hoardings as a duck

takes to water. But the poster is no new
thing, it is merely a variation. Sculptured

signs were known at Pompeii (many ot

these must, unfortunately, be discussed

only in the smoking room) even if the poster

was undreamed of. But this fact remains

—

that in all ages men have done all they

could to make themselves and their wares

obvious to the world. To blame them is to

blame the whole scheme of things, human
and Divine. A wise man accepts a fact and

finds reason to rejoice if the fact wears well-

fitting garments. Experience shows that

advertisements are of value in this world :

so we all try to advertise ourselves into a

good place in the next. It is useless to

deny this assertion. Read the legends on

the tombstones. Advertisement begins with

the fig-leaf and ends with the epitaph.

A DESIGN. F. V. Poole.
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Palette ^cra^ings.

The designing of posters is just now
engaging the attention of a considerable

number of the students of the St. John's

Wood Art School at 7, Elm Tree Road,

N.W. At the conversazione and exhibition

of students' work, held on the 20th of

DESIGN FOR A I OSTEK. W. Rkynolds.

January, several promising schemes ror

posters were shown. Of these we reproduce

one for Chirgwin, " the white-ej'ed Kafhr,"

by W. Reynolds, and another by B.

Westmacott. A conversation which we
recently had with the Principal of the School

convinces us that he fully appreciates the

possibilities which the hoardings open to

designers, and that he is doing all in his

power to equip those who come under his

guidance to make practical use of their

opportunities.

On the 24th of January Mr. W. M.

Eckersley read a paper on "The Art of

Announcement," at the Manchester Arts

Club. In the course of his remarks Mr.

Eckersley said that his "object in bringing

the subject before the Arts Club was to

enlist their sympathy and induce them to

assist in giving an impetus to the slow but

sure improvement that was taking place in

the ' poor man's picture gallery.' It was

SKETCH' FOR A POSTER. U. Westmacott.

probable that in the near future we might

have in this city a public exhibition of

posters similar to the one recently held in

London, and those that annually took place

in Paris. Although we as a nation did not

possess the graceful and artistic tastes of

the PVench, we had men whose powerful

characteristics drew from Parisian and other

foreign judges the admiration they were

denied in their native land. Twenty years

ago the only pictures on our hoardings were

bad reproductions of wretched jumbles that

were an eyesore to passers-by, a disgrace to

art, and an object of derision to artists.

To-day much of this was changed : through
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the influence of forelg-n people and the

orig-Inality of our best men, the affiche had

become an important branch of art, recogf-

nized and patronized not only by those to

DESIGN FOR A FOSTER. Miss pfrida Rohinson.

whom its present prominent position was

due, but by all interested in art. England

was still the workshop of the world, and the

immense cost of retaining our position as

mistres-5 of the seas, for securit)' of our

trade at home and abroad, made it im-

perative to all concerned to get the ever-

changi;:g articles of merchandize speedily

known to and impressed upon buyers. For

home goods, therefore, as well as for

immense quantities of imported articles, the

poster, as being the most important ad-

vertizing medium, was inevitable."

A discussion followed, but Mr. Eckersley's

contentions were not seriously disputed.

Several kindly references were made to

The Poster.

We are pleased to call attention to a

competition for a black and white design

for a show card to be displayed in chemists'

windows to advertise the toilet preparations

of Messrs. Pomeroy, Ltd., 29, Old Bond

Street, W. Full particulars and the ne-

cessary coupon will be found in our

advertisement pages. The prizes are five

in number and range from ;^i5 to 30s.,

and an interesting series of designs should

be the result.

We reproduce here two designs for

posters by Miss ffrida Robinson, a decora-

tive artist and illustrator who has had the

benefit of a thorough course of study in

Paris.

Reproductions of two designs by Mr.

F. A. Haviland, representing Night and

Morning, are reproduced as special illustra-

tions to this number. The beauty of their

pattern can well be appreciated by the

DESIGN FOR A POSTER, Miss ffrida Robinson.

reproductions, but it should be pointed out

that in colour they are equally distinguished

and charming.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Mrs. F. G. (Bayswater).—" Printer" (Glasg-ow).—

"Wall Paper" (Birmingham). —Mrs. M. S.

(Brighton).—Miss S. R. (Dubhn).—E. J. (West
Kensington).— B. S. (Sheffield).—Miss F. B.

(Brighton).—Captain C. W. (Portland Place).--

C. F. (Eastbourne).—Miss Maud L. (West
Kensington).

—

Mac M. (Glasgow).—F. M.
(Amsterdam).— B. G. (Berlin).—We regret to

announce that the new " Woestyn Poster

Exhibitors" are not quite ready yet, through
the improvement having giveii us some trouble,

but as soon as we receive them from the makers
we shall send you a specimen. We hope it will

give you full satisfaction.

"?."—(i) You must make a tracing or the sketch,

and take it and the sketch to Stationers' Hall,

Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill; you will

have to fill up a form (id.) and pay a fee of One
Shilling, and then your design will be copy-

righted. Should the drawing be too elaborate

and the tracing require a long time to do, you
can simply take the original drawing with you
and give a full written description as to all

details, colours, etc. But the safest way is the

first one. (2) Yes, the artist fixes the price of

his work, but he does not get it always ! As
regards the copyright, if not specified in the

sale of the design, it remains the property ot

the artist. But as a rule the price for the

design includes the copyright. Of what good
can a design for a poster be to a printer or an

advertiser if he cannot reproduce it ? As regards

the price for a design for poster 20x30, it all

depends on the merit of the work
; you must

use your own discretion, from £^ to ^'lo is a

fair price. (3) The white is always the paper

itself. (4) Colours can be printed one on the

other, yellow on blue to obtain green, etc.

R. P. (Reading).—Messrs. Reeves and Co. ought

to be able to supply the paper you mention.

Why not write to them? If they cannot they

may give you some information about it. The
price of " Picture Posters " is 12/6.

H. V. H. (Aylesbury).—(i)This poster has no

value whatever, 200 copies were offered to us a

little while ago at 6d. per copy. (2) No, these

reprints will be a special edition de luxe. (3)

We do not bind the four menus by Mucha with

Vol. I. We let them in loose, like we did in the

Xmas number of The Poster. (4) We can

supply the poster you mention at 5/- per copy.

Alb. Roberts( Leicester).—At the time we answered
Miss E. D. (Edinburgh) we did not have the

exact figures, but thank you for your informa-

tion. We correct our mistake in this number.

, As soon as our answer appeared we had a

copy offered us, and we have disposed of it to a

customer ; but we are sometimes asked for this

splendid work of Mucha, and should we hear
of a buyer we would communicate with you at

once. What price would you accept for it ?

K. N. (Manchester).—You will find the answer
to your question in the article on Walter Crane,
published in this number.

S. S. M. (Boulogne-sur-Mer).—We refer you to our
answer to B. L. (Hammersmith), page 42, No.

7, Vol. H.

L. J. (York).—We still have some odd numbers 01

the " Chap-Book " years 1895, 1896, 1897, price

6d. per copy.

''Artist" (Bournemouth).—The Poster is by no
means a trade paper, and we repudiate this

suggestion. A simple glance at the magazine
would convince any one of it. You can easily

prove it to your friend.

T. B. (Johannesburg). —You had better write to

our foreign agents about the matter (Messrs.

Nilsson and Co., 16 and 18, Wardour Street,

London, W.). It is quite out of our hands.

S. M. (Turin).—The posters you offer us in exchange
do not interest us. You may offer them to some
of the Continental dealers who might have use
for them.

Capt. B. M. (Malta).—For any order for posters
above £,\ we send carriage free, but it would
not pay us for a few posters.

" A. B.C. " (Barcelona).—There are two affichisies

of the same name. George Meunier is a French-
man, and Henri Meunier a Belgian. Their
works totally differ.

Marco T. (Rome).—Send us all the artistic Italian

posters you see, but only artistic ones, any
others are of no use for reproduction.

Miss Alice H. (Madras).—Sorry you did not give

your address or we shouTd have replied by
post. The latest works by Mucha are a poster

for Mde. Sarah Bernhardt in "La Tosca,"and a
lovely coloured print called " Marquisette."

B. O. M. (Cape Town).—Which size will you have?
There are two sizes of Lorenzaccio, both panel
shape. A very large one (30 x 80) and a smaller
(about 20x40). We will send the one you want
as soon as you will let us know.

W. W. (Bedford).—Send your incorrect copy back
and we will change it with pleasure.

'' Etcher " (South Kensington).—The price of the

Felicien Rops book is 10/6, as we have
previously stated.
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'SLhc Icicge ^chooL

By H. f?. WOESTYIN.

" /'^t^I vult potest!" Such is the fierce

motto of August B6nard. The

above three words seem to depict

the man as he is, an energetic fellow,

an intellcctuel fellow in the French

sense of the word, understanding- art

thoroughly well, and using the many
resources of his artistic spirit with

unwearied activity. He
has brought himself

to the front through

his indefatigable work,

and is so much more

to be praised, as he is

a self-taught man.

Belgium, of course,

as anyone connected

with art well knows,

is divided in two dis-

tinct parts, the Flem-

ish and the Walloons

—and to show the

striking difference of

art comprehension
between the two, we
must quote the follow-

ing lines of Mr. Alb.

Mockel :
—

"The Flemish—

a

robust and tranquil

race, mostly lymphatic

with a sanguine leaven

here and there—are to

be found in Bruges, Ghent and Antwerp
;

while the Walloons, of livelier and more ner-

vous temperament, inhabit Li^ge, Namur,
and all the country as far as Mons. The
Gallo-Frank, or Walloon, with the same
blood in him as the French of the Ardennes,

is full of ardour and energy, tempered,

nevertheless, by a slight touch of idleness.

He is certainly a man of action, but a

certain dreamy tendency deprives him of

that patient plodding spirit which consti-

tutes the strength of the Flemish. The
great deficit of the Walloon— and at the

same time his chief merit, whence all the

other virtues spring—is his extreme

nervous sensibility, especially among the

cultured classes, while

one is astonished tc

find traces of it ever,

among the country

folk. This peculiarity

endows these big dark

men with a sort of

secret tenderness,

which brings thern in-

to close communion
with nature, but at

the same time it is

the cause of the tra-

ditional hot-headed-

ness of the Lidgeois,

and the consequent

failure of collective

effort among them.

The Walloon is in-

ventive by nature, but

easily discouraged
when the hour of reali-

sation comes. Fre-

quently intellectual, at

tmTCS over-analytical,

and somewhat of a reasoner, he broods

over his work, and fancies with too

much subtlety, instead of simply plod-

ding on as his fancy directs him, like

the Flamand. He is capable of proving

a sculptor or a draughtsman, with form

of expression and style to boot, and he

understands perfectly well the art of decora-
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tion, for in all these things his faculties

of abstraction stand him in good stead,

but he generally fails at easel painting,

because he is no colourist. His hilly land,

often wrapped in fine bluish mist, offers

him no limpid atmosphere, no soft outlines

like those of the Flemish plains, with

their free play of light. But, this material

consideration apart, there is a moral element

in the matter, which is this :—As a rule,

will, and not only he could, but he did,

succeed, and in posterdom, as well as in

the history of art, will the Li^ge School

leave its mark.

In the centre of a manufacturing

town like Li^ge, in the middle of

industrial life, has Bdnard grouped round

him artists such as MM. Donnay,

Berchmans, and Rassenfosse, as well as

young artists who found in him a sure

GRANDE BRASSERIE

VAU VELSEN
<ASSENFOSSE.

the Walloon artist grasps things by his

sentiments, rather than by his senses."

If we have quoted this long extract

of an article by Mr. Alb. Mockel, it is

because it may enable the reader to

understand the great difference which exists

between the Flemish and the Walloon art,

and to appreciate the efforts M. B^nard
has made towards the success of the latter.

Qui vult potest! Yes; Bdnard had a strong

guide to fame, and we can easily say

that with this aureola of artists round

him, Bdnard made of Lidge one of the

centres of art.

The first attempt of this Li^ge School

was to bring out a small publication called,

"Caprice Revue," managed by Maurice

Siville, and soon followed by another entitled,

"Flordal." Both these booklets were pub-

lished by B^nard. He was well aware
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RASSENFOSSE.

of the struggles the Li^geois group of

artists had to go through, and he tried

his utmost to help them. They were

looking for a "Maecenas" and—to quote

Mr. F. KhnopflF's words:—"This benefactor

appeared in the person of B^nard, the

art publisher, who took under his wing

Berchmans, Donnay, and Rassenfosse-

He saw at once they were full of real

originality, although the public knew nothing

of it, and at the same time he realised

it was his duty, so to speak, to aid and

to guide them. Accordingly he entrusted

them with the illustration of his books

and publications and with the composition

of his posters."

We must leave to others to enumerate

the vast amount of work of all kinds

done by Berchmans, Donnay, and Rassen-

fosse, and must confine ourselves in describ-

ing the different manner in which these three

artists are wont to work their posters.

There is one point we must insist upon :

the Walloons in their affiches are far

from having the natural sense of colours

of the Flemish, but their strongest point is

the line, and the different ways it can be

applied to decorative art.

The Li^ge School rule is : Line first, the

colour only comes pour rehausser the

line work.

To prove this we only want to take a

glance at Berchmans' poster for the Fine

Art and Jewellery Insurance Co., which we
reproduce in this number : the red back-

ground, cleverly disposed, brings out the

marvellous design all in line.

This work of Berchmans' by itself would

show us the beautiful draughtsmanship of

one of the cleverest Belgian affichistes, even

if we did not have his " Sunlight Soap," one

oF the most striking soap placards ever pro-

duced ; his poster for the "Amer Manguin,"

and the bill he has done for " L'Art

Independant," although the latter is spoiled

a little by the heavy letterpress.

Next to Berchmans, Rassenfosse—who,

by the way, was a pupil of Fdlicien Rops

—

has done some very clever posters.

Le peintre des perversites feminines,

as Maurice Bauwens calls the Walloon

E. BERCHMANS.
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We must also mention the "Concours

National de Chant " and the " Cercle des

Beaux-Arts de Liege," which are very good

specimens of Donnay's work.

Bdnard, as a publisher, has the true

sense of art, and he has had the rare chance

to decorate his house in Li^ge with the

works of the three artists we have mentioned

above.

The house itself is interesting for its

simplicity, and the new style of architecture

used for it.

The architect, E. Jaspar, also, in not to

be forgotten as a poster artist, although he

has only done very few.

In entering Bdnard's house, which may
be called a gallery of everything produced

by the Walloon art, one is at once struck

by the artistic feeling of its owner. Besides

the delicate work of Donnay's stained glass

A. DONNAY.

affichisie, has done two masterpieces : the

" Blonde Van Velsen," and a pictorial

placard for "L'Huile Russe." We may
also mention a window bill for the Date

Vinegar Company, and his " Clownesse "

for a dancing room.

Rassenfosse, as well as Berchmans and

Donnay, has also done a poster for the

Fine Art and Jewellery Insurance Com-
pany, and we must really congratulate

the manager of this Company on securing

such artists to do posters for his firm.

Donnay's placard for this firm is very

impressive, simply two hands, palpably

those of a thief, or a burglar— clenching a

jewel-box and trying to open it. The back-

ground represents red flames, which give a

frightful eff"ect to this poster, and leave on

you a ghostly impression. Of alt the posters

done for this Insurance firm it is decidedly

the most effective, as it is the most striking ;

—it remains in one's mind like the remem-

brance of a horrible nightmare. Rassenfosse.
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windows, we see decorative panels, pastels

and water-colours, by E. Berchmans, as well

as drawings and etchings by De Witte,

Marechal, and Rassenfosse, and bronzes

and works in pewter by Oscar Berchmans.

But one of the marvels of Bdnard's

residence is certainly the splendid specimens

of vases en relief executed at the Val

Saint-Lambert, which are perfect gems of

modern art.

B^nard is greatly to be praised in having

grouped all these artists around him at Li^ge,

as he has opened a vast field before them,

and helped them to give a new essor, a

fresh elan, to their decorative taste and

imagination.

IDE ART^
IQ5URA0CE

COAAPAN/
LIP

;A5SUPvAnCE
DOeuVRES OAKT
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E. Berchmans
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R Chat ujith gtcujart Broiunc-

By FRANK NILLVARD.

AMONGST poster designers who have

gained a legitimate reputation as

advertisers of theatrical productions,

Mr. Stewart Browne has won for himself a

conspicuous place. It was with very great

pleasure, therefore, I got him to consent to

chat with me about his work in the interest

of this Magazine. Accordingly I went to

New Barnet, where Mr. Browne has his

studio.

It came as a pleasant surprise, after

asking to be show to Mr. Brown's studio,

20 X 30. Stewart Browne.
{By kini permission of Messrs. Daviil Allen & Sons, Ltd.)

to be conducted through the house, into

a large garden, beautifully cultivated, at

the bottom of which was his workshop.

It is a workshop in every sense of the word.

After moving aside a lot of sketches—

I

hope not rejected— I slipped into a comfort-

able chair, and immediately got to business,

and induced Mr. Browne to unbosom him-

self to me, apropos of a remark I made to

him about his being the author of the '

' blood-

stained melodramatic " style of posters.
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"To confess myself the author of very

many posters of the style libelled ' blood-

stained melodramatic,' is a very risky thing-

to do in these up-to-date days."

Thus, Mr. Stewart Browne cautiously

replies to my opening question.

"But yours are not all of that order,"

I remarked encouragingly.

"Certainly not! But posters, like

everything else, have evolved, and I have

been designing them for a very long time

now."

"Oh yes," was the reply to my remark

that things had very much altered within

the last few years, "we know better now,

thanks to the French, but it is rather a

strange thing that the earliest posters done

by lithography were on the modern principle

—black outline and flat colour. But the

facility for fine shading offered by the new

medium was responsible for the stippled

and ineffective style, which has been imme-

diately killed by the new flat one, posted

beside it.

"

M. B. I'OSTER & SONS, Ltd., UUGLK BRAND 1

{By kind pcnnission 0/ Mcssr

"You have the reputation of being one

of the first artists to take up this form of

art?"

"That is so, almost from the time when
the lithograph poster succeeded the wood
cuts. In those days an artist could not

choose his subjects, and for theatrical pos-

ters, a full stage, crammed, jammed full of

figures, was the fashion. Any piece of the

background left blank was a fearful crime,

an evidence of scamped work."

)V SCOTCH WHISKY. Sti;\\art Browne.
. Hazell, Watson & Viney.)

"But buyers are not yet all convinced

on this point, many still insist on the

stippled-to-death variety ?
"

"Yes, you are quite right. Buyers will

always buy experience."

" Now tell me. Do you find any diffi-

culty in disposing of new ideas ? " I put

this to Mr. Browne very delicately.

"Difficulty? That's just the word.

Advertisers are nearly all chary of new
ideas. They are, most of them, afraid to
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open up new ground for designs. They

like to stick to the old stereotyped style,

and would sooner follow in the footsteps

of some design already proved successful,

than risk something new and up-to-date.

For instance, there is hardly any whisky

firm who does not want a design like

Dewar's (ancestral poster)—like it, but

not quite. And Bovril's Bull, great Scott !

hall-mark of fame from the general public,

there are, at least, three others in the con-

demned portfolio which should have been

equally well received."

" Then you believe in the public as

judges ?
"

" Rather ! Much better judges than the

advertisers themselves. The public never

overlook a good thing : not even Rowntree's

STEWART BROWNE. 3v Himself.

what artist has not been invited to have a

shot at that bull ?
"

'•No doubt you too have suffered from

the rejection of sketches ? "
I ventured to

put in.

"Yes, in common with the others.

But I don't think always on their merits.

Perhaps it is not too much to say that for

every one poster which has received the

excellent puzzle poster, designed by the

BeggarstafTs. Everyone has seen that and
made a note of Rowntree's, which, of course,

is the whole duty of a poster."

" Supposing you tell me a little about

yourself," I suggested, after this flow of

ideas. "What do you consider your best

posters, and how did you come to take up

this class of work ?
"
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" My best posters ? Well, that is rather "How I came to take up poster de-

difficult to say off hand. But the one which signing, was, perhaps because this work
pleases me most at the moment is the blue is full of variety, and rather fascinating,"

and yellow streamer for the Palace Theatre, he continued.

DESIGN FOR A POSTER.

now on most of the 'buses, one, by the

way, which you have already reproduced in

The Poster, on page 11 in No. I. Then
there are the Covent Garden Fancy Dress

Ball poster, and a whisky poster for

Messrs. M. B. Foster, which has not yet

been seen in London."

" At what schools did you study ?
"

" Originally I was trained as a designer

for calico printing at Glasgow, and then

went to the Manchester school, where I took

up figure work, and followed it up at South

Kensington and Heatherley's. My first pub-

lished drawings appeared in "The Graphic,"

I informed Mr. Browne that he would

have the pleasure of seeing these posters

reproduced in this number, together with

some of his rejected sketches.

and later on in " Black and White." The

first firm of printers I joined was Messrs.

Clement Smith. But that is enough of my-

self. Let's talk about somethinsj else."
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20 X 30. Stewart Brown k.

(By kind permission of Messrs. David Allen and Sons.)

Then seeing my eyes wander round his

studio, which, as I previously remarked, is

a workshop, a very large and square place,

with a litter of useful props, he jocularly

said, " Have a tonic ? There is no sideboard

here, but if you will stroll up the garden and

walk into my parlour, we shan't be long,"

I had a further chat with him whilst

strolling round the garden, smoking some
of "Browne's extra special Turkish cigar-

ettes."

Mr. Browne has done an immense amount

of poster work, both for London and the

provinces ; some of the most prominent

being for the Adelphi Theatre for "Harbour
Lights," "Bells of Haslemere." and "Boys
Together."

Readers of The Poster will shortly see

on the walls a six-sheet panel designed

by Mr. Browne for " On and Off," which by

the courtesy of Messrs. David Allen & Sons,

Ltd., is reproduced here.

To Mr. Stewart Browne belongs the

distinction of doing the illustration which

appears on page i of The Poster, in fact,

the first illustration which appeared in this

paper.

Stewart Browne.

{By kind permission oj Messrs. D.ivid Allen and Sons.)
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VLhc Rojyfal Rcadcmy and the Srtistic

Poster.

By CHARLE5 HIATT.

EVEN though lingering winter chill the

lap of May, so that the month beloved

of poets be almost flowerless, we are

certain of the annual riot of paint at

Burlington House as soon as the appointed

small number of which the head, the heart,

and the hand of man have gone. By the

side of these there will be a considerable

proportion of works which betray dexterity

without inspiration, a smaller proportion
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will receive its usual homage of adoration
;

sculpture will be treated with unenthusiastic

respect ; water-colour painting will play

the familiar part of a Cinderella into whose

life comes neither fairy god-mother nor

Prince Charming ; and the other forms of

graphic art will be bundled up into a corner

spicuous, alloted to it at Burlington House,

for the Royal Academicians, not practising

lithography themselves, snub it whenever

the opportunity arises. And yet one may
safely predict that the Academy, which,

according to Haydon, owes its existence

to "the basest intrigue," and, according

IFwm "Picture Posters " by permission of Me

KOFESSOR H. HtRKOMER.

. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

far removed from the flaunt and flare of

the principal rooms. The auto-lithograph,

in spite of the recent National Exhibition

at South Kensington, and the enthusiasm
for a peculiarly exquisite means of artistic

expression which it has called forth, will

have no place, not even the most incon-

to history, to the weakness of King George

III. and the vanity of Sir Joshua Reynolds,

will achieve its usual popular success, for

it is far and away the most important

picture sale-room in Europe, and with

princely liberality charges the exhibitor

neither commission nor fee of any kind.
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On the other hand, it invites him, if he stand to disturb the even tenour of its way.

well with the dealers, toasumptuousbanquet, But, individually, the members and associ

at which Princes of the Blood, Rt. Revd. ates of the Academy have from time to

Prelates, and Cabinet Ministers give proof time condescended to the pictorial placard,

of their skill as after-dinner speakers. and we now propose to consider their

SiK l.l.WAHII J. POVNTER, P.R.A,

{Fluin • Piclun Pcstcn" by kind pii inimon of Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

One need hardly say that, officially, the excursions into the branch of design to the

Academy has had nothing to do with the interests of which this journal is specially

artistic poster movement in this country : devoted. The first English artist of high

that august institution does not care for repute to attempt the illustrated adver-

movements of any kind, for they are liable tisement was Mr Walter Crane, whose
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essay, if I am not mistaken, dealt with a

brand of lead-pencils. He was soon followed

by an artist who holds a conspicuous and

interesting place in the history of Victorian

art—Fred Walker, A.R.A. Perhaps no

English poster is more frequently discussed,

and certainly none, looking to the time

and circumstances of its production, is

more important than Walker's bill for "The
Woman in White." The design represents

a stately and splendidly-draped female figure

stepping through a doorway out into the

star-lit night. With one hand she opens

the door, and with the other imposes

silence on some unseen person who is

presumably following her. The poster is

held to lose some of its effect from the

fact that it is in black and white, but

Walker was a great master of black and

white, holding a place beside Sandys and

Boyd Houghton as one of the heroes of

the golden age of English illustration. How
seriously Walker took his first attempt in

a new branch of work may be judged from

the following sentence from one of his

letters :— I am impressed," he wrote,

"on doing all I can with a first attempt

at what I consider might develop into a

most important branch of design." "The
Woman in White " was unfortunately

Walker's first and last illustrated placard,

but how completely his prophecy has been

fulfilled the existence of this monthly
chronicle is amply sufficient to prove. On
the whole, "The Woman in White" is

the best poster which ever came from the

hands of a member or associate of the

Royal Academy.

To the enterprise of Messrs. Pears we
owe two interesting advertisements by the

late Stacey Marks, R.A. Of these two,

that which represents two monks, one
shaving and the other washing his hands,

is far better and leaves little to be desired

in its appropriateness to the object adver-

tised—a matter which poster designers

are wont too frequently to overlook. This

poster used to bear the legend " Cleanliness

is next to Godliness," while a placard in

the left hand top corner reproduced the

signature of Madame Patti, with the famous

testimonial to the effect that Pears' soap

is " Matchless for the hands and com-

plexion." The other design is commonplace

in character, and merely calls for passing

notice. It may be mentioned that for

designing these advertisements Mr. Marks

received the nick-name of "Trade Marks."

No artist is more unlike Stacey Marks in

point of view and method of work than

Sir Edward J. Poynter, now President of the

Royal Academy. Sir Edward is quite as

well known by his performances in applied

art as by the laborious illustrations of

ancient life which are of necessity interesting

by reason of their subject matter. His

advertisement for the Guardian Fire and

Life Assurance Company is learned and

dignified, but it fails in simplicity, and the

colour can scarcely ba deemed other than

unpleasant. It should be noted that this

placard was not intended to be pasted on

to the hoardings : it is invariably seen

either mounted on canvas with rollers for

internal exhibition, or framed under glass

for use on the walls of railway stations

and the like. Amongst the painters who,

by admission to its ranks, have recently

added to the artistic importance of the

Academy, is Mr. E. A. Abbey, whose work
as an illustrator is of the first class. His

"Quest of the Holy Grail" bill is a fine

piece of bold and impressive decoration,

and was done for a book published in

New York by Messrs. R. H. Russell &
Son. The Knight on horseback is in red

scale armour, and he is armed with a spear

and a shield with a red cross. More than

one of the great steamship lines have

commissioned Mr. W. L. Wylie, A.R.A.,

the distinguished marine painter, to

advertise their services of boats. Mr.

Wylie has a practical knowledge of shipping

such as is possessed by few painters, and
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the technical details of his pictures are

seldom open "to criticism on the ground ot

inaccuracy. His advertisements are always

careful and sometimes really interesting

:

at all events, they are the best of their kind

produced by "an Englishman.

It would indeed have been a strange

thing if Professor Herkomer had not

attempted the artistic placard. Of all the

members of the Royal Academy, this dis-

tinguished artist is

the most astound-

ingly versatile. He
is for ever breaking

out in new places :

to-day it is the

scenic decoration

of plays, to-morrow

a new process of

reproduction, and

the next day the

revival of enamel-

ling. It certainly

cannot be said of

him as of Goldsmith

that he has touched

nothing- which he

did not adorn : the

wonder is that doing

so many things, he

should succeed in

any of them. To
makea lastingmark

as painter, carver,

etcher, musician,

poet, lecturer, and

actor is beyond the

possibility ofmere man . Professor Herkomer's

posters cannot, it seems to me, be considered

among his more fortunate performances.

That done for "The Magazine of Art,"

with its crowd of persons in the costumes

of various epochs looking at a classical

figure with a laurel wreath in her hand,

is perhaps the best, and it is, from the

collectqr's point of view, the most valuable.

The weird creature who heralded " Black

UNLiIGHT
Soap

and White," and her fellow who claimed

the charity of the public on behalf of the

Radcliffe Infirmary, lacked dignity and

grace without possessing compensating

qualities. Other posters by the same artist

are the "Life and Work in Bavaria's Alps,

one for an exhibition of his work at the Fine

Art Society's rooms, and, I believe, another

for an exhibition of pictures at Oxford.

So far as I am aware the artists already

discussed are the

only members or

associates of the

Academy who have

deliberately de-

signed pictorial

advertisements, but

this article would

be incomplete with-

out the considera-

tion of works which,

painted without
special reference to

advertisement, have

nevertheless been

used for that pur-

pose. First and

foremost amongst

these, comes the

famous "Bubbles,"

by Sir John Millais.

Looked at as a

mere oil-painting,

" Bubbles "is a very

agreeable example

of the "Kiss Papa"

style of picture

which, while it did nothing to increase

the great painter's reputation, undoubtedly

brought him immense popularity, and

consequently a very substantial pecuniary

reward. The story of how " Bubbles"

became a soap advertisement is known

to every man in the street. The price paid

for the original work, and the enormous cost

of reproducing it have been insisted upon

with endless reiteration. Not so familiar,

idors of Sunlight Soap.)
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and a great deal more amusing, is the

history of "So Clean," by Mr. Frith, R.A.,

whose "Derby Day" is the joy of such

nursery governesses as chance to find them-

selves in the National Gallery. It seems

that Mr. Frith sold his picture, which

originally bore another title, without the

smallest suspicion that it was ultimately

destined to advertise anybody's soap, and

when he discovered the base uses to which

his painting had been put, he expressed his

of the soaps. A picture by Sir Edwin
Landseer has been used to advertise a

brand of dog biscuits, and a work by Mr.

J. J. Shannon, A.R.A., has been employed

to proclaim the merits of another article.

Such is a brief account of the association

of the Royal Academy with the pictorial

poster. The story, it must be confessed,

is by no means a dazzling one, and perhaps

the only point of importance which it serves

to emphasise is that artists who have

(By kind permission of the Pi

indignation in good set terms. It has always
seemed to me that his wrath was a little

unreasonable
; the aesthetic value of "So

Clean " was in no wise reduced by reason
of its being employed for the sweet uses

of advertisement. The reproduction or

another work by a popular artist, Mr. G,

D. Leslie, R.A., which bears the legend
"This is the Way we Wash our Clothes,"

has played a conspicuous part in the battle

Jpnctors of Sunli-iht Soap).

achieved the highest official recognition,

even the presidential robe and chain, have

not considered the designing of advertise-

ments beneath their dignity. Under these

circumstances the designer who dreams of

academic distinction need not be deterred

from practising the art of the poster by the

fear that in doing so he may prejudice his

chances of receiving the coveted diploma and

writinsf after his name the magic letters R.A.
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BChc Artistic Rtmosphcvc of Rntuscrps

HERE are a few remarks reminisGent of

happy days spent in the Academie des

Beaux - Arts and studios of Antwerp just

five years ago.

As thing-s have changed very little since

then, these jottings may be of interest to

anyone on the look out for an inexpensive

art training, combined with congenial sur-

roundings.

sequence of this the rules of the Academy

are very strict, and the free and easy, sing-

song, smoke-laden atmosphere to be found

in the " paying schools " of Paris and else-

where, is not to be found in Antwerp.

In place of this, there is more of a Board

School feeling: rather irksome to the artistic

temperament, but all the same good for hard

work and quiet thinking.

( permission of the Proprietor oj the "Penny Illustrated Pape

The old Art School of Antwerp, founded

by David Teniers (the younger) in 1664, used

to be somewhere near the Bourse; but in

1804, an old Franciscan monastery in the

Rue du Fagot was bought and converted

into what is now known as the "Academie

Royale des Beaux-Arts d'Anvers.

"

The school is supported by the State and

is free to all comers.

Britain, as a rule, is well represented

every year.

There are no fees of any kind, but in con-

Student life is, with the English at any

rate, a very busy one. The hours spent at

the academy average eight per diem, but in

addition to this the studious members usually

get up amongst themselves a "sketch club."

A large room in some convenient caf^ is

generally engaged for their meetings, where

they choose their own models and work in

any medium they please. This, from nine

to eleven, three nights a week, besides

outdoor sketching between whiles, makes

up a fairly busy time,
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Every student of art who has been to

Antwerp withui the last eighteen years must

remember " Old Thielen," the surveillante

of the mornings painting classes.

He is a good sort at heart, but with an

aggravating sense of duty which compels

him to put down his foot (a fair sized one by

the way) on all singing, smoking, larking,

and everything but work.

Mynheer Thielen does, what an American

student once described as, "a lot of hard

"sitting.'" Added to this, his life is spent

in "hanging around" and looking at his

watch, for he has to keep the models'

time and tell them when to "pose" or

" rest."

He sighs very heavily at times, chews

tobacco, and often wears a worried look.

"Thielen" was apparently, to the new-

comer, the most important man in the

Academy.

Of course there were " M'sieu " le

Directeur, Albrecht De Vriendt, a most

unpopular man, and the popular Professor

Van Havermaet, or " Old Van " as he was

familiarly called.

" Old Van " could speak English with a

quaint accent, and had mastered the art of

sarcasm to a degree which made many a

sensitive student squirm, while the others

smiled.

Poor " Old Van " is dead now and

doubtless the Academy feels his loss

considerably.

Besides the school life, there sometimes

occurs a re-union of old students, who come

back to the artistic atmosphere of Antwerp

and " set up " for a time in studios to study

in private.

The accompanying photos were taken at

the studio of "Mynheer" Hassall, whose

daily afternoon teas cooAskies" were

always a " rendezvous " for all comers, and

when amongst discussions artistic the

possibilities of the "Poster" were often

brought forward.

A good little studio may be had there for

about ;£20 per annum, and amongst other

advantages apartments are cheap, most of

the students being able to rub along on

p£i per week.

The photo of Indians and Cowboys was

taken shortly after the Carnival of 1894, in

which the English students played a promi-

nent part, carrying off the second prize for

the finest costumes. The costumes in this

group are all " home-made."

We must not forget to mention one of

the, to students, institutions of Antwerp,

Madame Van Roosmallen, who keeps a

large store of artists' materials, and whose
" Magazyn " close to the Academy is daily

filled with a medley of nationalities; but her

softest side is possibly towards the

" Ingleeshmannen," with whom she is a

general favourite and known as " The

Antwerp Motlier of the Englishmen."
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iomc ©ecorativc Posters by

Charles I. Ffoulkes.

By CHARLES HIATT.

" TPHE Art of the Poster" is a convenient

1 phrase, but it is inexact insomuch

as there is, properly speaking, no

separate and distinct poster art. There

are, of course, certain conditions which it

is imperative that the designer should

almost forced into emphatic contrasts of

colour and bold simplicity of pattern. The

so-called realism which comes of much

highly-wrought detail is fatal to the object

which he has in view. But apart from the

observation of these elementary conditions

observe if iiis work is to fulfil its primary of successful production, he may give his

purpose of advertising. He must recognise fancy the fullest play and follow its dictates

tlie circumstances under which his designs wherever they lead him. The fancy of Mr.

will be seen, and work within the com- Ffoulkes leads him into a region not often

paratively narrow limitations which those pursued by poster designers, a region far

circumstances impose upon him. He is removed from the flaunt and flare Ot
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modern life with its terrific rapidity, its

enormous complexity. There is something

in his method of seeing things which, by

reason of its naivete, its ancient simplicity,

tempts one to label him a Primitive. There

is even more which justifies our classing him

with the Symbolists.

40 X Co Chas. I. Ffoui.kes.

[(Hy kind pei mission of Messrs. Geo. Hell & Sons.)

The making of posters accounts for only

a small portion of Mr. Ffoulkes' career as

an artist. The production of yards of

screaming illustration of transpontine melo-

drama is a form of drudgery through which

it has never been his fate to go : he has

neither lot nor part with such designers as

cheerfully do the behests of the colour-

printer and his customers. I have no word
to say against those who devote their lives

to this kind of employment. In a free

country, every man, if he keep within the

law, may choose for himself the work he

will do and acccomplish it in the way best

suited to his own temperament. But the

mechanical production of pictorial placards

is as impossible to Mr. Ffoulkes as to Carloz

Schcebe or Aman-Jean. I have deliberately

chosen these two artists, for with their work
I know that Mr. Ffoulkes has no small

sympathy. With them he prefers to express

himself by means of symbols rather than

with bluntly stated facts.

Mr. Ffoulkes has looked at the whole

field of art and felt the attraction, not of

one, but of many of its developments. In a

volume entitled " Noel," published three or

four years ago, he gave to the world some
songs and carols of curious charm and un-

doubted distinction. His verses had the

merit of simplicity and sweetness, and

possessed also that singing quality whicli,

though very real, is somewhat difficult to

define. These carols he illustrated in an

original fashion, and when I add that they

were set to music by an accomplished hand,

I surely hint at a delightful book which has

not received the attention which it merits.

Among the applied arts, metal-work has,

perhaps, received most attention at the

hands of Mr. Ffoulkes and some really

beautiful things have been the result. Quite

recently he has been engaged in constructing

an organ-case, a task which, although invol-

ving no small degree of physical labour, he

has found altogether to his taste. His

pictures will please or displease according

to the temperament of the person who sees

them : they cannot |fail to leave an im-

pression of some kind, whether of pleasure

or the reverse, for they are the productions

of a man whose point of view is new and

strange,
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But it is time I turned to the posters which

have been produced by this fertile designer.

Let me say at the outset that Mr. Ffoulkes

has appreciated to the full those primary

conditions of which I spoke at the opening-

of this article. He is too practical to sup-

pose that the man in the street will spend a

long- time in unravelling the meaning of an

esoteric design in which mysticism has run

riot. In nearly all his placards he succeeds

in catching the eye with an ingenious and

effective use of colour and design, and in

delivering his message simply and directly.

And his designs are, with a single excep-

tion, appropriate to the thing advertised.

He does not seek to make people drink a

particular brand of tea by means of a realistic

landscape, nor invite the charitable to support

a hospital by delineating a lady distinguished

by the shortness of her skirts, and the beauty

of her silk stockings. And again, it must

be counted to him for righteousness that

he is sufficiently inventive not to repeat

himself. It is only too true of many poster

designers that, having seen one of their

productions, one has seen them all. Mr.

Ffoulkes has a style of his own which dis-

tingu-ishes most of his work, but within the

limits of that style he can be agreeably

various, so that one can see many of his

designs together without feeling that mo-

notony which comes of viewing many objects

side by side which, however, excellent in

themselves, are as like one another as so

many hailstones.

Of all Mr. Foulkes' posters the best

known is one in yellow and black for " The
Century Magazine," which was admirably

reproduced by the Artistic Supply Company
some years ago. Earlier in date than this,

and of a character altogether different, was
the bill for the Pierrot Banjo Team, which

proved that Mr. Ffoulkes could be as " chic
"

as you please when the occasion was suit-

able. A design bearing the arms of the

University and City of Oxford, with the

inscription "Charity," and another for a

meeting of the National Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Children show the

artist to advantage in his more familiar

manner. A recent bill for the "World of

Dress" in chocolate and black is graceful in

pattern and pleasant in colour.

I could go on enumerating examples of

Mr. Ffoulkes's posters, but I hope I have

40 X 90 Chas. I. Ffoulkks.

already said enough to direct the attention

alike of advertisers and collectors to them.

Artist that he is, Mr. Ffoulkes succeeds in

being effective without vulgarity, in adver-

tising an article without stooping to a

disorganized riot of gaudy colour, or a

meaningless parade of stupidly realistic

details,
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Rn Accursed Form of Advertisement.

By EDGAR VEINLOCK.

THE beauty, or lack of beauty of London

is a subject of discussion, which, from

time to time, engag^es many eminent

pens. In the opinion of Mr. Grant Allen,

London is of all the capital cities of Europe,

the meanest and most despicable. Mr.

Henley, on the other hand, finds it fascinat-

ing beyond all comparison ; it prompts him

to magnificent rhetoric, as when he says :

—

"And the high majesty of Paul's,

Uplifts a voice of living' light, and calls

—

Calls to his niillons to behold and sco

How goodly this his London town can be !

Mr. Ruskin bitterly complains that the

omnibuses, instead of plying from noble

monument to noble monument, ply from

public-house to public-house. Max O'Rell

has defined the metropolis as an "ignoble

mixture of beer and Bible, of gin and gospel,

of drunkenness and hypocrisy, of unheard-

of squalor and unbridled luxury ;" but

nevertheless, he has chosen it as his place

of residence. A more distinguished French-

man than Max O'Rell, M. Taine, saw in

Piccadilly a parade of palaces. For myself

I frankly confess, that, even at the present

day, William Dunbar's noble praise of Lon-

don does not seem a whit too enthusiastic :

—

" Gemme ot all joy, jasper of jocunditie,

Most myghty carbuncle or vertueand valour,

Strong Troy in vigour and in strenwytie
;

Of royall cities rose and geraflour
;

Empresse of townes, exalt in honour.

In beautie berylng the crone imperiall
;

Swete paradise, precelling in pleasure,

London, thou art the Flour of Cities all."

The fact is, that the fascination of Lon-

don is not comprised in show-places, nor

squares, nor vistas, nor noble streets. Look-

ing to its size, it is poorer in impressive

monuments than any other great city ; and

what monuments it has are so ill-placed as

to lose nearly all their dignity. To appreci-

ate the magic, the mystery, the majesty of

London, one needs to know it well in all its

aspects. It will not give up its secrets to

the personally-conducted in a week of

arranged excursions ; its charm is discovered

slowly, and for the most part by accident.

We are just now threatened with an epidemic

of improvements. An enterprising County

Council promises us magnificent boulevards

and crescents in place of acres of streets,

mean and insignificant, but nevertheless

interesting by reason of all manner of

curious and thrilling associations. When
the new streets are created we shall see

what we shall see, but if any attempt is to

be made to rival the spick and span glories

of rebuilt Paris, it is altogether pleasant to

think that it is doomed to almost certain

failure.

It will not, however, be denied that there

is much needless ugliness in London, ugliness

to which the municipal authority should have

the power to put an end without more ado.

The latest horror is what we may call the

blinking illuminated advertisement. The

hoardings, in spite of the improvement

which is going on, are by no means things

of beauty, but the illuminated advertisements

which meet one at every turn are abomina-

tions without a single redeeming merit. It

is impossible to pass these things by without

looking at them
;

they possess a fiendish

attraction, an inevitable fascination, which

it is simply impossible to resist. Your eye

is caught by the first letter of a word which

trembles out in burning red or green, in

spite of yourself you wait, irritated and

impatient, for each letter until the legend is
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completed, and then after a moment's life

ceases to exist. As soon as the first letter

is formed we can anticipate the rest, but

still it is almost impossible for us to pass on

until the process is complete. It is obvious

that in its power of attraction no ordinary

pictorial placard can compete with these

illuminated signs ; in most matters one can

cause a sensation if one deliberately over-

steps the bounds of decency. But it is

surely no small part of the business of the

municipal authority to see that the bounds
of decency are observed even by advertisers.

The people of London have a right to de-

mand that the streets of "the Flour of all

Cities" should not be made hideous night

after night in order that somebody may sell

more of his whisky, pills, beef-tea, or soup.

Fireworks are all very well in their place,

and those who care to see them are most

liberally catered for at the Crystal Palace,

but the main streets of the greatest metro-

polis in the world are no place for nightly

pyrotechic displays which have no object save

to aggrandise a certain number of greedy

merchants.

riatcrials for a Bibliography of the Poster.

Compiled by Charles Hiatt,

{Conli?iiied from

READERS of The Poster, especially

foreign ones, will much oblige by

pointing out any omissions or making
any suggestions to the Compiler, c/o The
Editor of this Journal. Accurate dates and
references are particularly requested in any
particulars which may be furnished.

I.^ENGLAND.

/Addilions /o Pari II., see Jo/. /., pag-e 120. /
The Blind Beggarstaef of Bethnal Green.

By " R. M." (Richard Morton). "The
Westminster Gazette," 12th January, 1899.

Note.—A set of humorous verses by the well-

known song- writer.

II.—THE UNITED STATES.
[Additions to Part II., see Vol. II., page 'j8\.

A Sketch of Poster Styles. By R. G.

Badger.

Note.—This Article is described on page 78 as
appearing in "Eadey's Magazine," for "Eadey's
" Mag-azine " read " Godey's Mag^azine.

"

The Work of Maxfield Parish. "The
Book-Buyer." Scribner's (New York), 1898

Catalogue of Posters. By Louis J.

Rhead. Exhibited at the Salon des

Cents. Paris, 1897.

Bradley: His Book. Vol. I., No. I., 1896.

Author of Picture Posters."

Vol. II., p. 120.)

"About some Men, some Posters and

some Books."

"Edward Penfield, Artist." By Will
Bradley.

Ibid. Vol. I., No. III., 1896. "Ethel

Reed."

Hare & Co.'s Exhibition of Posters.

"Harper's Weekly Printers' Trades

Gazette." 15th May, 1897.

IV.—GERMANY.
Part I.

—

Books and Pamphlets.

Das Moderne Plakat. By J. L. Sponsel.

Large 8vo. Dresden, 1897.

Note.—This is the most important German pub-
lication on the pictorial placard. It contains

318 reproductions of posters, of which 52 are in

colours.

Part II.

—

Articles in the Magazines,

Newspapers, etc.

Die Kunst fur Alle. " Das Moderne

Plakat."

Note —This is a special nuinber, fully illustr.ated

and entirely devoted to the pictorial poster.

Plakat Kunst. Von Hans. W. Singer.

" Pan," No. v., 1896, page 329.

" H. de Toulouse-Lautrec." Von
Arsene Alexander. "Pan" (? No.), 1896.

( To be continued),
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^omc ''Ita Critique'' Srtists.

By M. R. VOESryiN.

THERE arc in Paris several reviews

devoted to the j^works of young and

little-known artists, but to those

papers contribute also men who have

already made a name either in the literary

or artistic world.

Conspicuous amongst these magazines

is a periodical— " La Critique "— which has

done a great deal towards bringing to the

front les jeuncs, and thanks to the courtesy

of its editor, G. Bans, we are enabled to

reproduce some of the posters done by

the staff of artists working enthusiastically

to bring "La Critique" to a big and well-

deserved success.

During the few years this art review has

been in existence, many posters have been

issued either to advertise exhibitions of draw-

ings, new publications, or simply to boom the

current issues of the magazine. These

affichcs, only a limited number of which

have been printed, have been keenly

collected by amateurs ; some of them are

out of print, and therefore difficult to

procure.

"La Critique" is an independent art

review, open to all, no matter what their

views, and to show its eclecticism we only

have to look at some of its posters.

We reproduce here an affiche hy "Misti"

(F. Mifliez), a refined artist who exhibits

every year at the Paris Salon, and signs

under his nom-de-plume some very attrac-

tive affiches. Our readers may have noticed

his "Rose Tea Rooms" poster (reproduced

25 X^lQ JoSSOT.

on page 76, Vol. \. of The Poster). His

works have had a great success amongst
advertisers, and his design for " La
Critique" is a study full of reverie.
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25 X 16. E. Couturier

Next to "Misti's' work, see the poster

b}' Jossot. This artist's caricatures—as

caricatures they are meant to be—are

simply works of art, to be put on a level

with any of Rowlandson, Gilray, or Dau-

mier's sketches. Jossot draws his types

as he sees them in nature, horrible,

laughable, or ridiculous. The world is for

him a gigantic Punch and Judy show, where

all marionettes are burlesque figures taken

from life. His grinning blind man with

the begging poodle by his side, is to be

counted among this artist's best works.

Jossot lives in the country, and is hard

at work on an album of decorative carica-

tures, a renewal of ancient style, as well

as on a portfolio which has a tendency to

anarchism, called " Les Rats" (illustrating

verses by Heinrich Heine). He dreams

also of huge posters which French printing

firms hesitate to bring out, as being of a

stamped cmti-boiirgeois style.

Next to Jossot we must mention E.

Couturier, whose revolutionary ideas are

as strong as the above-named caricaturists.

Couturier was the pupil of Forain,

and we may say Forain's only eleve. Seeing

that " there is something rotten in the state

of France," he wanted to warn his country-

men, and contributed sketches of a very

revolutionary kind to the anarchist peri-

odical " Le Chambard," as well as strong

caricatures in favour of the Dreyfus case

in "Le Sifflet."

His poster for " La Critique," showing

a woman wearing the liberty cap, and

blinding with the flames of a torch certain

figures in the background, must be his

ideal of beloved Liberty triumphantly

crushing to death those who want to chain

her up. Couturier, like the majority of

his countrymen, has had Vaffaire on the

brain, and besides his sketches in " Le

Sifflet," he has done a series of political

postcards under the suggestive title

"Histoire d'un Crime," a very appropriate

title too.

They were published by "La Critique,"

whose editor, G. Bans, having caught the

latter-day craze for pictorial postcards,

brings out occasionally very interesting

series of these.

"La Critique" and its editor must be

congratulated on their enterprise in intro-

ducing to the public the works of these

artists.
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Proposed Ktcgislativc Slestrictions

to Sidvcrtising.

WE have received from Messrs. David

Allen & Sons the following, w^hich

we are pleased to insert, as we think

it is of general interest to our readers :

—

Several Bills are now before Parliament

containing restrictions relating to advertis-

ing, which, if passed, will prove most disas-

trous to a number of important industries

and interests.

Apart from the Public Health Acts

Amendment Bill, which unless amended as

promised by the promoters, would prohibit

the erection of all new advertising hoard-

ings, except with the sanction of the Local

Authorities in any town where its provisions

were adopted, there are the following cor-

porate Bills containing similar or even more

sweeping provisions, viz. :

—

Darwen Corporation Bill, Clause 152
Loughborough ,, ,, 128

Stockport ,, ,, 59
Warrington ,, ,, 92
Salford ,, ,, „ 85
Edinburgh ,, ,, ,,45&47
Bootle ,, ,, 61

Newcastle ,, 94

The Edinburgh Corporation goes so far

as to empower the removal of existing

advertising positions without compensation

(a principle which Parliament has never yet

sanctioned) and without appeal, and even

goes to the extent of requiring a preliminary

License before the display of any single adver-

tisement—a proposed method of treatment

which savours more of the autocratic modes
of arbitrary continental government than

those appertaining to the constitutional

liberties of British subjects.

Powers granted to local bodies over

advertising hoardings, where in a few

isolated cases such powers were included

in Omnibus Bills, have been unfairly used,

and a power to "regulate" stretched into

a power to " prohibit."

The proposed legislation directly aims

at the suppression of street advertising,

and it is felt is being introduced without

due consideration of the great injury likely

to result to general commerce.

Advertising hasadvanced with the growth

of the nation and forms an important and

necessary factor in the development of the

nation's commerce.

The proposed innovation seriously

threatens not only the bill-posting interests,

which at first sight would appear to be the

only one affected, but also other collateral

interests and allied trades, such as printing

paper and ink making, type founding,

machine making, many of the largest firms

of which are engaged almost wholly in the

production of posters, or the materials for

same ; and as advertising hoardings are

mainly of a temporary character, unless

reasonable facilities be left for obtaining

other positions to replace existing sites

required for other purposes, it Is only a ques-

tion of time when the bill-posting trade would

undergo a process of gradual extinction

;

ruin by slow stages would thus overtake

masters and men, a heavy blow would be

struck at the printing trade, one of the most

Important industries of the country. Pro-

perty owners would suffer serious detriment

through loss of rentals obtained for these

temporary lettings, and local authorities a

substantial income from taxation of hoard-

ings. Advertisers, large and small, would

lose what long experience has proved to be

one of the most advantageous ways of

increasing business.

In this way it is evident that much of

the nation's prosperity would be seriously

affected, and therefore the entire question

requires a degree of careful consideration

far beyond what might be considered

necessary were the Interests of one par-
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ticular vested industry alone threatened :

tlie posting of bills being- only the final

stage necessitated by the expenditure of

large sums of money already sunk in capital

and labour. Such legislation is calculated

to very seriously interfere with some of

the largest commercial interests of the

country.

Bill-posters are quite in accord that

hoardings should be subject to reasonable

regulation to ensure the safety of the

public, but the propositions now for the

first time laid before Parliament go far

beyond this, and require radical modification

in order that the industries concerned may
not be threatened with extinction.

The powers sought are entirely without

precedent, and would impose upon a lawful

and useful trade novel, unreasonable, and

harassing restrictions, such as no other

lawful trade is subject to, and no case has

been or can be made out for granting such

powers. In any event, a proposal of so

sweeping a nature involves questions of

general policy which should only be dealt

with by a public Bill.

When restrictions are considered needful

in tlie paramount interests of the public

health and safety, like the Mines' Regula-

tion Act, Factories Acts, etc., the central

—

not the local—authority fixes and supervises

the necessary regulations.

Even in the case of the liquor traffic,

Parliament has never consented to the

principle of handing over that trade to

local control.

Whilst restrictions as to new Licenses in

the liquor trade are entirely beneficial to exist-

ingholders, restrictions on bill-posting, owing

to the temporary character of the hoardings,

would have a directly opposite effect.

Little doubt can be entertained that

when attention has been directed to the

evils which would follow any legislative

sanction being given to such proposals as

are embodied in the clauses referred to,

the common sense of the public can be

confidently relied upon in opposing and

condemning Bills which would fatally aff"ect

so many important industries.

Since the above was written the

decision of a Select Committee of the

House of Commons has been given in

the Edinburgh Corporation Bill. The

Chairman of the Committee said they could

not confer on the Corporation any power

of censorship over the advertisements them-

selves, but they were willing to grant to the

Corporation the power of controlling sites

and hoardings.

A DUTCH POSTI'R.
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3DVEKTI5EK5' EAHIBITION

THANKS to the enterprise of Mr. S. H.

Benson, of 100, Fleet Street, what

will, undoubtedly, prove the big-gest

thing- of the kind that has yet been attempted,

viz. : "The Advertisers' Exhibition," is being

held at Niagara Hall, Westminster, London,

from Saturday, April 22nd until May 6th.

It is held under the auspices of the

leading newspaper proprietors in Great

Britain, the biggest advertising firms of the

United Kingdom and America, and the lead-

ing printing firms. Amongst the former

are A. F. Walker, Esq., of "The Times," Sir

Edward Lawson, Bart., Sir William Ingram,

Bart., Sir George Newnes, Bart., Messrs.

Harmsworth Bros., Limited, Frank Lloyd,

Esq. ("Lloyd's News," " Daily Chronicle,"

etc.), W. L. Thomas, Esq. ("The Graphic

and Daily Graphic"), Sir John Leng, M.P.,

Sir John Willox, etc., etc. Some of these

gentlemen have given their services as mem-
bers of the Executive Council.

No less distinguished are the names of

the advertising firms that figure as patrons,

to the tune of forty-five—too long a list to

enumerate. We can, however, safely assert

that the leading lights of the advertising

community appear as au complet. The Execu-

tive Council is also adequately represented

by well-known men connected with chromo
lithography and letter-press printing, iron

and tin plate manufacture, photo and wood
engraving, bill posting and railway station

advertising, tramway and 'bus advertising,

illuminated sign advertising, etc. No
branch of advertising—nothing that can be

of use to advertisers or intending advertisers

—has been neglected. From the newspaper
press in every part of the world to the

ubiquitous cinematograph ; from the carrier

van to the electric sign ; from the art of

poster design and the mechanical processes

of colour printing to the alluring and subtle

wiles of window dressing— nothing is

omitted; every category is complete
; every

objection on the score of efficiency is fore-

stalled. And apart from this matter-of-fact

side, the aesthetic taste is appealed to.

What perhaps interests us mostly is the

composition of the Art Committee, which

comprises such well-known poster artists as

Dudley Hardy, John Hassall, Louis Weierter,

besides Oscar Eckhardt, Edgar Wilson, S.

H. Sime, A. S. Hartrick, and T. S. C.

Crowther, artists who have contributed to

" the poor man's gallery"—the street hoard-

ings—some of the most striking and effective

decorative work of modern times.

Every conceivable medium whereby the

public and those who supply the public can

be brought into contact is adequately re-

presented. Original advertising devices

—

artistic, fantastic, automatic, scientific, and

mechanical—are placed before the public in

such a way as to constitute a complete

epitome of the means of publicity, and are

so arranged as to afford would-be adver-

tisers a satisfactory basis of estimating the

cost of advertising. The Central Hall shows

a grand display of advertisements of all

kinds, and every one of the stalls is of

interest to any advertiser. There is also a

retrospective show of early English posters,

show-cards, handbills, throwaways, window

bills, etc., which many collectors would

certainly be anxious to add to their own
collections. Most of these early advertise-

ments are decorated by wood cuts, an old

fashioned style of illustrating, to which some

up-to-date artists have come back to.

One of the biggest features of the

Advertisers' Exhibition is the " Poster

Gallery," where original sketches by the

best known artists are on show. This

department is under the supervision of Mr.

Louis Weierter, and it gives great credit to

his artistic taste. The Poster has its own
special exhibit in this Gallery.

It may be safely augured that the

Advertisers' Exhibition, with its attractions

to the commercial mind and unique interest

to the public, will prove an immense success.
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AUTOMOBILE

20 X 30. , W. S. Rogers.
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Palette 3cra{>mgs.

The poster for the Automobile Club,

here reproduced, gained the first prize in

the competition organised by the above

Club to advertise their Exhibition.

In comparison with some of its previous

shows, the present exhibition of the New
English Art Club is a poor one, but it is safe

to say that more artistic intelligence goes to

flaunt and glare of Burlington House. Mr.

Wilson Steer, a painter every inch of him. If

not less interesting, Is less satisfying than

usual. Professor Brown, on the other hand,

distinctly increases his reputation with his

"Shropshire Pastoral" and " Teme Valley."

Mr. Will Rothenstein in his "The Back of

St. Remy, Dieppe," and his " Study of a

Coloured Man " gives proof of sincerity and

{By kind permission of Messrs. Thos. Forinan & Sons, Nottingham.)

the making of a square Inch at Lhc Dudley

Gallery than to the making of a square yard

over the way at the Royal Academy. The

general appearance of the single room in

which the exhibition is contained Is sedate

and restful : It has about it, if one may use

the expression, a gentlemanly and well-bred

air which Is entirely delightful after the

a fine sense of style. It Is the lack of sin-

cerity which does much to reduce the artistic

value of Mr. Henry Tonks's curious and

undeniably clever work. The drawings by

Professor A. von Menzel will be certain to

attract the attentlon-which they deserve.

We witnessed a sight which would have
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(By kindpciii:issionof ,Uc;s;-s. Tlws. Forman & Sons, Xcttinjham.)

greatly astonished some of our readers if

they had seen it last week. On the top of

a ladder outside the shop of Harris, "The
Sausage King," in Blackfriars Bridge Road,

was a well-known poster artist, some of

whose work just now is on nearly every big

hoarding. He was painting a sign of a

jockey riding a pig, which, we believe, is

called "The Pig Derby."

We regret that the article on American

Poster Lore, by our esteemed American

correspondent, Mr. Pcrcival Pollard, has

not reached us in time for this number.

Mr. Walter Crane, on whose work

we had an article in our March number,

is engaged on an extensive series of illus-

trations for a magnificent edition of The

Bible, which is to be published in Amster-

dam. The four-fold text is in Dutch,

French, German, and English, and illustrated

by artists of Holland, France, Germany,

and England, as well as of Italy.

We wish to call our readers' attention

to the article on the Advertisers' Exhibition,

which appears in this number, and also to

inform them that we shall be very pleased

to see them at The Poster stall in the

Poster Gallery, at Niagara Hall, West-
minster, any time during the Exhibition,

In the April number of "The Studio"

is the continuation of a most interesting

A PROGRAMME. Jack B. Ykats.
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series of articles on Modern German Litho-

graphy—especially dealing with Karlsruhe

artists ; also " Some features of the Art

of Sir Edward Burne-Jones," by Malcom
Bell, with illustrations of some of Burne-

Jones' best work. The illustrations, of

which there are a great number, are

excellent.

The "Poster Design" competition which

has just concluded at the Old Town Hall,

Scarborough, organised by the Scarborough

Advertising Committee, was most success-

ful, as it was certainly interesting. There

were nearly one hundred designs submitted,

and the committee awarded three prizes

of the respective values of £30, £20, and

£10. To show the interest taken in this

Exhibition it simply remains to be said

that it was opened by Captain H. Darley,

the Mayor of Scarborough. The Deputy-

Mayor (Mr. James Pirie) and Mr. J. C.

Rickett, M.P., also took part in the pro-

ceedings.

The International Exhibition of Painters,

Gravers, and Sculptors will again be held

at The Princes' Hall, Knightsbridge, early

in May. Mr. Whistler is the President.

From what we have seen and heard this

will eclipse last year's Exhibition. It will

be a thoroughly cosmopolitan and represen-

tative collection. In this it differs from

the Royal Academy, inasmuch that foreign

artists are especially invited to exhibit at

Knightsbridge.

We have received a very interesting

letter from Mr. Archie Gunn, who has been

in America for the last eight years. This

artist has sent us several specimens of his

work, and we are pleased to reproduce

three in this number : one appeared on

page 123 of our last number. Mr. Gunn
is a Londoner, and we take this opportunity

to inform our artist friends abroad, whether

English or Foreign, that we extend to

them a cordial welcome whenever they care

to look us up at 310, Strand.
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Soulouse^Ibautrec and his S^ostcrs*

By CHARLES HIATT.

ALL who care for what is most curious

and bizarre in the art of the day, and

still more those who have the privileg-e

of knowing Toulouse-Lautrec personally.

Toulouse-Lautrec.

will regret that for the present he is a victim

of "this strange disease of modern life,"

and that his work for the time being is

suspended. One need only be acquainted

with Lautrec for a few moments to discover

that he is no ordinary being whose thoughts

run in conventional channels and result in

respectable opinions. He is a man of rare

and powerful personality, and whether he

repels or allures one, is largely a matter of

one's own temperament. Although his nature

is essentially generous, he insists on his

point of view, especially in questions of art,

so strenuously, and at times so acridly, that

the chances are that he will outrage the feel-

ings of the smooth person who has a con-

stitutional distaste for extreme views.

When Lautrec dislikes a thing, he expresses

his dislike sometimes with vehement

invective, sometimes with scathing sarcasm,

and he will certainly not go down to pos-

terity in the company of the late Lord

Leighton of Stretton, as a .man who never

hurt another's feelings in his life. And yet,

on the other hand, he cannot be classed

with those who say things which hurt and

sting for the brutal purpose of watching the

pain which they inflict. If he takes no pains

to be urbane for urbanity's sake, still less is

he savage for the sake of ferocity. For all

38 X 52. Toulouse-Lautrec.
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his modernity— if the questionable word may
be allowed to pass—Lautrec is no weary

cynic, incapable of taking interest in simple

things ; the pleasures of enthusiasm are still

i8 X 24. Toulouse-Lautrec.

open to him. I remember well my first visit

to his somewhat gaunt, but very workman-
like studio, in a grim building overlooking
one of those huge and hideous cemeteries

which press up to the crowded centre of

immense Paris. It was in vain that I

sought to make him show me his own work
and talk to me of his art. His mind was
full of two recently-acquired treasures with
which he was evidently as pleased as a child

with a new toy. His delight in one of them
—an exquisite trifle of Japanese workman-
ship — was easily understood, but his

enthusiasm for the other was a little astonish-
ing. It was nothing more nor less than a
dinner table on the "telescope" principle,

such as is to be found in every villa residence
in this country. The apparatus by means of

May, 1899.

which the table was lengthened or shortened

caused him undisguised admiration, and he

seemed to regard it as a convincing proof of

the mechanical genius of the English people,

for, needless to say, it came from the

Tottenham Court Road.

Before we touch upon any of Lautrec's

peculiarities of style or conception, it should

be made clear that he is a masterly draughts-

man. In all his productions, whether they

be pastels, book-illustrations, posters, or

lithographs, the supreme merit is the mas-
tery of line which he rarely fails to achieve.

His eccentricities are never mere excuses

for bad craftsmanship ; he does not indulge

in the grotesque because it is the easier

way, nor does he make it the apology for

feeble technique. There are scores of de-

signers in France, and even more here, who

3 5^. ToulouseLautrec.

seek to hide their incapacity to draw cor-

rectly by seeing things in an extraordinary

way, with the result that one is so amazed
that the critical power is for the moment

The Poster.
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suspended or paralysed. They may, and

unhappily do, cause the ignorant a certain

amount of gaping satisfaction, but they do

not for an instant deceive the judicious.

In his point of view Lautrec is surprisingly

modern and entirely original. He has points

in common, it is true, with Rowlandson and

neither moral nor immoral in its deliberate

intention : like the art of Japan, it is non-

moral. And this reminds one that there is

a distinct affinity in much of Lautrec's work
with the work of the great Japanese artists.

A man whose individuality is so command-
ing as that of Lautrec cannot reasonably be

(From " Picture Posters," by kind pel

Hogarth, but his intention is never didactic

;

he has no mission to depict the social life of

the time as either infamous or ridiculous.

He is satisfied to represent it as he sees it,

and to leave its moral aspect to those whom
it may concern. The art of Lautrec is

Toulouse-Lautrec.
of Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

accused of slavish and mechanical imitation,

but he has not disdained now and again to

take a hint from the art of those happy

islands in the far east.

As an advertiser, the supreme merit of

Lautrec is that he never fails to achieve
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triumphant advertisements. If the placards

of Ch^ret dance in disordered joy on the

hoardings and thus arrest the attention, if

those of Mucha catch the eye from sheer

extravagance of decoration, those of Lautrec

inevitably bring one to a standstill and re-

tain one until the significance of the legend

our generation. In the performances of

Yvette, the parade of gaiety serves only to

emphasise the quintessential tragedy of the

chansons: one laughs, but one laughs, as it

were, at one's own agony. I know of no

"art-pleasure" or "art-pain" more difficult

of analysis than that which one derives from

(From "Picture Posteis," by kind pen

has been mastered. In my own mind, I

always associate Lautrec with Yvette

Guilbert. The reason is not far to seek.

The genius of the incomparable divette has

appealed irresistibly to Ihe draughtsman
who has devoted a whole series of litho-

graphs to the most fasciniating artiste of

Toulouse-Lautrec,
•lission of Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

Yvette's creations. But in this matter the

posters of Lautrec strike me in much the

same way. In this day we are the victims

of a passion for labelling everything : the

obvious label for Lautrec's work is " un-

healthy." How often has that word been

used to brand the individual in art who sees
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strangely and creates what he sees ! Surely

it was used of Blake
;
certainly it was used

of Beardsley ; and now with much justice it

is used of Lautrec. For if the truth is to

be told, the art of Lautrec is the decorative

outcome of the Moulin Rouge, and just as the

terrible reality, and as they are very un-

lovely (to apply to them no stronger word),

his drawings in spite of surpassing technical

merits are unlovely. They deal with a class

of people in whom degeneration in manners

and morals amounts to corruption ;
people

Tjulousk- Lautrec.

[From " Picture Posters," by kind permission of Messrs. Geo. Bell & Sons.)

source of its inspiration is unclean, so is

the outcome, not unclean of deliberate

purpose, but essentially and intrinsically

unclean. It must not be supposed that

Lautrec has sought to glorify the mean
erotics of the home of the can-can : he de-

picts the frequenters of the place with

whose ideals are inexpressibly base and

sordid.

I must, in view of my limited space,

now commence to note Lautrec's more

important posters in detail. Unlike Chdret,

he has been by no means a producer of

unlimited fertility. His performances in
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this branch of design do not, I fancy,

number more than twenty, of which the

most important are illustrated here. Perhaps

the most impressive, and certainly the most

repulsive, of them all is that done to

advertise the book entitled " La Reine de

Joie." This great placard, which represents

the one which bears the legend " x^u pied

de I'Echafaud: Memoires de L'Abb6 Faure."

The paraphanalia of the peculiarly gruesome

form of capital punishment which obtains

in France are represented with horrid

realism. The tortured and terrified face

of the victim, on whose shoulder rests the

(FrOH! " Picture Posters " by kind permission of Mess,

three human beings of the most bestial

type, owing to the vehemence of its line,

to its extraordinarily simple though strangely

effective colour, is one of the most powerful

designs of its kind ever accomplished. It

is doubtful whether any book has been

heralded in fashion so unforgetable as "La
Reine de Joie." Another terrible affiche is

big brutal hand of the executioner, the

priest reading a short distance off, and the

gloomy line of mounted soldiers, form a

whole which is burnt into the memory.

From bills dealing with these lurid

subjects it is pleasant to turn to those of

lighter intention which are connected with

the Paris Cabarets and Caf6 Concerts and
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those who perform in them. As in duty

bound, let us give place to the ladies. For

the artist who rejoices in the charming

name of Jane Avril—which turned into

English might tempt the muse of Mr.

Norman Gale—Lautrec has devised a

grotesque decoration, which could not fail,

imperiously, to call attention to her talents

as a dancer. Inspired it may be by her

name, or perchance by happy accident, the

artist has employed a Spring scheme of

colour in which are combined the yellow

of the daffodil, the crimson of the tulip,

and the pale sulphur of the primrose.

Another chic and fin-de-siecle young lady,

-—May Belfort— has also been advertised by

Lautrec, though not perhaps in quite so

distinguished a style. No man of more

passionate talent than Aristide Bruant,

proprietor of one of the most famous of

the Cabarets, has in our time devoted him-

self to the business of light amusement.

His advertisement by Lautrec is a triumph.

May, 1899.

though it is, perhaps, put in the shade by
the artist's masterly bill for Caudieux,
another Parisian entertainer.

Lautrec's "La Goulue " does not please

me so well, but like everything which
comes from his hand it is intensely original.

Altogether excellent is the design for the

"Divan Japonais," in which a sort of

monstrous projection of Sarah Bernhardt,

accompanied by an ogling old man as idiotic

as he is fashionably dressed, is represented

listening to Yvette Guilbert, whose tall

and once lean figure is seen across the

foot-lights. I might run on about the

" Babylone d'Allemagne," and several

other memorable designs by this artist,

but my space has run out. I have said

enough, however, to call attention once
more to a great designer who, by reason

of the force and curiosity of his achieve-

ment, and the intensely personal nature

of his point of view, has gained the very

highest position as a designer of posters.

18 X 24. Toulouse-Lautrec.
A PROGRAMME.

The Poster.
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IF the theatre is the most obviously fruit-

ful province of the designers of posters,

the great services of steamships form a

region of wfhich the attractions are scarcely

less manifold. To advertise a brand of

food-stuff to the satisfaction of its proprietor,

the artist will most probably succeed if he

sets the closest limits to his imagination.

Our modern advertiser is not content that

the merits of his article be insisted on

symbolically ; he is propitiated only by an

arrangement which cannot be misunderstood

by even the most ingeniously stupid passer-

by. If infants' food is the subject-matter,

the obvious pictorial comment is an over-

gorged baby ; if cigarettes, then an idiotic

masher or frivolous lady is deemed sur-

passingly effective. And when it is desired

to proclaim the merits of anything in a

bottle or tin, it is before all things necessary

that the receptacle be reproduced with

photographic accuracy. The

marvel of it is that advertisers

who hold these widely accepted

views should ever allow an

artist any room whatever for

the play of his fancy.

If the innumerable steamship services

which ply from the great ports of England

to the utmost corners of the earth afford

magnificent opportunities to the pictorial

advertiser, it is undoubtedly the case that

those opportunities have up to the present

time been made very slight use of. Our
English steamship posters do not, it is true,

leave very much to be desired in the matter

of reproduction. Not a few of them are

quite admirable examples of commercial

lithography. Nor, again, is the pattern

often either foolish, inappropriate or un-

dignified, consisting as it does of the mere

accurate representation of one or another
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liners, which,

if they leave much to be

desired in the matter of

picturesqueness, are at

least impressive by reason

of their enormous bulk.

Some of these advertise-

ments, notably those by

Mr. Wylie, A.R.A., deserve

some consideration from

the accurate technical know-

ledge which is displayed in

the delineation of the grey-

hounds of the ocean. But

MENU. here praise unfortunately

must cease, for there is

nothing else which is legitimately entitled

to it. These posters make no appeal—not

the very faintest—to the Imagination. There

is sea—always calm for obvious reasons

—

an expanse of sky, and the steamship between

the two. If one be just a landsman, one

of these funnelled and masted monsters

seems to be the twin sister of all the rest.

They can be identified among one another

only by patient examination of minute

details.

On the Continent they seem to manage

the advertisement of steamships a little

better as some of the illustrations to this

note prove. The designer, it would appear,

is allowed to give some play to his fancy ;

the bond of realism is not so stringently

insisted on. In some of the foreign posters

here reproduced there is a touch of human

interest which adds in no inconsiderable

degree to the effect of the designs and to

their appropriateness to their purpose. It

may be a temptation to a steamship owner,

whose vessel has cost half a milHon, to

advertise her sailings by means of a huge

prosaic representation of the vessel's own
majesty, but it is a banal and over-simple

way, and not half so efficient as something

symbolical would be. Even this method is

however to be preferred to the system by

which yachting cruises to Norway and in the

Mediterranean are as a rule announced.

A series of highly coloured realistic views

of the chief show places on the route is

certainly a very feeble expedient. At times

these things moreover are of a splendid

mendacity. The waterfalls hint at the

immensity of chromatic Niagara; the moun-

tains are of Himalayan rather than Alpine

proportions ; and the atmosphere is such

as never was on land or sea. He is simple

indeed who believes that all these marvels

are to be seen for "Twelve guineas the

round trip."

F. Hugo d'Alesi.
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Surely something more ingenious, some- designer who resolves to explore it should

thing more proportionate to the dignity of meet with a rich reward. The pictorial

the subject-matter can be devised than the advertisement of steamship services is_^still

bills which I have just discussed. The field in its infancy,

is a tempting one and the adventurous

THE NORDDEUTSCHER LLOYD S.S. KAISER WILHELM DER IGROSSE."
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Whc Sdvcrtiscrs' (Elxhibition.

GREAT was, as presumed, the success

of the Advertisers' Exhibition, held

at Niagara Hall, Westminster, in

April-May. This was the first Exhibition of

its kind, but we hear that Mr. S. H. Benson,

the promoter and organiser, intends opening

.another show next year. The second one

should prove to be perfectly complete, as

many firms who abstained from exhibiting

this year understand now that it is to their

interests to unite for the progress of adver-

tising, and the benefits to be ultimately

reaped by it.

At a private view to the Press, a luncheon

was given, over which Sir George Newnes
presided, and at which were present Admiral

Sir J E. Commerell, Dr. Farquharson, M.P.,

Mr. S. H. Benson, and Mr. Alfred Cook

(Alderman of Leeds).

On the council the representatives of the

newspaper Press were Sir William Ingram,

Sir George Newnes, and Mr. Frank Lloyd.

The managing director was Mr. S. H. Benson,

advertisers' agent ; and the many industries

concerned in the various methods of adver-

tisement had full representation on the

council. For the chromo-lithographers and

letterpress printers stood Mr. David Allen

(chairman, David Allen & Sons, Limited),

Mr. Alfred Cooke, Mr. W. T. Harverson

(the Avenue Press), Mr. James Moore

(chairman, Marcus Ward & Co., Limited),

Mr. Adolph Tuck (chairman, Raphael Tuck

& Sons, Limited), Mr. Benjamin Scott

(managing director, Hudson Scott & Sons,

Limited) ; enamelled iron plate manufac-

turers, Colonel E. Hegan Kennard (chairman,

the Chromographic Enamel Company),

Mr. H. Herbert Wright (managing director,

the Patent Enamel Company, Limited)
;

photo and wood engravers, etc., Mr. Henry

-Coates (chairman, the Scottish Engraving

Company, Limited), Mr. A. Dargavel (manag-

ing director, John Swain & Son, Limited),

Mr. W. Proctor Dilworth (managing director,

Meisenbach Company, Limited), Mr. Carl

Hentschel (Carl Hentschel & Co.), Mr. G.

E. Holloway (general manager, B. Dellagana

& Co., Limited)
;

bill-posting and railway

station advertising, Mr. Walter Hill (chair-

man, Walter Hill & Co., Limited), Mr. L.

Rockley (chairman, Rockley's, Limited,

Nottingham), Mr. William L. Sheffield

(managing director, Sheffield's, Limited,

Birmingham), Mr. Joshua Sheldon (chair-

man, Sheldon's, Limited, Leeds) ; omnibus

and tramway advertising, Mr. James W.
Courtenay (tramway advertising contractor,

Leeds), Mr. H. Squire (H. Squire & Co.,

omnibus and tramway advertising contract-

ors, London) ; illuminated sign advertising,

Mr. Alfred W. Poulton (chairman. Electric

Sign Company, Limited) ; and the joint

managers. Captain C. A. Thimm and Mr.

Frederick Goodacre.

The promoters and the committee had

gathered together a great amount of adver-

tising media, showing the social, commercial,

as well as artistic interests which lie in

advertisements.

Under the direction of Mr. Louis Weier-

ter, assisted in his task by an art committee

consisting of Messrs. Dudley Hardy, Phil

May, J. Hassall, Oscar Eckhardt, Edgar

Wilson, S. H. Sime, A. S. Hartrick, T. S.

C. Crowther, Rossi Ashton, Bernard Part-

ridge, and G. K. Jones, there was in the

Artists' Gallery a show of designs for posters

which proved of great interest.

Amongst the works of old hands there

were two amusing panels by J. Hassall,

designs by Manuel, Cecil Aldin, G. L.

Gloag, Scotson-Clark, Ch. L Ffoulkes, Alick

P. F. Ritchie, D. Whitelaw. Mr. Louis
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ORIGINAL FOSTER. W. Glnn Gnmnnett.

Weierter, the art director, also contributed

some successful drawings.

But the majority of designs were by new
and unknown artists, and although the

efforts were interesting, they showed in most

instances a lack of experience.* However,

there are two names that must be especially

noticed, as we hope to see them soon on our

hoardings, Miss M. Barnard and Mr. W.
Gunn Gwinnet.

In the catalogue of the Exhibition—the

clever cover of which, by the way, was
drawn by Mr. Louis Weierter—we were told,

with perfect truth, that:

"Advertising—dignified advertising, that

is the appeal made to the public by the

tradesman who has a genuine article to sell

— is business." Business it certainly is, but

why not combine business with art? The
poster—to quote again the catalogue—"with
its ample scope for effective decorative art,

enters more and more into the schemes or

up-to-date advertisers."

But while Cheret, Willette, Mucha, and

other leading French artists have been

revolutionizing poster art on the Continent,

our leading British artists have not been idle

on this side of the Channel, and as a result

the ordinary unattractive "commercial"

poster of former years has now almost

entirely given place to the artistic picture

which, whether we will or not, commands our

attention and our admiration as we pass

along the street.

The same can be said of our theatrical

posters, in the execution of which English

poster artists have lately become masters,

such as Dudley Hardy, Hassall, and tulli

quanti.

Posterdom has successfully passed through

the throes of an artistic revolution, and the

public begin to understand that art can be

used as a great medium for advertising

purposes.

The Poster, justly we think, takes

credit to itself in having been a prime factor

in this movement.

One of the most interesting exhibits in the

Advertisers' Exhibition was acknowledged

to be The Poster stall in the Artists'

Gallery.

Old playbills and first numbers of news-

papers formed also an important feature

of the Exhibition, cleverly gathered in a

most interesting Press Museum. Some of

these exhibits are of priceless value to

the proprietors, who kindly lent them for

exhibition.

ORIGINAL POSTER. Cecil Aldin.
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Mr. Spencer sent a wonderful collection

of Dickens playbills, relating' to dramas

based on his works acted at the Adelphi,

Lyceum, Olympic, Strand, and other

theatres from 1837 to 1845. The bill of

the Lyceum when Madame Celeste was

"sole lessee and proprietress" sets forth

the performance of the " Tale of Two
Cities," adapted by Tom Taylor. It states

that Charles Dickens, "in the kindest

manner, supervised the production of the

piece." The bills of "Little Em'ly," the

"Old Curiosity Shop," "Nicholas Nickleby,"

"Martin Chuzzlewit," and others, are to

be seen with the names of the dramatis

personce, famous actors and actresses of the

past two generations. Mr. Seymour sent

the original advertisement cards of "Great

Expectations" and "Tom Tiddler's Ground."

Among the newspapers were copies of

the "Times " from July to December, 1796 ;

the "Leeds Mercury " of 1734; the "Nor-
wich Mercury" of 1727; and the " Globe "

of J 81 2, showing a map of the Battle of

ij'adajoz ; the first advertisement that

appeared in the " Aberdeen Journal," 1748:
the original number of the "Army and
Navy Gazette," i860; Silk Buckingham's
original prospectus of the "Athenaeum,"
with the first volume of the paper ; the

" Bath Journal," 1745-6; the facsimile issue

of the "Carlisle Journal," 1798, and
many more old advertising and press

curiosities.

We have said that this year's Adver-

tisers' Exhibition has been a success, but

we expect even a greater success next

year, at the eve of the Paris World's Fair

of 1900, and we are certain that Mr. S. H.

Benson is the most able man to achieve

the task of making it so.

ORIGINAL POSTER
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Rti Intcrvieuj ujith Paul jBerthon.

fe- .

PAUL BERTHON.

5INCE the last few years Paris has

seen many alterations : old quarters

have disappeared, old mansions have
been pulled down, and familiar corners are

no more. Links with the past vanish

every day to make room for the grand
display of 1900. But, defying all this

new-building storm, one spot remains,

calm and serene as of old, and this is

the lie St. Louis. One might think it

a quiet quarter of that dead city, Versailles,

transplanted in the midst of Paris, under
the shadow of Notre-Dame. L'lle St.

Louis still retains the characteristic air

of centuries past ; with its old fashioned

mansions, as well as its trees, sadly

reflected in the Seine. Now and then,

in the early hours of summer days,

anglers may sit for hours on the qim/s

trying to catch a gudgeon or two, but

the only noise to be heard—and noise it

is—is that of a passing "bus" disturbing

the angler, the gudgeon, and the artists,

as many of these (I mean the latter)

have taken their abode in this quiet

corner, right away from the busy traffic

of the city.

Among the brothers of the brush

who reside in the He St. Louis is Paul

Berthon, on whom I called to secure the

cover for the May number of The Poster.
" You see me now busy with the

illustrations I am doing for the next book

of Jacques des Gachons, but I shall be

able to manage something for you boys

of The Poster. I am only sorry I cannot

20 X 26 Paul Berthon.
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Paul Berthon."

put this cover on stone myself. But stil'

I have great confidence in EngHsh Htho-

graphers. You know I always work on

stone myself for my prints." And Berthon

showed me some of the stones he has

done for the publisher Pierrefort, ready

for print.

As I was looking all round his studio

admiring his ideas for decorations, rough

sketches for illustrations and ornamental

designs, I saw a curious model of a vase

which Berthon had moulded in earthenware

a few days ago.

"You are looking at this attempt of

mine," said the artist smilingly, "well,

allow me to tell you that I am trying my

hand at every kind of art. My art is

decorative, and is it not the business of

the decorative artist to try and give in

any way or form a shape to his ideal ?

I know some have been quarrelling about

minor and major arts— as if the search

for the "Beautiful" even in the smallest

trifles around us was not the object, the

fir.al motive of art. Speak about decora-

tion ! But is not decoration one of the

highest forms of art ?
"

Paul Berthon then told me of his debut.

He was born in 1872 in Villefranche. After

very careful study, he entered the Grasset

studio, receiving in the meantime the

advice of another French painter, Lue-

Olivier Merson.

Decorative work tempted him at once,

and in 1895 he sent a fresco to the Salon,

some panels, artistic bookbindings and

original models for furniture.

Posters started to be the rage, and fol-

lowing the footsteps of other famous artists,

Berthon did one for Liane de Pougy's repre-

sentations. This affiche was soon followed

by another for a literary review: "L'Ermi-

tage," and others to advertise books: "St.

Marie aux Fleurs" and "Le livre de Magda."

In every one of these posters his own
conception of art was conspicuous : details

Paul Berthon.
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are only accessory as long as the general

effect is attained.

Knowingthoroughly the marvellous results

which can be obtained by coloured litho-

graphy, and seeing the future there is for it

in home decoration, he gave his mind to it.

But he has also put all the power he has, as

a designer, in the drawing of his posters,

whose first object is to be decorative.

"There is at the present moment," said

Berthon, "a real reveil of decorative art.

The modern school has definitely understood

and revived the principles unconsciously

followed by the simple but great decorators

of the middle ages. Grassett's works gave

the modern school a start, and it was

at once understood that we had to break

with the conventional Greco-Roman style of

decoration, debased by the Renaissance, and

look out for a modern decoration har-

monizing with our actual state of civilization.

You see the Italian Renaissance was born,

so to say, on the very ground where Vart

antique developed itself, and copied this kind

of art slavishly without any attempt to

improve it. Our French artists of the i6th
20 X 26 ' Paul Berthon.

century, following the Italian Renaissants and
adopting their principles, did not understand

that by so doing they disowned not only the

period they were living in, but also the very

spirit of our race. They simply throttled

our national art which was then full of

vitality, and substituted a foreign art

quite different to all our traditions.

"And then again, the Renaissants

smitten with their science of drawing, have
copied nature servilely. But the study of

nature is not the goal of art, it is only to

be used as a bye-way.

" You see our new art is only, and must
only be the continuation and development
of our art de France choked by the Renais-

sance. What we want is to create an

original art without any model but nature,

without any rule but imagination and logic,

using at the same time the French
fauna and flora as details, and following
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very clpsely the principles which made the

mediseval arts so thoroughly decorative.

Now, all artists of that period also care-

fully studied the human figure, and if,

for instance, you consider their statues,

they are not merely portraits propped on

the walls, but used as real ornamentation in

the very architecture of the edifices.

"The Japanese artists nowadays treat the

plants, thelandscapesjtheanimals, everything

even the clouds, in a decorative manner.
" I myself only try to copy nature in its

very essence. If I want to use a plant as a

decoration I am not going to reproduce all

May, 1899.

my manner will be different, according to

place, to object, and especially to the process

to be employed.

" Some artists have done most grotesque

stained glass windows, because their inten-

tion was to render the natural look of things

with truthful perspective instead of making
simply a mosaic of coloured glasses set in

lead. And making the same mistake our

Manufacture Nationale des Gobelins,

reproducing the pictures of our masters on

tapestry, forget that the essential point of

tapestry is to be an ornamental drapery

but not a picture."

The Poster.

26 " X 20

the nerves of its leaves or the exact tint ot

its flowers. Keeping only to the character-

istics of the model itself, I draw the type

of the plant, but at the same time I

analyse or simplify this type according to

the purpose I want to use it for. I may
have to give the stem or the flowers some

harmonious as well as geometrical lines or

unconventional colours which have never

been in the model I have before me. For

instance, I shall never be afraid to paint

my figures with green, yellow, or red

hair, if these tones are wanted in the com-

position of the design. And then again,

I'Al L ]?EKTHON.

Berthon then mentioned the series of

coloured prints which he calls " Les

Courtisanes." Two only have yet been

published, Salom6 and Phryn^, others will

soon follow.

" After Salomd personifying the Jewish

beauty, and Phryn^ showing her triumphant

charms before Greece, I want to study a

mediaeval type of beauty, and it will be for

me, an opportunity to revive some old

pieces of jewellery or some fantastical land-

scape."

"The readers of The Poster, Mr
Berthon, are very anxious to know how
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the artists work. Could you possibly

give me some details about your way of

working? Do you finish your maquettes,

your rough sketches, before printing or on

the proofs ?
"

" As a rule I draw direct on the stone,

after having massed my general effect in

colours on a rough sketch. Then I take

a first print in the tint of the outline ; then

accordingly I keep to the second colour or

alter it, and on the second proof I try to

find the effects of the following colours and

so forth. Very often I modify entirely my
first conception of a design, but in return I

tried their hand at it-—well, 1 may name
Ch^ret, Steinlen and Ibels amongst them,

—and they have done good work. Why
should not other poster artists follow them

and turn out some clever work for Music

Halls ? If one excepts a few good posters

done for Cafes-chantants, all others are the

very antithesis of art.

"If we can produce works, reputed

as chefs-d'cetivre, in praise of the splendid

properties of a well-known mustard or a well

advertised cocoa, why bring out horrors,

anti-artistic, when we want to boom the

charms of some exquisite divette, be it

26 X 20

obtain the effects I want, and working on

stone myself, I am able to rule everything

as I want it."

"Do you contemplate bringing out some
new posters soon ?

"

" One or two large posters of mine will

soon be out, but you see, there is not in

France such an opening for new posters as

in England. I should like to draw posters

for Music Halls, as I believe some attempt

at art ought to be done in this special line

of posters. All that has been tried for

Cafes concerts up till now is so ugly and

commonplace !

" Four or five affichistes of real talent have

Paul Berthon.

in France, England, or America ? It seems

to me that the subject itself of the poster

ought to bring inspiration, to say the

least
"

But Berthon's door-bell was ringing, and

as I thought I had detained the artist

perhaps a little too long, even for the benefit

of the readers of The Poster, I took my
leave of him.

Outside, the magnificent rays of an in-

spiring moon were abruptly breaking into

crowns on the river, and He St. Louis,

enlightened by the bright moonshine , seemed

like the very scenery for a blood and thun-

der romantic drama.
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a Dutch affichistc : SF- G. van CasJjcL

IN the case of Johan Georg" van Caspel,

as in that of so many other artists,

we find a young- fellow who failed to

follow the career his thoughtful parents

intended for him.

Van Caspel, who at present may without

discussion be said to be one of the leading-

poster artists in Hol-

land, and who is cer-

tainly the first Dutch

artist to devote his

whole energ-y to illus-

trate advertisements,

was born in Amster-

dam in 1870. His

father intended him
for the Bar, and the

youngs man studied to

be a lawyer until he

was twenty years of

age, when his parents

allowed him at last to

follow his own inclina-

tion, and he became

a student at the

Amsterdam Academy
of Art, under the

direction of Professor

Alleb^. As a reward

of his careful studies,

the next year he took

the first prize in the

"Willink van Collen ' competition for

young artists. He then left Professor

Alleb^'s training and joined a private

studio, under such masters as Dysselhof,

Breitner, Jacob van Lory and Van der

Valck.

For some years his efforts were chiefly

directed to portrait work and studies from

living models. The painting of large

figures then induced him to try decorative

work, and finding it fairly successful from

the beginning, he was soon entrusted with

the interior decoration of several public

buildings and private residences, such as

the Vriessiveem Company's Committee

Room, the Palais-Royal Hotel, and decora-

tive paintings for the

Monopole Hotel
Garden, which were

of such huge dimen-

sions that he had to

take a special studio
;

as well as the Nieuwe

Muzickhandel and the

Oporto Bar, both in

Amsterdam, the latter

being a small saloon

bar entirely decorated

by Van Caspel.

While he was
engaged in doing the

last-named work, the

artist became ac-

quainted with Mr,

Schuver, managing

director of the Sene-

felder Printing Co.

(late Amand's Printing

Co.), of Amsterdam,

who induced him to

take up poster work.
J. G. VAN CASPEL.

Though somewhat afraid that this latter

day kind of work would interfere with his

ordinary decorative designs, Van Caspel

gave it a trial, and executed a poster^for

the " Ilinde Cycles," which was at once

a success and was noticed all over the

country.

At the time the up-to-date style of

posters and show-cards was entirely
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neglected by the Dutch printing firms, so

that the " IHnde Cycles" affiche, with its

flaring colours and boldly drawn figures,

was immensely startling, and proved at

once a great sensation. Several other Dutch

printing firms tried to secure Van Caspel's

works, but the artist declined to leave the

printers who had approached him first

and induced him to take the work in hand*

the "General Fire Guarantee Co." of

Amsterdam, the " General Life Insurance

Co.," "New Rapid Cycles," " Boas Chase

Tyres," " Iven's Photo-materials" (repro-

duced in "The Poster," No. 10, p. 172),

" Selten's Incandescent Gas Light Co.,"

" Halderich's Tinned Goods," *' Van
Houten's Cocoa and Chocolate," and the

Coronation Calendar for 1898, comprising

His next pictorial panel v^as done for the

" Maypole Soap," and reproduced for

different countries, the letterpress being

printed in several languages.

Shortly afterwards, Van Caspel, besides

posters, designed also show cards, book

covers, calendars, book plates, etc. Amongst
his most noted works we must mention

those done for " Bakker's Oil and Blacking,"
" Delicatesse Tea," " Dutch Skate Cocoa,"

J. G. VAN Caspel.

26 original drawings. But one of his most

interesting posters was executed for the

"Dutch Review," representing a well

known Amsterdam rendezvous, the reading-

room at Krasnapolsky's. It is treated in

the style of some American artists, remind-

ing one of J. J. Gould's manner, with

more elaborate details.

When last year the Senefelder Printing

Co. took new premises to cope with their
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growiny pictorial poster business, Van
Caspel was specially retained by this firm,

not merely for the purpose of designing

posters, but he was also especially entrusted

with the supervision of the whole of the

artistic work the firm undertake.

Van Caspel draws his own designs on

stone, and having the entire control of the

lithographic department, he is fully able to

watch carefully the preparation of colour

stones and the various processes during the

work of printing. A great point with this

artist, and which is mostly neglected by

many affichistes, is that his figures are

designed from life, as he always works from

models, using decorative details merely as a

rahaussement of the figure. He takes

great interest not only in anything that

concerns his own work, but even in the new
ideas or novel conceptions of other artists

in any country.

To conclude, J. G. van Caspel is an

affichiste with a great future. His thorough

ORIGINAL DESIGN. J. G. van Caspel.

science of decorative art allows him to use

it whenever it is required, and as much ot

it as is wanted in the composition of a poster.

His name, although not yet famous beyond

Holland, must be remembered by lovers ot

art, and the Senefelder Printing Co.

must be congratulated to have retained such

a brilliant artist.

T00M-5IEENDKUKKhti!J

FNErELDERl
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Palette 3cra{>ings.

The Exhibition of the International

Society of Painters, Sculptors and Designers

is open once more, and it goes without

saying that it is far and away the most

fascinating and important in London. At

the same time it can scarcely be pretended

that it is so interesting as the inaugural

show of the Society last year. In the first

place it introduces us to comparatively few

new men. The foreign element is decidedly

weak. There is no startling sensation.

And those foreign artists who are most
conspicuous are already familiar to English

gallery-goers. Rodin, Mounet, Pissarro,

we all know, and though we cannot see

these great masters too frequently, it is

impossible for us to raise new enthusiasm

over the same thing indefinitely. The
Glasgow School is very much in evidence,

but the Scottish painters are scarcely seen

COVER.
(Reproduced by pet

F. V. Poole.

agent and Bookseller!,

Leon Belloguet.

at their best. We are glad to see that

some of our leading poster designers are

represented. Among them we noticed

Messrs. James Pryde, William Nicholson,

and Scotson-Clark. The catalogue contains

a number of excellent illustrations, but it is

a great pity that it does not include an

alphabetical list of exhibitors. We wish

every success to the most enterprising

exhibition which has been opened in London

for many a year.

Mr. Byam Shaw is perhaps the most

widely discussed young artist in London at

the present moment. His exhibition in

Bond Street shows him, to our mind, in a

far more favourable light than his ambitious
" Love, the Conqueror," which is the

"picture of the year" at the Royal Academy.

For Messrs. George Bell & Sons he is
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illustrating the plays of Shakespeare. Each

play is dealt with in one volume, the series

being known as the " Chiswick Shake-

speare." Judging from the two already

ORIGINAL PRINT. W. Blv

published, Mr. Byam Shaw finds his task a

congenial one, and the result is likely to be

as Important as it is charming.

The Academy is bad, if not more so

than usual. Without Mr. Orchardson and

Mr. Sargent it would be distressing. A
good word should be said for the sculpture

rooms which, in spite of many feeble

productions, are the most interesting part

of the exhibition.

That it is possible to advertise a melo-

drama with great dignity and effect, and

altogether without brutality, is proved by

Mr. Hassall's bill for "The Only Way,"
which represents Sydney Carton at the

guillotine. Mr. Hassall's versatility is proved

by his delightful design for " L'Amour
Mouill^," at the Lyric, which is at once

decorative and amusing.

We are glad to notice that Mr. Tom
Browne is represented at the Royal Academy
by a very agreeable example of his work.

It will be remembered that he designed the

cover of No. Ill of this magazine, which is

now absolutely out of print.

We reproduce a small design for a letter

heading designed by Mr. Albert Morrow for

Mr. Alfred Arthur, who, after being with

Messrs. David Allen & Sons for some years,

has now opened an office at 10, Adam Street,

Strand.

A FITTING finish to the Advertisers'

Exhibition was the smoking concert, given

on the last Friday, by the exhibitors to their

friends. It was held in the Artist's Gallery,

in the exhibition buildings, at Niagara Hall,

and was most enjoyable. Mr. S. H. Benson

POSTER FOR "I.E COCUKICO," A. Willette.

made a very happy and humorous speech,

which created much mirth. The concert

was under the management of Mr. Walter

Sweetman, and Mr. Frank Millward, the

manager of The Poster.
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The publication which has just been

brought out in Paris—"La Caricature et

I'Humour Fran9ais au XIXe Si^cle"—is not

only instructive, but most amusing. It is a

ORIGINAL J. Hassai.1..
DESIGN.

1 borough encyclopjedia of caricature in

France. Here are depicted all the best

French draughtsmen, from Bosio to Steinlen

and Caran d'Ache, the chief masters of a

branch of art full of life, but too long over-

looked : — Raflfet, Aubry, Carle Vernet,

Scheffer, Boilly, Bellang^, Henri Monnler,

Deveria, Roqueplan, Charlet, Gavarni, and

Daumier ; then from Gr^vin, Cham, and Mar-

celin to Willette, Ibels, Herman Paul, and

Toulouse-Lautrec. It should prove indispen-

sable to artists, for with it they can trace

through the various periods, with all their

differing customs and fashions, the evolution

of French wit, which, from being simply

mirthful and good natured at the beginning

of the century, has become more mordant,

bitterly cruel sometimes, and always tinged

with pessimism at its close.

The Art Workers' Guild is one of the

most interesting artistic associations in

Europe, and it has the advantage of doing

actually important as opposed to merely

ornamental work. The proposed Masque

at the Guildhall is its first essay in the

art of pageantry, and there is every reason

to believe that it will be of rare beauty

and distinction. The idea of reviving the

Masque is a distinctly happy one, and

under the direction of a craftsman and

designer so versatile and accomplished as

Mr. Walter Crane, there is no ground

for fearing that we shall be treated to a

vulgar parade of meaningless spectacle.

The County Council has put obstacles in

the way of the forthcoming performance,

but these have been surmounted, and

everything should now go as merrily

as the proverbial marriage bell. The
costumes for the most part will be

designed by Mr. Crane himself. The
accessories, which will be somewhat
elaborate, are being invented and executed

by well-known craftsmen. The masque
itself has been written by Mr. Selwyn

Image. For this task it would be impossi-

ble to find a more suitable person than

this very delightful writer of verse. Mr.

Malcolm Lawson and Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch

are busily engaged with the music, and

everything is making rapid progress.

That the historic Guildhall is an appro-

ORIGINAL ]. Hassali.
poster.

priate place for such a performance is

obvious when we remember the crowd of

thrilling memories which cluster round the

venerable building.
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A QUAINT novelty is decidedly the publi-

cation of" Les Maitres de la Carte Postale,"

published every three months by the French

review " La Critique," and giving in each

ISCOLONIAL
CATALOGUE.

COVER.
{Reproduced by

;

F. V. Poole.

0/" The Newsagent and Booksellers'

series twelve cleverly-designed post-cards

by some of the masters of this newest

development in Art. The first issue,

although twice reprinted, is now nearly

exhausted, and the second series just out

contains twelve illustrated post-cards, of

which six are water-colour reproductions
;

they are by Couturier, Delatre, Detouche,

Durangel, D'Espagnat, Jossot, Leb^gue,

Lyongrun, Paraf-Javal, Sloog, Thomen, and

Vibert, and can be obtained at the office of

"La Critique," 50, boulevard Latour-Mau-

bourg, Paris.

We hear that a competition has lately

been opened at Montpellier, in France,

for the design of a poster for the Firmin

& Montane printing firm. Prizes will be

distributed to the extent of £20.

mm ARTHUR

Few people are aware that the affichiste

who signs himself " Misti " (Mr. F. Mifliez)

is also at times a music composer. In the

"Chansons de Bretagne," by Th. Botrel,

"Misti" has written the music for a song

called "Les Petits Sabots."

We are pleased to hear that at last one

of those enterprising gentlemen whose in-

genuity is de-

voted to the

forging of well

known artists'

drawings and
afterwards sell-

Ing them as

originals, has
come to grief

with Dame Jus-

tice. A French

court has passed

sentence of thir-

teen months' Im-

prisonment o n

the individual

who devoted his

talents to coun-

ter-drawlng
some of WIl-

lette's works and

retailing them to

picture dealers

as original de-

signs. The
Poster some

months ago ex-

posed the
methods of a

certain person of

this same class

who reproduced Nicholson's portrait of the

Queen and the BeggarstafFs' unpublished

design of "The Girl on the Sofa," which

exposure we are glad to say had a salutary

eff'ect in stopping this illegal sale. We
now sincerely hope that the recent con-

demnation of the forger of Willette's name

COLOUR FKINTER
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will be an exemplary lesson to these enter-

prising individuals.

The Poster does not stand by 'tself to

endeavours to prove to be " Immoral

Exhibition of Theatrical Posters," and we

were delighted to see the " Court Journal
"

back up our cause. " One more of those
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protest against the old-fashioned bigotted

ideas of Mr;--. Grundy and her clique in

reference to what this goody-goody body

amusmg protests, says our contemporary,

"against the immorality of the arts has been

made, and, like most others, consists of
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condemnation simple and without any

attempt at justification. But in this instance

the suburban clergyman—from Brixton

—

not only denounced the stage and all its

works—including the picture-posters—but

* Bishops and the Church of England '

for recommending their clergy to go to the

theatre. After all, the bishops and the

acting - managers will have to unite in

protecting themselves from the smaller

clergy. It is extremely unfair to the artists

who now design the many graceful posters

to declare that our public hoardings are

-'positively indecent.' Soon we shall have

the smaller clergy designating the Royal

Academy as an ' immoral exhibition.'

These wild condemnations would not be so

irritating if they were accompanied by

serious and thoughtful attempts at justifica-

tion, but they are never more convincing

than the utterance of the poor fellows who

protest at the street corners that their souls

are ' saved.'

"

The "Materials for a Bibliography of

the Poster" will be concluded in the June

number.

An interesting reproduction of an

estampe done by W. Bly appears in this

number. The artist has treated his subject.

Napoleon, k la Nicholson, and this portrait,

as regards likeness and execution, is very

striking. The original is reproduced from

a wood-block cut by W. Bly. Collectors

can obtain copies at our offices, price 2/6.

Thanks to " The Phcenix," we are

able to give our readers an idea of the

progress of the poster in the Fiji Islands.

Here is the literal—or as literal as

possible—translation of a Fiji theatrical

poster, which for quaint conceit completely

out-Barnums Barnum. It should certainly

take a prize in a well-conducted Adver-

tising Exhibition. The announcement is

that of an entertainment there about to

be given by Mr. G. H. Snazelle in the

King's Island, and appears to have been

inspired by the English actor's native

agent in advance :

—

" HEARKEN ! HEARKEN ! ! HEARKEN ! ! !

HE COMES ! HE COMES ! !

THE GREAT KING MERRYMAKER
IS HERE.

HE IS THE LAUGH-DOCTOR
OF THE WHITES,

THE MAN WHO MAKES KINGS MERRY
AND QUEENS REJOICE.

SEE, OH SEE THIS FUN DEVIL
SNAZELLE

THE ROGO ROGO VINAKA."

The bill goes on to intimate that Snazelle

is the great "rib tickler" who makes

mountains laugh, whose wheezes have

made the blind to see and the lame to

walk. Still funnier though, is the account

of receipts for one entertainment, given

under the patronage of King Vitalano-

ataki, who brought such a large retinue

with him that the few remaining "seats"

rose to a great premium, as shown by

the following list of "takings" at the

doors or of the usual agents. Items :

400 cocoanuts, 200 pearls, including one

large black pearl, 2 sucking pigs, 3 human

skulls, I live snake, 75 shark's teeth, 4

whale's teeth, 7 model canoes, 30 waist

pieces of matted hair, i pair of whale's

jaws weighing over a ton, 2 cwt. of coral,

etc. Mr. Snazelle having to fulfil other

engagements before returning to town,

found it inconvenient to cart his earnings

about with him on tour, and very wisely

disposed of the lot (saving the pearls) to

a trader for the sum of ;^i26. With an

Englishman's sense of the proprieties,

Mr. Snazelle insisted on his audiences

being properly attired. No one was

allowed to occupy a front seat who had

not at least one sock or an armlet : and

any one found in the family circle without

a shark's tooth pendant, or some other

piece of wearing apparel, was promptly

ejected and his cocoanuts returned. So

that the Fijis at least are now persuaded

that the stage is a great moral teacher.
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aFulcs Cherct.

By PAUL DUVERINEY.
Translated ftom the French by H. R. Woestyn.

THE father of the pictorial poster, Jules

Ch^ret, is unquestionably the most

Parisian among' the masters of mural

decoration. His name alone evokes a riot

of colours and a brilliant pageant of graceful

forms, chubby-cheeked babies and charming

girls. Thanks to him, Paris has seen an

outburst of art on her walls that gives

her a powerful charm seldom equalled, but

never surpassed, in

any other country.

Thanks toCh^ret also,

a new industry has

sprung up and a

branch of art con-

sidered as inferior up

till nowhas been raised

to the first rank ; he

was the orig-inator of

an artistic movement
which is now enthu-

siastically recognised

and accepted all over

the world. We do not

propose, after so many
others have done so,

to praise Ch^ret's

talents again, but it

is The Poster's duty,

on completing its

twelve months' exist-

^u- u JULES I

ence with this number,

to invocate the name of this veteran master

of Vaffichc, after having tried to bring

successfully before the public the works
of the many who have revealed themselves

in Posterdom.

Ch^ret has revived the traditions of

Watteau : like Verlaine, in dreamland
gardens, he brings his masks and pierrots

;

but, true son of his time, he spices the i8th

century, its " Fetes Galantes," and all

graces of a past epoch with a striking note

of modernism.

In 1880, Karl Huysmans declared that

there was a thousand times more talent in

the smallest of Cheret's posters than in

the majority of the pictures hung at the

Paris Salon. This judgment of the art

critic, which was the first appreciation of

the affichiste's work,

has proved to be right,

and has been con-

firmed by public

opinion. At that date,

however, although

Cheret had already

produced much, he

was not yet occupying

the rank he deserved.

Until 1866, Chdret

signed and dated his

posters from London,

where he was studying

the evolution of

coloured lithography,

and learning its differ-

ent processes as ap-

plied at the time to

small reproductions.

His works of that

date are now very

scarce, we may even

to obtain, but they

those early days, his

say impossible

showed, even i

go-ahead spirit as well as his powerful

imagination. Cheret came back to Paris in

that same year, 1866, and started a printing-

house in the Rue de la Tour des Dames,

from which he removed the following year to

the Rue Ste. Marie, where he stayed until

i86g : from that date he has been the sole
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proprietor of the firm (removed to Rue

Brunehill) which from 1878 to 1881 became

known under the name of Ch^ret & Co.

Soon afterwards he became acquainted with

the printing firm Chaix, and since 1881 his

works have borne tlie imprint " Imprimerie

Ciiaix, Ateliers Cheret."

With these successive material trans-

formations correspond also his artistic

altogether rough, and his line work was only

done in three or four colours—red, blue,

yellow, or black. From 1878 he preferred

to have recourse to the " crayon litho-

graphique," and his posters, although a

little dull in colours, gained a certain

amount of grace and amplitude. But,

always in search of improvements, he

abandoned in 1890 the black for the blue

36 X 50

transfo'-mations. For ten years from the

time he left F.ngland, Ch^ret's drawing

seems to follow very closely that of Grevin,

an artist who is almost forgotten now, but

who in the sixties and seventies had a

tremendous reputation for " Parisianisme."

Cheret's posters, nearly always drawn in

pen and ink, were devoid of the facility they

were to acquire later on ; the production is

LA PANTOMIME.

outline, which gives his compositions more

brilliancy.

His acquaintance and friendship with

artists of the Impressionist School influenced

him and led him to increase the brightness

of his colours. With Besnard he took a

journey to Spain (1891), and came back, his

eyes dazzled with the brightness of the land.

His best period begun from then, as he was
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in full strength and power ; he was the

recognised " Maitre de TAffiche." An ex-

hibition of his works at " La Bodini6re "

was a real triumph for Chdret, soon

followed by other shows at the Salons of

" Pastellistes " and of " Peintres-Graveurs,"

to which he has sent ever since. His mar-

vellous lithographic reproductions were

considered as the logical continuation of the

the four panels, without any letterpress,

representing Pantomime, Music, Comedy,

and Dance (which we reproduce in this

number). This venture was a decided

success, and we wonder why the manu-

facturers gave it up and returned to the

tedious decoration of monotonous bouquets

of flowers repeated over and over again on

wall papers.

36 X 50.

eighteenth century coloured prints, and people

of great taste began to adorn some of the

roomsof their private residences with Ch^ret's

best posters. French manufacturers of so-

called artistic wall fabrics and papers became

alarmed ; on the advice of art critics, one

firm sought the eminent colourist to ask

him for patterns, and in 1891 appeared the

first of Chdret's printed designs
;
they were

LA COMEDIE.

To prove what Cheret may have been

able to do in this line, we only need to take

a glance at his wall decorations for the

" Musee Grevin " and the Hotel de Ville of

Paris ; at the extraordinary compositions he

executed for a private residence at Erian

and also in Paris at the house of Mr.

Fenaille. For this kind of decoration

Cheret has an exceptional understanding of
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the rules of decoration as well as a perfect

knowledge of the use of oil colours, which

under his brush have a strong resemblance

to pastels. This is the fruit of long years

of study, because bold as his composition

and manner, and as simple as his treatment

may seem to be, he never puts his con-

ceptions on paper, canvas or stone at once.

He scrawls rough sketches first, either in

modeles : il les dessinait chaque jour, bien

que la plupart du temps la figure qu'il

tra^ait d'apres nature n'eut aucune

destination d^termin6e." So does Cheret.

To train his hand to perfect flexibility,

for years he studied from models dressed

up, as the models of Watteau, either in

comic costumes or in evening dresses, so as

to succeed in the required effects. These

charcoal, pencil, body or water colours, to

obtain the intermediate states before com-

pletion of his work.

Cheret has been compared to Watteau,

and like the delicate Master of the

eighteenth century, he has a passion for

drawing. " Watteau," wrote an author of

last century, " poss^dait des habits galants

ou funambulesques dont il habillait ses

LA MUSigUE.

rough sketches are principally done " i la

sanguine." And owing to these con-

scientious studies he has been able to

master the divers elements which go to

make up the essentials of his imagination

and his charm.

Cheret is an indefatigable worker, never

tired of producing something new, and his

prodigious labour is positively amazing.
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All that is seen of his work on the walls is

insignificant compared with what is un-

known to the public. He has tried his

hand at many branches of art connected

with lithography : with equal success he has

executed covers for books, titles for pieces

of music, menus, illustrated programmes

and prospectuses, covers for card-board

boxes, etc. A suite of rooms would be

collectors did not exist. What price would

not be given now for this pamphlet which

found its way into the gutter, the fire, or

the waste-paper basket ?

Fame came very late to this unequalled

artist—while some others, nowadays, know

success in their teens, so to say, Cheret

was on the verge of forty before he was

justly appreciated. Born in Paris in 1836,

36 X 50.

needed to enable one to bring together the

whole collection of his works for the last

forty years ; and then some of his works

would be almost impossible to secure. For

instance, a certain illustrated catalogue,

executed for a large Paris firm, of which

500,000 copies were published, is extremely

rare, as nobody thought of keeping it when
it first came out, at a time when poster

LA DANSE.

it was not before 1885 that he was really

understood and praised. But is this not

the fate of all those who initiate?

An enumeration of all Cheret's pro-

ductions would constitute a catalogue of

itself and fill up many a page, therefore we
must only mention the best known among
his numerous posters.

In his first manner one must remember
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,_36 X 50.

his affiches for " Le Mime Legrand,"

the series for the " Folies-Berg^re," and

the series of clowns for the Paris " Hippo-

drome "
; then " rOiuvre de Rabelais,"

" I'Amant des Danseuses," to illustrate

Felicien Champsaur's book ;
" la Gomme,"

"la Juive du Chateau-Trompette," " I'Eaii

des Sir^nes," and "le Rapide." In his

second manner, everything since 1884 ought

to be enumerated, however, we can only

name those which are world renowned, such

as the series of posters for the "Magasins

des Buttes-Chaumont " (from 1884— 1889) ;

" le Theatre de I'Exposition," four posters

for the "Pastilles G«iraudel," four for the

" Palais de Glace," six for the " Saxoleine
"

paraffin oil, several for the "Quinquina

Dubonnet," " Le Courrier Frangais," the

" Theatrophone," " I'Alcazar d'Et6," "la

Revue Fin-de-Si6cle," " I'Olympia," " Kan-

jarowa," " Paris-Courses " (never posted on

the hoardings), " Le Moulin-Rouge," " les ^

Coulisses de I'Op^ra," "les Pantomimes-

Lumineuses," " I'Hiver k Nice," " Camille

St^fani," " Yvette Guilbert," " Magasins du

Louvre," " La Diaphane," and more

recently, the " Job" cigarette paper and the

last Masquerade Ball at the Paris Opera

(he had already done several for these

Opera Balls). Of late the master has

produced less, but, nevertheless, the ap-

pearance of each one of his new posters is

always a noted little event in Paris.

To conclude this notice on Ch^ret and

his work, we must quote here the following

lines of the first Art Critic who fully

appreciated the chefs-d'ceiivre of the French

Master :

—

" What is most remarkable," says Mr.

Roger Marx, "in such a vast amount ot

work, produced with a spontaneity usually

found only among Japanese artists, is that

all his posters are designed with the

strictest consideration for the needs of the

'36 X 50.
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.Boulevard dcsCapucines

object which they are destined to advertise.

Everything is arranged and harmonized in

view of the place the poster is going to

occupy. The composition is simple in

design and explains the subject at once,

even at a distance, while the lettering,

either filling the empty spaces, or used as

a frame, or even—though rarely—inter-

woven with the design, are merely there

as an indication With Ch^ret

everything seems to be in cloudland, as in

a happy dream
;

imagination, high spirits,

charm, and humour are everywhere; the

faces are smiling, the attitudes explain

themselves, and the feminine poses are

full of a true French grace How
precious and how enviable is the part

played by Jules Ch6ret, who knows how
to dissipate our gloom and make us smile

instead !

"

BAL DE L'OPERA.
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Charles Conder's (Elxhibition.

By RANGER GULL.

50METLMES, not too often, as we
watch a landscape—especially during

the curious relative sadness that comes
with the approach of evening-— it becomes
informed for us with a new and strange

significance. We see it under a new
aspect. For a fleeting moment wood and

field and river seem to be faery and all new.

To transfer the delightful mood to canvas

—

or silk— is a rare quality in Art. It is the

peculiar quality of Mr. Charles Conder's

work. No one else has caught the fine

charm of the fantastic so well as he. He
can take us far away from the "chargeable

noise of the town," beyond imaginings, to

where Pierrot in vast and silent gaiety

dances his white way through the wood.

In Ryder Street Mr. Conder has chosen

a temporary home for his pictures, and

makes exhibition of them there. To spend

a frequent hour among them is to me a

very intense pleasure, for it would be

hard to find a gentler, mellower place.

There is a screen there, " Le retour de

Pierrot," by which I have sat and wondered,

envying the person who has bought it for

more than a hundred pounds. An old

Chippendale screen, instinct with the tremu-

lous gaiety of the eighteenth century, is

the theatre. It is arranged in panels. The
lower panels have no importance of

endeavour, but obediently fulfil their place

in the decorative scheme. But above, in

a strange blue light, like things seen in a

dim mysterious place under the sea, Pierrot

is sadly returning. The technical skill,

the extraordinary mastery of texture in

this screen is worthy the attention of far

more distinguished pens than mine. Vou
will recognise that blue—as a colour key-

note—gives in certain hands an atmospheric

eflfect which no other colour will convey. I

remember that Lautrec talked about this

to me one afternoon in Paris at the Avenue
Frochot. In this screen of Mr. Conder's,

the whole possible expression of blue is

made. The colour conveys the whole
psychology of the painting. The painting

is painted upon watered silk. The natural

texture of the fabric has been used here

and there, especially in the sky effects, as

a distinct method of decoration. Some
people would say that was a trick, effective,

but unworthy. I have no space to defend

it, though the task were easy. The objectors

—how pedantic they are ; as if there is

any rule in mediums !—may go and see

this screen, and they will object no more.

In the appreciation of the fans, those

fans which are so inseparably connected

with Mr. Conder's name, one must regard

without any horrid gloating over certain

details of draughtsmanship one learnt

when young. The drawing is, of course,

correct, but the unseeing eye will not

understand how decoration has conquered

an oleomargerine convention. One fan

has, besides its artistic qualities—qualities

of colour and form—a curious literary

quality. It is called " C'est Tircis et c'est

Aminte," and is a perfect expression of

Verlaine's poem. To have done this is

very wonderful. Just as Mr. Symons or

Mr. Dowson could translate Verlaine into

English verse, while preserving all the

personality of the lines, Mr. Condor can

translate the poet into paint. The artificial

shadowy ladies in their "pale bright

silken vests " are exact, final, and as

beautiful as their names.
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A piano has been decorated with

minstrels playing Serventes Lays, and

singing the Ballade. The drawing is here

a little conscious. The effect is perfect,

but the detail is not. Just a little weak-

ness has passed over the panels, and the

sure touch is not quite so sure.

Who has hung the pictures and arranged

their sequence I forget. I believe it is

some gentleman from the New Gallery.

He has, at any rate, done his difficult

work remarkably well. For instance, he

has given a pleasant note of solidity to

some beautiful trifles, by hanging an

oil-painting of a barley field among them.

There is, in this picture, a sustained force

and power which shows its painter in a

different light. The "brush-work" is

distinctly fine. "Brush-work" is so

horribly absent in much amusing modern

work. Mr. Condor is a brilliant exception.

When I say that Velasquez has been his

inspirer, I may be wrong, but I can give

the younger man no higher praise. But

perverse love for fans makes me happier

among the curious decorative things that

hang upon the walls. Surely those fans

would waft to one " Nard and Cassia's

balmy smells " themself. But I have heard

Mr. Condor complains that his fans are

never used for their true purpose. He
is sad about it himself. I would tell

him that his fans are too beautiful to work.

One should have a harem of his fans.

COVER OF THE "ELF" MAGAZINE. J. J. Guthrie.
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3arah Bernhardt, iVlucha, Sc ^ome Posters.

By CH3KLES NI^TT.

IT was Theophile Gautler who divided

mankind into two great classes of

"flamboyant" and "drab." One need not

hesitate to assign Sarah Bernhardt, the

most decorative woman of our time, to

the first. Not only is she "flamboyant,"

she is /ke "flamboyant"—queen of her

kind beyond all cavil or dispute. It is

curious to reflect how wide is the diff'erence

between the "divine Sarah" of to-day and

that other supreme actress who bore the same

Christian name and awed and overwhelmed

English playgoers a hundred years ago. And
except in racial origin and mastery of their

art, Sarah Siddons and Sarah Bernhardt

have nothing in common. The austerity, the

classic calm, the gravity of the greatest

of the Kembles have no parallel in the

restless and rococo actress whose amazing

personality dominates the French stage to-

day. One shivers to think of the manner

in which Mrs. Siddons would condemn

the escapades of hsr sister in art :

immeasurable would be her scorn of the

cofiin, the serpent, the tiger, and the

other sensational paraphernalia of Sarah

Bernhardt's elaborate system of reclame.

Sarah Bernhardt has always been too

shrewd a woman to disdain the sweet

uses of advertisement. She has never

felt the smallest inclination to hide her

light under a bushel
;

indeed, with an

energy somewhat surprising in so great

an artist, she has seized every opportunity

of centring on herself the gaze of the

world. In the history of legitimate artistic

advertising she has won for herself a

distinct place by her generous and

discerning encouragement of Mucha.

Not content with her supremacy in

the art of acting, Sarah Bernhardt has now
and again made curious, if unimportant,

excursions into the domains of sculpture

and painting. Her experiment in the

former aff"orded her the opportunity of

wearing an outlandish costume of the

Pierrot kind, in which she looked bizarre

if not beautiful. Having decided on pictorial

posters as a means of advertisement, it

is somewhat remarkable that she did not

attempt the designing of them herself.

She had touched many crafts even if she

had adorned few, and here was a new
world for her to conquer. Fortunately,

however, for those who are interested in

the evolution of the illustrated placard,

she had the happy idea of turning to

Grasset for her first important picture

poster. That paragon of versatility rose to

tiie occasion, and produced his famous

"Jeanne D'Arc," in which the Maid of

Orleans is represented standing with

magnificent disdain in a shower of arrows

above a menacing forest of spears. In

her right hand she firmly grasps a great

silken banner embroidered with the Virgin

and Child and adorned with the fleur-de-lys

In this poster Grasset gave Sarah

Bernhardt of his best, and, as all the

world knows, his best is very good.

And yet, though I disclaim all personal

knowledge of the matter, I doubt whether

the great actress was altogether satisfied

with the result of the experiment. Grasset's

art is in great measure the outcome of

immense learning, and immense learning

prevents an artist from achieving a debauch

of decoration. He is of necessity timid
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in the multiplication of details, cautiou

in the use ot ornament, predisposed to

simplicity. It may well have been that

Sarah Bernhardt longed for a designer

more prodigal and profuse, less restrained

by respect for tradition than Eugene

Grasset. It is at all events certain that

she found one in Alphonse Mucha. The

most generally accepted account of her

"discovery" of Mucha reads like an

incident in "The Arabian Nights' Enter-

tainment." That lying jade, rumour, has

concocted as pretty a fable as one could

wish. During a stay at Prague—runs

the story—Sarah Bernhardt chanced on a

young artist as agreeable in manner as

he was charming in appearance. With
faultless instinct she discovered that he

possessed, besides the personal graces

which had at once attracted her, a re-

markable genius for design. She concluded

a bargain with him which was as advan-

tageous to herself as it was generous to him.

She removed him from his common-place

surroundings to a luxurious environment

appropriate to a creator of the beautiful.

There he was to devote his time and

talent to the glorification of her genius.

By the side of this romantic fiction, the

truth sounds painfully dull, but it must

be told. Alphonse Marie Mucha was born

on the 24th of July, i860, at Invancia,

a small town in Moravia. Determined to

be a painter, he left home to study at

Munich. Thence he went to Vienna, and

from there to Paris, but fortune never

once accorded him even the ghost of a

smile. He returned to Moravia where he

decorated a part of the restored chateau

of Count Khuen EmmasoflF, who soon

became his steadfast friend, and sent him

back to Paris -in 1890, to resume his

studies. On his arrival Mucha went to

Juliens, and afterwards worked under

J. Lef^vere, Boulanger, and Jean-Paul

Laurens. Quite by accident he was com-

missioned by Lemercier, the colour printer,
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to design a bill for Sarah Bernhardt, at

that time at the Thdatre de la Renaissance.

The now famous " Gismonda " poster was

the result, and thenceforth Mucha's success

in this branch of applied art was assured.

The immediate popularity of " Gis-

monda " is easily explained. It was

picturesque and gorgeous : its qualities

were such as could be easily appreciated

by the man in the street. No knowledge

of technical qualities was needed in order

that the merits of this brilliant and flower-

like decoration, with its pomp of golden

ornament, its parade of elaborate detail,

should be understood. Again, it was

obviously appropriate to the actress in

whose interest it had been invented.

There may be living women as great In

their profession as Sarah Bernhardt

—

there is certainly one who is her equal,

If not more than her equal—but as a

decorative personality, as a player who
is invariably fascinating, she has absolutely

no rival. In such parts as Theodora,

the Cleopatra of Sardou's perversion of

Shakespeare, her picturesque quality is

simply astonishing. She could not fail

to rivet the attention of her spectators

if she played in dumb show. So entirely

does she dominate the scene that her

companions are overwhelmed. One's

interest in the evolution of the plot becomes

lost in eagerness to follow with minute

attention every word and movement of

this extraordinary personage. Even when
she plays parts in the classical French

drama, she touches them with the oriental,

the strange, the exotic. By his wonderful

model, Mucha has evidently been bewitched,

for in compositions which have no relation

to Sarah Bernhardt, we constantly find

the suggestion of her peeping out ; she

obviously influences a far greater number

of his productions than are avowedly set

down to her Inspiration.

We may at once concede that Mucha's

posters for Sarah Bernhardt are alluring
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pieces of decoration. Lavish as is their

ornament, they for the most part achieve a

degree of dignity which is very impressive.

Many of the details are beautifully imagined

and skillfully executed. Whether or not

they are good posters, good pictorial

advertisements devised to attract the atten-

tion of the passer-by, is another question

which should be carefully considered.

When Mucha's placards are displayed out-

side a theatre, level with the eyes of the

pedestrian, it is quite certain one would

stop, and stop a considerable time, to

examine them. A glance at them induces

minute inspection, for every inch is covered

with elaborate pattern. But if, on the

other hand, the " Lorenzaccio " or the

"Hamlet" were posted high up on a

hoarding, it would simply be killed by its

less august and refined neighbours. The
colour schemes in which Mucha usually

indulges are such as preclude the possibility

of emphasis. The whites, creams, mauves,
dull purples, and sober reds and greens

which he affects of necessity fail to produce

startling and vivid impressions, and small

broken masses of gold and silver go for

nothing when seen from a distance. Mucha's
posters are ia every particular the opposite

of those of the Beggarstaff" Brothers. In

the former complicated detail runs riot
;

in the latter detail is reduced to an absolute

minimum. The Mucha poster yields up its

story only after close examination
; the

Beggarstaff placard cries its message to

every passer-by. A room could be papered
with Mucha's designs without offence : to

paper a room with those of Mr. Pryde and
Mr. Nicholson would be to use them in

fashion most exquisitely inappropriate,
unless the room was of enormous size. To
put it bluntly, the Beggarstaff formula is

right and that of Mucha is wrong.
Let us for the moment disregard the

question of advertisement in Mucha's
posters, and consider them as a series of
large pictures designed to celebrate a great

& w
30x84
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A Menu of a Banquet given by Madame Sarah Bernhardt.

and strangely gifted actress. At once we
feel ourselves on more comfortable ground,

for there is so much to praise that criticism

becomes a pleasant business. They strike

one as the productions of a splendid

decadance, a decadance in which luxury

and sumptuousness, though preferred to

simplicity, were indulged in with some
regard to true beauty. They are magnifi-

cent without being gaudy, rich in effect

without undue licence. The text is gen-

erally disposed with much craft and fre-

quently in itself affords the opportunity of

an agreeable display of fancy. The designs

too, in a great measure, are imbued with the

spirit of the play which they advertise. In

the " Gismonda " we have originality; in

the " Dame aux Camillas " there is over-

sweet sentimentality ; in the '

' Medee" a touch

of genuine tragedy. Their worst fault is

lack of simplicity, a lack for which no in-

genuity, no grace of imagination can atone.

" Often ornateness

Goes with greatness ;

Oftener felicity

Comes of simplicity."

So sings a living poet, and the burden ot

his song is true. Mucha fails to attain

greatness because he lacks the felicity which

comes of simplicity, the fine instinct which

tells the artist when he has done enough.

It is hardly necessary to point out that

by reason of their subject matter Mucha's

advertisements for Sarah Bernhardt have an

altogether exceptional sentimental interest.

What would we not give for a similar series

dealing with the impersonations of Mrs.

Siddons and Peg Woffington and the rest ?

There can be no doubt that these represen-

tations of Sarah Bernhardt, commissioned

and approved as they are by herself, will in

the future be more eagerly sought after

than the frayed play-bill or the faded photo-

graph. That in so many ways they are

worthy of their subject must be a cause of

keen satisfaction to all who have felt the

magic of the greatest French actress of

our day and generation.

30 X 84. Mucha.
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®he Chemists' €lxhibition.
By H. R. WOE5TyrS.

THE Directors of the Chemists' Exhibi-

tion, held at the Agricultural Hall,

are to be praised for an innovation they have

introduced into their show. Under the

artistic arrangement of Mr. Gunn Gwennett

there was a special display of original

designs for posters, pictorial placards and

show cards suitable for chemists. This is

certainly a new departure and ought to be

imitated by other special shows.

We must say that on the whole the

Chemists' Exhibition does not seem to have

a great liking for artistic posters, as in the

Exhibition itself we have only noticed three

posters worth mentioning: two by H. Ryland,

for the Erasmic Peerless Soap and Hall's

Coca Wine, while the third one advertised

William's Typewriter—though we never

knew that chemists sold typewriters up till

now—therefore it was a delight for us to see

the show of about two hundred original

designs for posters, show cards, etc.

John Hassall has sent two panels and

two designs which we have already seen

before at the Advertisers' Exhibition at

Niagara Hall.

Miss M. Postlewaite has composed a

design for some condensed milk which ought

really to have the same success as her

pictorial poster for the Cocoa Suchard,

representing a sailing boat on the lake of

Geneva.

Alsopp has sent a Japanese girl of the

Dudley
,
Hardy "Geisha" style, with a

black background which has a good effect,

while Miss B. White's Pierrot lighting his

cigar at Columbine's cigarette, reminds one

as regards the treatment of a certain inset

for Stickphast.

Frank Aid exhibits a design of an elderly

gentleman who bears a striking resemblance

to the late French poet, Paul Verlaine

—

" Two drops of . .
." is the lettering, and

this is enough to make us understand it is

not Verlaine's portrait, as everyone knows

that two drops only were not enough to

—

but " nihil de mortuis nisi bonum." But

Frank Aid is not only represented by this

sketch, as Gunn Gwennett exhibits a carica-

ture of this artist taken from a " worm's

eye " point of view. Gunn Gwennett also

exhibits a design which The Poster repro-

duced in its May number (p. 197), and is a

drawing of marked originality.

Alick P. F. Ritchie sent several sketches,

amongst which is a very amusing one en-

titled "Tally-ho," a jovial red faced hunting

man on horse-back pointing with his whip to

the name of the goods advertised. There

are two or three sketches, signed Mande-

ville, which are decidedly interesting, but

why not be original instead of following

the footsteps of others, Jackson's design for

Robb's Nursery Biscuits for instance ? It

always seems strange to us that artists,

who prove by their treatment that they can

produce clever work, should prefer to imitate

the style of other well-known artists, and this

even to such an extent that they may almost

be accused of plagiarism. Dudley Hardy,

Mucha, and the Beggarstaffs have more

especially attracted the attention of these

imitators, and the understudies of these

famous poster artists are legion. But

some are not content to imitate a style,

but go so far as to give as exact a fac-

simile of known designs as they possibly

can, and boldly sign them with their own
names.

There is an instance of this at the

Chemists' Exhibition, where there is a

drawing which is purely and simply a copy

of a design of the Brothers Beggarstaff.

This form of plagiarism is, of course, much
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in favour in America, but should not be per-

mitted in England as it is very prejudicial

to g"ood artists.

An interesting- sketch has been sent

by Miss Morris, whose poster for "L'Amour
Mouill6 " was recently seen on the London

hoardings.

But we must say the gem of the show

is a very clever sketch signed A. de Sauty.

It is an " effet de unit" at the sea-side:

it represents a pier with a kursaal in the

distance lighted with red and yellow

lanterns, which are reflected in a greenish

tinted sea. The eflFect is striking, but as

we do not quite see how this poster can

be used for chemists' show-cards, it is to

be hoped that it may be utilised for some

other posters, as it would prove to be an

artistic addition to the affiches now on our

hoardings.

Although, on the whole, a show of

poster designs is not a very grand display,

we must be thankful to the management
of the Chemists' Exhibition for having

started this innovation, and we sincerely

hope that other exhibitions of a special

kind will follow this example, as it will

not only give a fresh and profitable impulse

to the art of the poster in general, but

also help many new artists to place their

works. At present too many men are

kept in the shade by printers inclined to

push their own men, which makes the

task very hard for the younger men.

AN ORIGINAL COVER. Will True.
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Slejected ^ketches.
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lome Posters bg iVliss NL. Sarnard.
By EDGAR VENLOCK.

IT seems only yesterday that the lady In this age of the higher education of

poster designer was unknown, but

since then, women have been eager

for fresh fields to conquer and, as might

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. M. Barnard.

be expected, they have not neglected the

promising domain of the illustrated placard.

Inspired by the example given with so

much distinction and success by Mrs.

Dearmer in England and Miss Ethel Reed

in the United States, the fair sex have

made essays in the new branch of applied

art with astounding energy, if not always

with so much discretion as one might

wish. In not a few cases—which it would

be ungallant to name—a little knowledge

has proved a dangerous thing, and in

even more, the lack of a nice appreciation

of the essentials of effective poster designing

has proved disastrous to the experiment.

women, every girl can strum on the piano

and do a bit of drawing, even as she

can ride a bicycle and wield a tennis

racquet. Unfortunately, to do a bit ot

drawing is one thing, and successfully to

design a poster at once artistic and

commercially effective is another and a very

different thing. The average lady art

student is, if one may say so without

offence, not over-burdened with modesty,

DESIGN FOR A POSTER.

and she too often attempts in the days

of her apprenticeship things of which she

should only dream when the sharp

conquering is over. Miss Barnard has
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chosen"" the< wiser, if less ambitious way.

She is new to the poster but, if one may
use the expression of so youngf a lady,

she is old in the study of art. Like so

many of her countrywomen who have chosen

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. M. Barnard.

art as a career, she passed the days of

her studentship in Paris. She spent no

less than seven years in going through

an ordered course of study in the studio

of Deldcluse, and learnt with unusual

thoroughness the technics of her profession.

Her devotion to her work met with almost

immediate reward. In 1895, she was

encouraged by the acceptance and exhibition

of a pastel at one of the Salons, and,

since then, she has been represented each

year at the two great Parisian exhibitions.

In 1895, her work was welcomed by that

somewhat erratic and capricious body,

the Royal Academy, and this year she is

represented at Burlington House by a

portrait in oils, while, at the New Gallery,

she exhibits a water-colour drawing.

We owe Miss Barnard's first attempt

at poster designing to the gloom of our

long English winter. Finding the light

too bad to work in oil or water-colour,

she determined to try her hand at the

pictorial placard. Her success can be

appreciated in some measure by the examples

which are reproduced in these pages, but

the colour scheme, which is of so great

importance in a poster, is but faintly

suggested by these renderings in black

and white. Let me say at once that if

the pattern of Miss Barnard's bills is

distinguished by strength and simplicity,

the colour is admirable by reason of its

gaiety and vivacity. Miss Barnard does

not weary our eyes by a disordered parade

of gaudy and vulgarly contrasted hues.

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. M Barnard.

She knows that one may employ a scheme

of bright and emphatic colour and yet

retain a pervading feeling of harmony.

Sage green, brown, black, blue—which is

neither bitter nor burning—and glowing

red and purple, used with discretion, are
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found in some of her most telling designs.

Miss Barnard's work is good in the

Gallery : it should likewise be good

on the hoardings. Keeping in mind as

she does, that the first business of a

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. M., Barnard.

poster is to advertise, she should have

little difficulty in disposing of her designs

to such advertisers as are sufficiently

shrewd to appreciate the advantage of

proclaiming their wares gracefully and

artistically.

Materials for a Bibliography

of the Poster.

CoMPii.ED BY Charles Hiatt,
Author of "Picture Posters."

A Comment in Conclusion.

WHEN nearly a year ago I commenced

to collect these rough notes for a

bibliography of the Pictorial Poster, I

was warned that poster collecting was a

dying craze. If this be true, like his most

Christian Majesty King Charles II., it is

certainly taking an unconscionable time

about it. Judging from the quantity of

literature relating to the illustrated placard

which is published every month, indeed

almost every day, the present time does not

seem to me a suitable one to write the

epitaph of a very interesting artistic move-

ment. I have brought these notes to a

close not for lack of material, but because

the material is so great that it were hopeless

to try adaquately to deal with it. Those

who from time to time have glanced at

these columns will have noticed that my
notes deal only with England, the United

States, France and Germany. Of the

literature of the Poster in Italy, Spain,

Holland, and other Foreign countries I

have said nothing. But the pages of The
Poster during the last few months have

contained articles which convince us that

the countries of Velasquez, Rembrandt,

and Titian are not, in the matter of pictorial

placard, by any means behind the times. I

doubt not that in each of them an interest-

ing literature on the subject is springing

up, and I trust that some contributor to this

magazine who has devoted his attention to

the subject, will give his fellow-enthusiasts

the benefit of his information. My own
share in this bibliography is done. While I

am aware that it is marred by many sins

of omission, and doubtless not a few of

commission, I trust that to some of my
readers it has been not altogether

unprofitable. To the numerous corres-

pondents, who, though personally unknown

to me, have furnished me with details for

publication, I desire to express my sincere

thanks.
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Fosters for the Churches.
By H. K.

A LITTLE while ago, a district in

North London was placarded with

notices advertising a lantern service

entitled "The Sign of the Cross," and

representing a red cross covered with

black letterpress. This was certainly

in the nature of a poster : the symbol in

bright colour attracted the eye, while the

lettering, reminding one of a successful play^

arrested the attention. It seemed to be

the thin edge of the wedge, and an attempt

to open the way again to a bold use of

decorative posters for ecclesiastical purposes.

In their desperate efforts to attract

the masses, several forms of religion have

frequently adapted themselves to modern

needs, and there is indeed no reason what-

ever why the poster should not be a

powerful instrument in the hands of those

whose duty or business it is to win

adherents to their belief. In the east, this

mode of advertising is largely employed,

especially by the priests of the Buddhist

cult. The temples and pagodas are

decorated with bills containing prayers

and occasionally decorated with designs

representing different gods and incidents

in sacred history.

The origin of this advertising in Temples

is rather curious, and we find some interest-

ing information about it in a paper on

Japanese posters by Mr. Tadamasa
Hayashi.

Several centuries ago a Buddhist priest,

wishing to prevent the inhabitants of the

to\Vn in which he lived from falling victims

to an epidemic then raging, pasted on the

doors of some of the citizens' houses a

picture of a benevolent Saint, together

with the name of his Temple. He invited

the people to call and visit the

sanctuary so as to be protected against

the epidemic. This example was soon

followed, and the good citizens, so miracu-

WOE5TyiN.

lously saved, used to post in the Temple

inscriptions and ex-votos bearing their

names, as a tribute of thankfulness to

this particularly benevolent Saint. The

images were called " Senjafouda," or

tickets of the thousand Temples. This

name came from the fact that they were

soon largely used by the holy pilgrims who
yearly go round all the Temples of Japan.

In Europe during the middle ages the

Churches and Cathedrals frequently con-

tained large illustrated Bibles for the poor

people who could not read, and Art in its

various forms proved then to be the effec-

tive hand-maiden of belief, and the beauti-

fully carved "Via Crucis," sculptures of

angels, or grinning figures of demons
which we admire in old architecture were

certainly intended as a lesson to the con-

gregation.

Of ecclesiastical posters, however, we do

not hear in Europe before 1600, when, as

says Mr. P. Duverney in a study of the

origin of the French Poster :
" Some religi-

ous congregations employed posters to

advertise pilgrimages, and one placard

was even issued by the theological authori-

ties to complain of the nuisance of dogs in

churches." We can therefore take it for

granted, that as far back as the seventeenth

century the Church used the walls as an

advertising medium, and as we are well

aware that nowadays print and paper have

to be used for purposes of announcements,
there is no reason why this kind of

announcement should not be employed in

its most attractive form, the pictorial and

artistic poster.

In Paris, some months ago, a society

that included Puvis de Chavannes among its

members, brought out posters which were
things of beauty. But this praiseworthy effort

which had no other than an artificial " raison

d'etre," was foredoomed to failure and did
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little more than set forth its aims and

aspirations. Then, on the Continent again,

some enterprising congregations following

the example gi\'en by their predecessors of

the seventeenth century have sought fit

to advertise in France some forgotten

pilgrimages, such as St. Jean-du-Doigt, for

which Moreau-N^laton recently designed a

49 X 50. Benvenuto" Pesce.

poster ; such festivals in Spain as the

" Semana Santa," and in Italy some cere-

monies such as the eighth Centenary of the

of the translation of St. John-the-Baptist's

ashes to Genoa. This last-named poster,

which we reproduce in this number, is by

Benvenuto Pesce. His composition, which

June-July, 1899.

represents a legion of angels escorting the

two vessels containing the relics to Genoa,

is very clever, and the lettering in old missal

type produces a very good effect

Nor must we forget to mention the

placards of Moody and Sankey, or the

crosses chalked in red on the pavement
by Father Ignatius. Of course art was
then quite out of the question, but I

believe that sooner or later the churches

will be represented in the "poor man's

picture gallery," and if they chose they may
lead a twejitielh century Renaissance of

mural decoration in our streets and in so

doing help to deliver one of the youngest

branches of art from the hands of those

Philistines, the letterpress poster advertisers.

Each church might have its own distinc-

tive afficJie, the patron saint, or some feature

of the architecture of the building itself as

the leading characteristic of the design, and

a new poster, like a change of vestments,

would herald the advent of special festivals

such as Christmas and Easter.

The possibilities are as endless as they

are fascinating. Think for instance what a

splendid design Edgar Wilson could make
of St. Paul's and its dome ; what a pendant

Dudley Hardy could give us to the first

poster he made for the weekly paper " St.

Paul's," an early Christian, holding a lily in

her hand. This was a chef-d'ceuvre which was

too soon forgotten. Then again, Louis Rhead

with his pre-Raphaelite women, or in France

Carloz Schwoebe and his mystic designs.

Eug. Grasset and his affiches in the stained

glass style, and Mucha with his magnificent

decorative work are all perfectly suited for

religious work of this description.

Indeed it may be safely said that the

army of designers possessing an inter-

national renown would welcorr.e a scope

for their energies in which they would be

unhampered by trade restrictions and in a

free hand would, no doubt, succeed in

surpassing their previous efforts.

The Poster.
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^he S{>J>U€d Srts and Advertising.

by KAUL KLOUFE.

TO tlie advertiser nothing; comes amiss,

so long as he can proclaim himself

and his wares, he cares not whether it

be by a whisper or by a trumpet blast. To
him nothing- is sacred, nothing is incon-

gruous, and, if he can achieve his object, the

end to him at least justifies the means. He
will disfigure the Schiller stone at Lucerne,

or will flash his novelties on Nelson's

column. He will lead you through a

thrilling- account of Waterloo to the mar-

vellous cure of a gamekeeper by " Purple

Pills," or he will insist on the same remedy
in the meadows of Maidenhead and Cook-
ham. Many are the horses he has har-

nessed to his chariot, of all breeds and of

all degrees of utility. But there is still

one that he has to a great extent set on one

side, though it would materially aid his

campaign. This factor is Art. There will

be those that will answer that Art /s on the

Town, that our posters are improving, that

design is more studied and less left to the

incompetent. To this I would answer an

emphatic No. There may be here and there

an attempt in the right direction, but this,

after all, is as much an exception, or an

accident, as a pearl in a barrel of oysters,

or, dare one say it, a work of distinction in

the Royal Academy. Art is ?ioil on the

Town. The tendency has been in the last

few years to get farther away from Art.

The stamped metal advertisements, the

flickering electric rays, and the acres of

theatrical designs surely point to this. And
yet here is the horse, and a thoroughbred
one at that, ready to be harnessed to the

traces of advertisement. Why will the

driver prefer to use the cross bred, or no
bred animal, when he can get to his desti-

nation as quickly and safely, aye and as

cheaply also, with the genuine bred. At his

hand are all the methods necessary, and all

the crafts are at his service. Lithography

of course comes foremost, only to be used

by the right man to produce a design which

might rank with the finest decorations.

In a former number of this Magazine

suggestion was made that Mosaic could be

utilised for advertising purposes, and this

might well be done, though perhaps the

very permanency of the material might be

against its use, for the commodities most

advertised are not always those that are

likely to be of more than ephemeral value.

As to the other applied arts, their use for

these purposes is less obvious, but none the

less important. Such things as shop signs,

hotel signs, window bills, frames for glazed

advertisements and such like, open out a

wide field for the decorator, if the trades-

man will only unlock the gate of that field.

Repousse work, forged iron, gesso, inlay

carving, modelling, stained glass, can all be

made use of and are used, but at present

with very indifferent results. Instead of

the large strips pasted across the windows
to advertise a "Sale," why could not the

shopkeeper make the same announcement

in a designed frame of metal or wood-work,

or if he must have his strip of paper why
not use a well-designed stencil plate instead

of the unbeautiful letters of the cheapest

printing house. I noticed some time ago

at the doors of a large Music Hall and

Restaurant, close to Charing Cross, some

very well thought out frames in green and

gold, in which were announcements of

tariffs and prices; they were of sufiicient

contrast to the wall on which they were

hung to make one stop and look at them, at

the same time their proportions and designs
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are all that could be wished. But the

British public or the refreshment contractor

thought otherwise. Who ever heard of

stating the price of Bass and sandwiches

in a stained green frame ? The result is

that over these frames are, or were till

recently, hung a simple and chaste piece of

cardboard, on which is placed, I cannot

with truth call it drawn, a hand of the most
curious and amusing construction pointing

the way to the Bar. There was a chance

for such exhibits as I wish to suggest at the

Niagara Show, and yet there was nothing

save a few designs of lithography that had

any art in them.

A new invention has lately been brought

to my notice, which on account of its sim-

plicity and comparative cheapness might be

made use of, especially for indoor advertisc-

ing. It is called "Tarsia," and is a method

of inlaying" veneered woods, invented and

patented, and, I believe, produced solely

for The House Magazine. The materials

being specially made with the object of

simplifying the usually difficult art of veneer

inlay, a designer of ordinary ability would

have no difficulty in producing work of a

permanent character and also of artistic

value.

In the account of this new form of

applied art the inventor makes mention of

the fact that permission must be obtained

before selling any article made from his

designs, but I take it that this does not

refer to the actual method itself; still if

taken up seriously it would be well to dis-

cover this fact. One form of advertising to

which this art would be applicable is the

notice displayed in confectioners' windows

with lists of ices and summer drinks. A
frame for this purpose made by the Tarsia

process would certainly, if well designed.

help to relieve the monotony of buns and

cakes that grace the window.

Metal Repousse work too can be used in

the same way, though in this case the out-

lay and plant are more expensive, and the

technique far more difficult to master, still

the result is of an enduring nature and is fitted

for outdoor as well as for indoor use.

Mr. Granville Fell has designed a very

beautiful sign for Heatherly's Art Schoo
which compels the passer-by to stop, and

by stopping, to read its legend. Why then

should not the milkman, the tobacconist

and wine merchant do likewise? The great

fault lies in the fact that the tradesman has

an opinion about art and will not leave the

designing of his advertisements tothose who
have studied such things. He does not

suggest a method of his own to his electrical

engineer, nor does he dispute the verdict of

his doctor, or his legal adviser ; and yet he

thinks because he buys popular etchings,

and Munich reproductions and photographic
" art " studies, that he knows what art is

;

and this feeling is increased a thousandfold

if his wife and daughters paint tambourines

and put ferns in gilded saucepans. The
technical schools are a move in the right

direction, for here the tradesman, and the

middleman, and the public will send their

children to become artists. This, of course,

in a large majority of cases, they will find an

impossibility, but they will have received an

education which will show them how to

choose the good and leave the inartistic
;

and it is to the public we must look to

influence the tradesman and the merchant,

they influence him by taking those of his

wares that are good, and they must do like-

wise by showing that an artistic advertise-

ment will appeal to them before one of no

such merit.
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Palette 3cra{>ings.

Our contemporary "The Studio" has

just issued the prospectus of a unique

Extra Summer Number, entitled, "Beauty's

Awakening : A Masque of Winter and of

Peliiisctisatyrisch.Arbeirerblari

MOnchen
,
Veriagv.M.ErnsfJeLNiyiO'h.

Erscheintalle l^Tage. Preis. 10 Pf.

Spring-." The following particulars will be

of interest to many of our readers :
—

" Many years have passed since a serious

effort was made in England to revive the

Masque as a form of popular entertainment,

and the announcement, therefore, that an
' Allegory of the Beautiful ' was in course

of preparation by the Art Workers' Guild

for presentation before the Lord Mayor at

the Guildhall has occasioned very deep and
wide-spread interest. The Art Workers'
Guild numbers amongst its members all the

most eminent and talented art-craftsmen of

this country, by whom the whole of the

costumes and other accessories of this

unique undertaking have been specially

designed. An extra Summer number of

'The Studio' will be ready on July i,

containing not only the text of the Masque,
printed in a specially prepared type with

original initial letters, but also a very large

number of magnificent reproductions of the

above-mentioned designs, which have been
placed at the disposal of the Editor by the

various artists. A striking feature of the

number will be the sumptuous supplementarv

AN ORIGIXAI

illustrations, consisting of coloured plates,

original etchings and lithographs, con-

tributed by Walter Crane, William Strang,

H. Wilson, C. R. Ashbee, T. R. Way, etc."
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Amongst the other contributors, literary

and artistic, will be Messrs. Selwyn Image,

Christopher Whall, R. Anning Bell, W. R.

Lethaby, C. O. Murray, H. Stannus, Raven

Hill, Henry Holiday, Heywood Sumner,

C. Harrison Townsend, Joseph Pennell,

E. R. Hughes, Gerald Moira, H. M. Paget,

J. D. Batten, C. J. Watson, Charles

Holroyd, and C. F. A. Voysey.

The catalogue of Spanish posters pub-

lished by Luis Bartrina, of Barcelona,

which we received a few days ago, proves

to be of great use to amateurs and collectors

as well as to anyone interested in posters.

The catalogue and its supplement introduce

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. Jack B. Yeats.

US to the artistic poster movement which is

going ahead strongly in Spain at the present

moment. For many years Italy and Spain

have produced a very limited number of

pictorial placards. They are now going

ahead, Spain especially, as we can see by

the reproductions in L. Bartrina's catalogue.

Alejandro de Riguer, some of whose

designs we reproduced in our No. VII.,

DESIGN FOR A POSTER. Robt. Hope.

Vol. II., takes, of course, the first place as

a master decorator, but there are other

Spanish artists whose names must not be

forgotten, such as A. Gual, M. Utrillo,

A. Utrillo, J. Llimona, Santiago, Rusinol,

G. Torres, M. Felix, R. Casas, who is on

the staff of "Pel e Ploma," C. Hayes,

M. de Unceta, and J. Xandaro, a master

caricaturist, whose name anyone interested

in art in all its branches must bear in mind.

In Italy, as in Spain, the impulse towards

art as applied to commerce and industry is

very strong and we are glad to see that an

enterprising firm takes the opportunity of

bringing out a booklet to show those
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interested in posters what Spanish artists

can do.

The first of a series of numbers devoted

to the Paris Salon has recently be published

by " L'Art Decoratif" (Paris). The illus-

trations, numbering nearly one hundred, are

very good and the reproductions carefully

executed. This Magazine of Applied Arts

is making rapid progress. A new organ

has lately been issued, " L'Amatear de la

Carte Postale Illustr^e," this is the second

of its kind. The first one being " La Carte

Postale illustr^e." It seems that the craze

is also gaining ground in England, as a

society, "The Continental Press Associa-

tion," has been formed in London for the

exchange of artistic post cards between

M«5.G[eiGH.

-Hunt-

. , NE-W
WOAVAN

A BOOK COVER.

reproduces amongst other sculptures the

statue of Balzac by Falgni^re, as well as

jewels, stained glass windows by Eugene

Grasset, Brangwyn, etc., and designs of

architecture and furniture in England,

Germany and the United States. Altogether

a very interesting number.

The new craze for pictorial post cards

collectors. This Society also supplies post

cards from every part of the globe, illustrated

with picturesque views, portraits of celebrities

and fac-similes of their signatures, and

so on.

The new movement which prevails in

Italy towards the improvement of the

arches is not exclusive to posterdom,
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if we believe a contribution from Venice

which appears in the American review,

" Book-Notes." " Venetian artists," it

appears, have set the apple of discord rolling

down the length of the Peninsula. A few

weeks ago four or five of them, whose

names remain in darkness, conceived the

idea of forming a corporation of Italian

painters and sculptors. The avowed aim of

the corporation is to raise Italian art in

the opinion of foreign nations by collective

exhibitions abroad and at home ; the cor-

poration arranging with the committees of

account of some passing condition of his

spirit, produce a work inferior to his true

artistic qualities and means, it will advise

him, for his own good name and the good
of the corporation, not to send said work
to the exhibition for which it was designed.

The corporation becomes, in fact, a self-

instituted Areopagus." But may we be too

inquisitive to ask how long this said Areo-

pagus is going to last ?

The recent Masque at the Guildhall,

which we owe to the enterprise of the

A POSTER FOR "THE IDLER." S. H. Sime.

the exhibitions in which it takes part for the

accordance of special privilege. The mem-
bers bind themselves to stand or fall

together
; they will exhibit only where

their demands are complied with
;

they
will withdraw in a body should the work
of one of their number be rejected ; no
member will attempt to exhibit separately
after such a withdrawal has taken place.

At the same time the corporation guaran-
tees the excellence of the works it sends
abroad or shows in Italy, by under-
taking that if any member should, "on

Art Workers' Guild, has been a brilliant

success. Whether London is altogether

fairly described as a mean creature of

shreds and patches is a matter which

every one must decide for himself. In

their reforming energy, the Art Workers
have been somewhat too sweeping. That
London would be fairer to see if slums,

smoke, sky-signs, and other undesirable

features in the great Metropolis were
abolished, nearly everybody will agree.

But should the Art Workers' Guild extend

their ban to posters ? We were under
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the impression that members of the Guild

so brilliantly disting-uished as Walter
Crane, Anning- Bell, Maurice Greiffenhagen,

had devoted considerable time and trouble

to poster designing-. Perhaps, however,

the writer of the Masque found that the

word "poster" fell conveniently in the

verse, and did not stop to consider that by

using it he was reflecting on the efforts of

more than one of his colleagues.

At last someone has had the courage of

prosecuting for libel one of these bigotted,

and therefore narrow-minded, busy-bodies,

so-called moralisers of the " Chant " type.

by such awful means. Some of the Irish

Press—perhaps in view of a gallant crusade,

or short of copy—thought fit to publish

Dr. Keane's sermon. But this gratis

publicity upset altogether the directors of

the Cork Opera House Company, who have
rightfully served writs for libel on Dr.

Keane, the "Cork Constitution," "Cork
Examiner," "Cork Herald," and "Dublin
Independent."

The reverend Prior and the aforesaid

Irish journals remind one of Tartufe, Mo-
liere's hypocritic character, saintly saying to

the soubrette :

—

" Cachez, cachez ce sein que jc ne saurais voir."

dWIute

Dr. Keane, who we understand is Prior

of a Dominican Order, somehow found
objection to posters advertising a skirt

dancer, which appeared recently at the

Cork Opera House. So far so good—as

there is no accounting for taste, as the

saying goes—but the said reverend was not

satisfied to personally object, and being

very likely short of items for his next

sermon, jumped at the idea of using this

subject. With tremolo accents he de-

nounced the posters of the skirt dancer as

injurious to the morals of the community,

and strongly animadverted on the managers
of the Company in earning large dividends

We sincerely hope that the directors of

the Cork Opera House Co. will win their

case, so as to give a strong lesson to the

goody=goody people, shocked by the sight

of posters.

The " Elf" design, by James J. Guthrie,

which we reproduce in our pages, is the

cover of the artistic brochure J- J. Guthrie

will bring out in July next, helped in his

work by .Mr. A. Stempbridge Ray as literary

editor. "The Elf," published quarterly,

will only have a very limited circulation.

One hundred ordinary copies and twenty

special copies will be issued with illustrations
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printed and painted by hand b}' the artist

himself. This booklet of course is not

meant for the general public, but for the

dileltanfi. Each number will have an

original cox'er. The price is quoted at

1/6 per ordinary single copy, or 5/- per

annum
;

special copies 10/6. We may
mention that this production is only an

essai, and, therefore, J. J. Guthrie cannot

bind himself to bring out this smart brochure

for more than twelve months.

The Bury St. Edmunds Arts and Crafts

Exhibition was recentl}' opened, and some

excellent work was shown. This is the

first exhibition of the kind held in Bury

St. Edmimds, but it is to be hoped it will

not be the last.

We hear there has been a good deal

of talk about a magnificent piano, made
by Jan van Beers and which was to cost

a fabulous sum, five figures being men-

tioned. Referring to this talk, a writer

in the " iVIorning Leader" recently said:

"It is quite true that J. van Beers has

thought out, designed, and even moulded

in clay a toy-sized specimen of such a

piano, but he has not got beyond this

point, nor will he until he finds a purchaser

to order it. As a matter of fact, the

panels—five in number—which represent

the seasons, and show the great painter's

typical work, are at present in London
;

I may even go so far as to say they are

in a Mayfair drawing-room, and a source

of great interest and admiration to all

visitors. The piano is intended to be in

Louis XV. style, in pale green wood with

cupids and garlands of the rarest metals,

electric lights instead of candles, and a

musical cupid's 'cello will support the lid

instead of the usual unsightly stick. To
describe the model would fill the whole

of this column. The instrument would

certainly be a most exquisite addition to

Jan van Beers' house, which is known as

the eight wonder of the world, but as it

does not exist, except in the artist's dreams

for the home of a millionaire yet to be

found, this piano, at least, cannot be

included in the marvels which this truly

marvellous house contains."

The Modern Gallery in Bond Street

exhibits a collection of oils, pastels, water-

colours, silverpoints, black and white

sketches and posters done by Hal Hurst,

a well-known artist with whose works

our readers are certainly well acquainted.

A large number of the drawings on view

are of a very high order, and Hal Hurst

is seen there at his best.

By a clerical error, the steamship

reproduced at the bottom of page 191 of

our last issue, was referred to as belonging

to the P. & O. Co., whereas it should have

been described as being one of the Castle

Mail Packets Co.

ELECTRICAL IINKLE55 PRlNTirSQ.

Clifton Mansions, Coldharbour Lane,

Brixton, S.W.,
July ist, 1899.

Telegram^, " Grorc;i;tta," London.

Telephone, No. 80, Strf,.\tham.

TO THE TRADE.
Our attention has been called to an

advertisement in a Trade Journal relating to

a small Company entitled "Inkless Printing,

Limited."

Inasmuch as we are well known to the

trade as " The Inkless Printing Company,"

we think it only right to let it be known that

our Process is on entirely diff"erent lines, and

that our Syndicate, " The Electrical Inkless

Printing Syndicate, Limited," is in nowise

connected with or has any interest in

" Inkless Printing, Limited," and we shall

be obliged if the trade will take note of this

fact.

THE ELECTRICAL INKLESS PRINTING
SYNDICATE, Ltd.

F. L. Sanderson, Secretary.
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Answers to Correspondents.
W. Crawford (Paris).—We do not quite know the

exact value of the "Album Yvette Guilbert," by

Gustave Geffroy, signed by Yvette Guiibert and
illustrated by H. de Toulouse-Lautrec, but we
presume it is about £1 5s.

A. Roberts (Leicester).—The copy ot "Usee,'
illustrated by Mucha, is ceitainly not dear at

the price you quote, but we have a copy our-

selves, and we have had no demand for it lately.

Why not advertise it for sale?

A. E. Griffiths (West Malvern).—The comnu rcial

value of posters mounted on canvas is certainly

reduced, as anyone who wishes to dispose of a

collection to dealers will find. But, on the other

hand, it is a great advantage to have them
mounted, especially the large ones, if to be kept

as a collection and hung on exhibition. It pre-

vents tearing, which is always a great drawback
in poster collecting.

Miss Mary S. (South Kensington).—You can see by
this number that we have not forgotten Cheret,

and our following numbers will prove that we
will not omit either Eugene Grasset, WiUette,

or Pal. They will iill have their turn in time.

O. B. (Hastings).—Very often, and more so in the

case of theatrical posters, the original is not the

property of the theatrical manager.

Artist (St. Ives).—Send us the sketches you men-
tion. We are always pleased to see anything

new, even if we cannot make use of it. As
regards covers, we have several on hand now,
but the design of which you speak may perhaps

suit us.

Professor H. M. (Dresden).— It you would be so

kind as to send us the latest German posters,

we should be extremely obliged, as it is im-

possible for us to be acquainted with everything

published in Germany in the way of posters.

P. F. P. (Rome).— All Paul Berthon's posters or

prints can be obtained from our office, as we
have made special arrangements with this artist

to supply collectors.

Miss Dorothy M. (St. Albans).—The rejected sketch

you name has been sold some time ago. Shall

we submit a sketch to you? We undertake to

do the printing also, and shall be pleaded to give

you a quotation per thousand copies, but no less

than three thousand.

J. B. (Dublin). —We are sorry, but it is our stringent

rule never to give addresses. If you will send

a letter to this artist, care of this office, we shall

forward it, and he will answer direct to you.

Henry McM. (Regent's Park).—Thanks for your

letter and information, but we have the preten-

sion to know our business in publishing this

magazine, and do not wish anyone to tell us

which posters we ought to reproduce in The
Poster.

June-July, 1899.

T. B. (Gasgow), A. S. F. (Manchester), Miss
Ethel G. (Lik'erpool).—We shall be very
thankful if you could send us a copy of new
posters brought out in those provincial towns,
as we do not know them all. In doing so you
would benefit The POSTER as well as all its

readers.

D. N. (Cambridge), H. L. (Brighton).—We must
refer you to No. 5, Vol I., page 220, answer to
" Sun Dial, " Taunton.

Walter K. (York).— If you decide to have a Poster
done, we may submit some sketches from which
you could choose, the printing would take about
a fortnight.

S. B. W. (Brighton).—Wo have several posters by
Will H. Bradley for sale, they vary in prices,

but the rarest and therefore the dearest is the

blue placard for the "Chap Book." Many of

the copies we have are signed by the artist.

We have also several posters by Louis Rhead,
also signed. We cannot send specimens on
approval.

G. (New York).—The article you kindly offer to

write for this magazine would not be of sufficient

interest. But we thank you all the same.

Poster Collector (Glasgow).—This copy is

mounted on canvas, and we could not supply

you with another one, as the affiche is scarce.

You will find thai our price is not dear.

Mons. Charles B. (Paris).—Cette affiche n'a pas

ett^ imprimt^e i Londres, mais en province.

Herr Rudolf S. (Leipzig).— It has only been done
in one size, double crown, 20 x 30 inches. The
artist is Brangwyn. We can supply you with

it at once.

Mac D. (Glasgow).—An article on this subject will

soon appear in The Poster.

Mrs. F. W. (Hastings).—This artist has only done
one poster, therefore you can hardly call him

an affithiste.

" Advertiser."— The copyright was taken in the

United States. You had better communicate
direct with the printers, they could give you
all particulars about it.

Poster Collector (Singapore), M. W. (Melbourne),

T. N. T. (Naples).—For any order for posters

above £a we send carriage free, but it would
not pay us for a few posters.

Alb. R. (Leicester).—The covers ought to be bound
at the end of the volume.

Miss Alice H. (Madras).—The price for this poster

by Mucha is 15s. We have a large selection of

Mucha's works.

Madame G. M. (Paris).— II nous est impossible de

vous procurer cette affiche qui est j^puise^ depuis

longtemps. La maison d'imprimerie quil'a ^dit^

n'existe plus depuis plusieurs ann^es.

The Poster.
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filomical Rnimal Posters.

By H. K. VOESTYN.

ANIMALS have oftenbeen utilised as comic

figures in posters. Sometimes their

absurd attitudes and their laughable

grimaces have tempted some ' affichistes as

likely to be successful factors in the com-

ing cat, the cherished and beloved cf old

maids, has been mostly used by poster

artists.

The charming little puss who cheerfully

wakes one up in the very early hours of the

Alick p. F. Ritchie.

position of a poster. But strange to say,

whereas funny animals of universally comic

repute, such as donkeys, parrots, and mon-

keys have been but little depicted; our

household pet, the firtside but also tile-haunt-

morning, and makes one think of bricks and

bootjacks, the little dear one wishes to

drown in the first pail of water at hand, has

been more than any other animal used for

pictorial placards. Steinlen, in his posters
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for " Nestle's Milk," "La Compagnie

Fran(;-aise des Chocolats et des Th^s," and

for his own exhibition at "La Bodiniere,"

has given us some fine specimens, while his

figure of a black cat to advertise the provin-

cial tours of the "Chat Noir" cannot possibly

be forgotten, bjing one of this artist's

masterpieces.

The late Edouard Manet showed us the

humorous side of cats' life and strongly

characteristic was his design of cats on a

roof, playing at hide and seek amongst

the chimney pots.

nothing new, being taken from the old

saying about a screamingly funny thing,

that it is " Enough to make a cat laugh."

I think this poster has brought more smiles

to our faces than any other, if we except

the two cats on the wall executed by M.

Mallet (who by the way is Mr. Will True)

for "Nestle's Milk." This work is one of

the best done by this distinguished artist,

and has, I believe, been well appreciated by

the public. Who could help noticing the

fat white cat which gives a friendly advice

to its poor starving friend :
" Hullo ! You're

PAJKR
Price 10C<i\&

AN AMERICAN POSTER.

The "Chocolat Carpentier" had an affiche

executed by Gerbault, in which the cat's tail

was cleverly utilised in the lettering. The
attitude of the pug-dog who " can't get at

it " while the cat is lapping the chocolate is

also decidedly funny.

Some years ago a pictorial panel,

printed in divers sizes, startled London,

and, later on, the provincial towns for a

considerable period, and I am sure our

readers still remember the cat who was so

much amused at "Charley's Aunt" that

made it laugh heartily. The idea was

looking bad, old man—been feeding on skim

milk, eh ? Come round to my place and

have some ' Nestld's,' that will put you

right ?
"

Another funny cat poster was that

drawn by Alick P. F. Ritchie for the "Skirt

Dancer," but unfortunately we have not

been able to see much of it in London.

The Stock Exchange has not the

monopoly of bears and bulls, as we have

seen them largely posted on our hoardings.

At least we have had one bear, the " Planet

Candle : " a polar bear, which is very
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seasonable with his iceberg background

in the very hot weather we are experiencing

now, but he is a little bit annoying, as he

is always climbing up the pole, leaving no

chance to poor Herr Andr^, or any other

adventurous explorer. He seems to want

the pole all to himself : how greasy—

I

mean how greedy !

Of posters with Bulls I was inclined to

say that " Bovril " took the biscuit; but

this expression is not quite apropos, as this

With a great sense of humour, Calderon

shows us a cow startled at a red umbrella

opened by a maiden fair, who ought to know
that red umbrellas never agreed with the

bovine race. Nevertheless, maidens fair

will go walking in the fields, and so will

little boys. Take, for example, Verner's

little urchin scared out of his life at the cow
that contributes to the making of Nestl^'s

milk. I am sure he will say, with a boo-

hoo, " Never, never no more."

firm displays them so freely on the saloon-

bar's counters— I am speaking about the

biscuits, not the Bulls. Their poster repre-

senting a buffalo sorrowfully looking at a

bottle of "Bovril," and bitterly remarking

that this, alas ! is all that is left of his poor

brother, has attracted much attention, as

also did " Vimbos," the ox in a cup.

But the fair sex must not be forgotten,

by any means, and here we must refer to

the Nestl^'s posters again.

The proprietors of Brookes' Soap have

largely utilised the figure of a monkey to

advertise their brand of soap, but never in

posters, although something interesting

might have been done in this line, and the

only comical monkey poster I know of is

one recently designed in Denmark by V.

Hammershoj, for the Copenhagen Zoological

Gardens, which is reproduced in this article.

In it we are introduced to an everyday scene

in a monkey's life, which is quite a change
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Ste.nlen.

from the grinning ape in evening dress,

whose figure adorns the back pages of

many a magazine.

With this cricket season the kangaroo

has been strongly in demand and "The
Sportsman " had a happy thought in

producing its hon and kangaroo poster.

The British lion behind the wicket and the

Australian kangaroo batting, have certainly

stopped many a passer-by. The kangaroo

had .already been used some years ago in

pictorial placards, which showed the animal

boxing at the Aquarium, but the king of

beasts has been very much neglected,

perhaps owing to the difficulty most artists

have in taking sketches of the lion from life.

One does not always feel inclined to enter

the cage and try and induce the son of the

Sahara to pose while one sketches. How-
ever, thanks to J. Hassall's pluck, we have

been able to enjoy another lion on the

London hoardings, and his " Great Caesar"

poster—" Next Please !

"—will not soon be

forgotten. But J. Hassall does not confine

himself to the lion as an animal sketcher,

as can be seen from his study of the

sheep in the pantomime poster for "Little

Bo Peep," and the frightened rabbit for

the "Wild Rabbit." This affiche is most

comical, but I am afraid that when it

finds its way among collectors on the

Continent, it will surely be decribed as a

typical English poster, done by an English

artist who could not refrain from a show of

projecting teeth, which are—according to

our neighbours—the most prominent feature

of the English type abroad. Heavy square

boots, knickerbockers, travelling caps and

pipes excepted. Anyhow this poster of

Hassall's can be placed on a par with

"Charley's Aunt's" cat, and is sure to

attract attention, not only by its innate wit,

but also by the simplicity of its treatment.

Rabbits have also been used before in

the composition of posters. In Belgium

by De Feure for the "Cabaret du Diable

au Corps " (a poster that we really cannot

reproduce, although it is very cleverly

executed), and in America by E. Penfield
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for the March and October numbers of

" Harper's Magazine."

Of pigs we only know three posters :

a French one by Choubrac, "ou vont-ils?"

a Belgian one by Lyneu for the " Cabaret

du Diable au Corps," and a clever com-

position by Hohenstein, done for the " Lays

for Little Ones." This design shows us a

pig, and other animals looking in wonder

through the leaves of a book turned by

a baby sitting in a field.

that if a parson were to embark on the

steamer on which the negro cook, of

somebody's Mustard poster fame, is feeding

"our Poll" with the firm's mustard, the

reverend gentleman would have a fit on

the spot.

This study of zoological posters must

now come to an end, and our friends in

the menagerie must have a rest till some
artists use them again in one of their

compositions. And one does not see why

wmwm

Last, but not least, I must mention our

dear household friend "Pretty Polly," who
has been, unfortunately, left a little too

much in the lurch. Poll is certainly too

talkative at times, but although its sultry

speeches now and then are enough to make
even a life-guardsman blush, it is an

amusing companion. It is certainly having

high words with the girl who is gently

remonstrating with it in the American
poster for "Vanity," but I firmly believe

poster designers should neglect the brute

creation, when one considers what comical

effects the Japanese and Chinese artists

have obtained with animals in their prints.

But, anyhow, one thing is to be regretted,

that J. A. Shepherd, who contributes

animal comicalities to the " Strand Maga-

zine," does not turn his thoughts to giving

us some humorous animal posters. They

would be des chefs-d'oeuvre.
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Ic^Sirt Eouvcau at the 6ra£ton Galleries*
By EDCiAK WEINLOCK.

THE Grafton Galleries, though they have

only been in existence a few years,

have been the home of some memor-
able exhibitions. One remembers with

something- like tender interest the " Fair

Women " show when the portraits of beauti-

ful ladies of all ages were on view. Side by

side with a picture of the austere Lady Jane

Grey was one of Nell Gwynne who was

represented as delightfully unconscious that

she was, well— only partially dressed. Then,

again, there was an important exhibition of

French decorative art which introduced us

to much agreeable, and some exemplary

work. It is not easy to understand why
the present show is described as " L'Art

Nouveau." It consists of glass by Louis C.

Tiffany ; bronzes by Constantin Meunier, of

Brussels; pictures by such well-known

masters as Besnard, Cottet, Carri^re, Thau-

low, Sisley, Fantin-Latour, Pissaro, and

Manet
;
antique Japanese prints and Indo-

Persian miniatures ; decorations for a boudoir

by Mr. Charles Conder ; and a little artistic

jewellery, good enough of its kind but hardly

important. Of the Tiffany glass it may at

once be said to be far and away the best of

its kind which is at present being produced.

If one be little inclined to swallow all the

eulogy contained in the catalogue one is

bound to allow that the Tiffany exhibit

comprises many objects in the best taste

and quite marvellous in execution. I confess

that it is the less ambitious things which

strike me as being most satisfactory. There

are little vases, curious in shape and

delicious in colour, which drive one wild

with lust of possession. Then again there

are electric light fittings which are admirably

simple and triumphantly decorative. On
the walls are shown some very elaborate

designs for the decoration of churches. It

is difficult to judge of their effect from

rough sketches, but to me they seem

decidedly to err on the side of over

ornateness. One may use magnificent

materials without producing a magnificent

result—as witness the Albert Memorial

which, seeking to be impressive by sheer

expense, fails ignominiously. I do not

suggest that Mr. Tiffany would have con-

descended to such an expensive orgy as

the Memorial, but some of the schemes

Nouveau'

^ , Art Gta53

Meunier
/ V Bronjes

Graftoin
Galleries

'GRAFT0N-5rREE

(Coititcy uf Messrs. Bing.)

exhibited at the Grafton Galleries certainly

do hint at the over profuse. Amongst the

Tiffany exhibits are a number of cartoons

for stained glass windows and several

windows actually executed. Two of these

we are enabled to reproduce here. That by

H. G. Ibels—so well known as a designer of

posters—possesses the merit of originality,

a merit, indeed, which distinguishes almost
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everything which comes from the hand of

one of the most fertile of contemporary

French craftsmen. The window from a

cartoon by Rawson in Tiffany favrile glass

is pleasing enough but lacks something of

dignity and repose. In matters of art

patriotism seems to me foolish, but I do not

think that any of these American produc-

tions seriously rival the splendid windows
which we owe to Sir Edward Burne-Jones,

William Morris, and Selwyn Image and
other Englishmen who in recent years have

produced something like a revolution in the

beautiful craft which added so much to the

splendour of mediaeval churches.

The work of Constantin Meunier,

although it is by no means novel, is un-

doubtedly excellent. The artist was born

at Etterbeck, a suburb of Brussels, so far

back as 1831, so that under no circum-

stances can he be considered one of les

jeimes. The Grafton catalogue contains

press notices galore of the work of this

powerful and accomplished artist. From
the introductory note I quote the following

curiously worded paragraph :

—

" But all these works are distinguished

from the ordinary productions that the

public commonly delight in by qualities so

striking, that their clear comprehension lies

still beyond the reach of the multitude, and
this state of things exists until February

1896, when, in the Parisian galleries of

" L'Art Nouveau," the work of Constantin

Meunier is revealed to the world for the first

time as an imposing whole, which makes all

its grand significance understood, and in

one day renders the name of the artist

celebrated throughout France. The follow-

ing year a similar exhibition was held in

Dresden, then in Berlin, in Vienna and in

all the capitals of the Continent there is the

same access of enthusiasm which sheds

round the name of Meunier the aureole of

glory, which, though late, shines with a

brighter radiance, while the artist tranquilly

and modestly still perseveres on his way.

Meunier now comes to submit to the

approval of the lovers of art of Great

Britain the labour of his life. Before

hazarding this attempt, he wished to feel

himself encouraged by the testimony of the

entire Continent."

The admirable bronzes which Meunier

exhibits at the Grafton Galleries do not

need the recommendation of this vague and

meaningless rhetoric. Their merits will

appeal to any person of culture who uses

his eyes.

The decoration on silk for a boudoir by

Mr. Conder is simply exquisite. It is

useless to say more ; it were unfair to say

less. The artistic jewels, which comprise

brooches, pendants, rings, necklaces, and

purses mounted in silver-gilt and enamel,

are comparatively speaking very good. In

not a few of the objects greater simplicity,

less striving after originality, would have

been welcome. Of the pictures and

Japanese prints, I have no space to speak

here. Suffice is to say that they add

materially to the interest of an exhibition

which is charmingly advertised by a new

poster by Mr. Frank Brangwyn.
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Slailujay S^ostcrs.

By PAUL DUVERINEY.

Translated by W. PEACOCK.

TRUNKS are strapped and crammed so

full that it would be an impossibility

to squeeze in another pin ; the whole

family crowd into a lumbering- cab and jolt

off to the railway station. Paris is empty,

the Grand Prix has been run ; all the world

hurries for a breath of fresh air to the

amount of enjoyment in the sight of these

loads of holiday-makers steaming along in

the sunshine, already tasting the delights of

freedom ; there is a sympathetic joy for

those who, alas, will not be able to share

their pleasure. Hour after hour they will

pace up and down before the advertisements

i

seaside, or remote nooks hidden among the

mountains. Jaded nerves seek fresh tone

after ten months of feverish careworn

anxious hurry.

And even those whom business or the

lack of necessary funds compel to remain in

town—even for these there is a certain

of travel, those many-coloured advertise-

ments which the railway companies renew

each succeeding year — for the railway

companies very quickly understood the

value of advertisement, and make increasing

use of it every season.

The poster is admirably calculated

—
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better than any description in words— to

popularise a seaside resort, or to celebrate

the charms of a country which only

yesterday were unknown.
The poster tells you that such and such

a place possesses a casino situated in the

shadow of a wood, that another place sleeps

at the foot of a mountain which is crowned
with snow all the year round ; it promises

all kinds of pleasures, hitherto unheard of,

and the reader, over persuaded by all these

proferred joys, will take advantage of the

first excursion train to Sfo in search of them.

practised eye can easily tell the name of the

artist at any distance. For the Northern

and Western Railway Companies of France

the artists are nearly always Cheret, Lefevre,

Meunier, Peans ; for the Eastern, the

Orleans, and the Paris- Lyons-Mediterranean

Railway Companies they are Hugo D'Al^si,

Tancouville and Fraipont. Each artist

brings his own individuality to the task
;

Fraipont is prodigal of his bouquets and

bunches of flowers, Hugo D'Alesi gives us

sunny landscapes and lakes with shining

waters. Others like to show the fishermen

AH these posters are not equally artistic,

it must be admitted ; some of them are very

commonplace in taste, horribly heavy, or

crudely startling. It too frequently happens

as M. Maindron remarks, " That a truth-

ful representation of a landscape is not

required in this style of composition ; what

is usually asked for is a landscape of a

conventional sort, which contains only that

which it is to the company's interest to

show ; and after all this is but natural."

Every company has the artists and the

colour printers it prefers ; the moderately

and the peasants of the sea coasts in their

native costumes, or with the gay surround-

ings of former times. Alas, these are often

nothing but memories, for, as E. de Crauzat

says, " The head dresses and costumes

have in reality lost all their characteristics.

The jackets and waistcoats are no longer

covered with ribbons, laces and embroideries;

the full knickerbockers and the high gaiters

have disappeared ; the curious Breton hats,

caught up in varying fashion, according as

the wearer was bachelor, married man, or

widower, have now nothing out of the
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ordinary. Everything- has disappeared.

The Breton women alone have kept their

full black dresses with numberless pleats,

and bodices "k la r^ligieuse," and their

caps varying- in each different department.

The celebrated " Pilgrimage of Auray "

(Fraipont) is one of those rare occasions on

which the young men of the country put on

their traditional costumes."

But what does it matter after all?

Is not the pleasure which one expects

from anything nearly always greater than

the pleasure actually experienced ? And
lias not the poster a right to embellish

"Cote D'Azur" of the Riviera, side by

side with the wild passes and lakes of

Savoy and Switzerland.

Wilder and Kowalsky show us Norman
and Breton women in ornamental flowered

designs for the Western Railway Company.

Both of them in " Bains de Mer de

Bretagne," " Normandie Bretagne," draw

Breton girls nestling in verdant landscapes,

gazing into the far distance, watching for

the boat which brings back the youths

they love. The composition of the first

named artist is very fresh and very artistic,

and has a most decorative effect ; that

d-OosLduiQkercKe.ir,5r#Jp"c7t"

27 X 39.

its subject? If the poster is not actually

exact, it offers the charm of expectation

for the man starting on his travels, and

the pleasures of memory to the man who
is returning. The collector of posters can

enjoy a second voyage in his arm-chair,

after his journey by train is over. Do
not the posters remind him of different

parts of France, such as the seaside

resorts of the north and west coasts, the

inland watering places and historic castles

of the Orleans line, the green hill sides

of the east, and the summer and winter

resorts of the P. L. M. Railway, and the

Van Acker.

of the other artist is more symmetrical but

stiffer, and is somewhat lacking in ease

and grace. The Western Railway Company
has also a "Paris Londres " by Grun,

and another by H. Colb. In both of them

the Policeman and the Horse-guard play

the leading part, whether as in Griin's

he is affably listening to a young girl

dressed in a green bodice and a floating

plaid, who is asking her way, or whether,

as in Colb's, he is standing proudly on

the Tower Bridge. For the P. L. M.,

Fraipont, Tancouville, D'A16si and others

have drawn the smiling lakes of Savoy,
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and the sunny shores of the Mediterranean.

For example, " Evian les Bains " (Tancou-

ville) with its graceful white sailed boats

on the lake at the foot of Mont Blanc
;

"Mont Rosa," "Mont Blanc," "Pougues
les Eaux," " Brides-Salins," and "Vichy.''

The "Aix les Bains" of D'Alesi, must speci-

ally be noticed ; its colouring is splendid,

and it has much poetic charm : a woman is

leaning on her elbow looking at the

mountains bathed in the light of the setting

sun, while a boat glides silently over the

glassy waters of the lake. The Northern

Railway has but few posters, but we must

has designed several beautiful posters ; one

among them—which has already been up

some time—in which two children of the

country, dressed in the picturesque Basque

costume, are sitting on the rocks chatting

merrily, while behind them Gavarni's Circus

raises its huge outline.

The State Railway also boasts of the

watering places and the scenery which it

serves. But, alas ! there is but little to be

found here. Is there an official poster, just

as there are official candidates ? Has the

artist, hampered by a restricted or un-

attractive programme, to support, like the

mention a capital specimen by Leverd

(Dinan-sur-Meuse). Dinan stands smilingly

on the banks of the river ; oarsmen race

on its waters
;

while, in the foreground,

women and children are disembarking on

the banks among the flowers. There is

plenty of sunlight and colour.

With the Southern Railway we wander
through wild mountain passes and among
peaks and precipices. In the posters there

is a mixture of bristling pine trees, of

mountain torrents and casinos, Cauterets,

Arcachon, a journey in the Pyrenees,

Biarritz, Pau and Luchon. Hugo DAlesi

candidate, a programme which has been

laid down beforehand without the slightest

consideration for his artistic ideas ? For

example, there are "Sea Bathing in the

Atlantic Ocean," " Sea Bathing at Sables

d'Olonnes," "La Rochelle," "Sea Bathing

at Royan and Fouras." All of these

represent sunny seaside places with miles of

yellow sand on ' which men, women and

children are disporting themselves on the

edge of an unnaturally blue sea.

Geo. Blott has designed for Spa, that

delightful Belgian watering place, a brilliant

poster. Two young women, ready for the
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Casino, to drink the waters or to go on an

excursion, are looking at the spectator.

One of them has just finished unbuttoning her

glove, the other is just raising a glass full

of the sparkling fountain water ; and in the

background Spa, lying at the foot of its

mountain, smiles in the bright morning

sunshine. This poster, which is a great

success, and which is printed by Raoul

L'Etape in the Vosges, is a photographic

reproduction in three colours. The process

mills with their long sails, the sluggish waters

of the canals, the gable ended houses, and

Ihe heavy Dutch barges. In short, there is

plenty to delight the eye of those who love

skilful gradations of light and shade.

And, at any rate, whether it be for good

or ill, the posters of the railway companies

constitute an interesting part of our mural

advertisements. The companies take good

care to renew—or at any rate to increase

—

their stock of posters every year. It is at

ItASino CHENIN DE FER DU ftORO

{Courtcsv oj theChcin.

has as yet been but little used for large

posters, but in this case it gives an excellent

result.

The "Holland" of Fraipont is a highly

coloured poster, and is in accordance with

the design dear to the artist, made up of

three or four views of Holland skilfully

grouped together. At the foot of the poster

is the tulip—beloved of Dutchman—framing

some types of the women of the country.

But there are also mournful looking wind-

j dc fer du Nord Co.)

any rate to be hoped that they will replace

the inferior old posters which they had

designed for them years ago, and still make

use of, by newer and more artistic produc-

tions. They have a whole crowd of most

talented artists at their service, and there is

no reason why they should not ask them to

break away from everyday traditions, which

it may be the companies themselves have

hitherto supported. There Is plenty of

room for the exercise of the freest imagin-
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ation in posters of this kind. Travel, with

all the emotions consequent on going- away
and coming home again, constitutes one of

the chief events of the year, and it may even

be said of life itself : it is a door which

not say as much of the railway station poster?

Since, then, all the treasures of the

imagination are drawn upon to puff a soap,

or some other commercial enterprise, why,

when it is a question of glorifying the splen-

stands open to the unknown. The station dour of sea and mountain, should we confine

MiDUND RAILMY
Country & Seaside Hohmys

20x30
(Courtesy of the Ai

itself is like a mysterious temple, since it

provides surprises, joys, and sorrows. And
if it has been said with truth that railway

stations can never be made sufficiently mag-
nificent, and that they can never be decorated

with enough grace and good taste; can one

Lewis Baumer.
land Railu'ay Co.)

ourselves to a few common place designs,

and not try to obtain in this branch of art

as well as in others, something new and

really beautiful ?

Let us hope that something in this direc-

tion has already been begun.

^ir^
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R Mcus (Elra in Sprinting-

THE vast improvement that has been

made in the methods and processes

of printing in the last half century

are about to receive a notable addition

in the shape of an invention on electrical

lines that will produce clear legible per-

manent printing of text or illustrations

without the use of ink, rollers, or other

cumbrous appliances now employed for

that purpose.

Many of our readers have no doubt

seen recent announcements of printing by

Rontgen-rays, by which a photographic

image could, it was said, be flashed

through whole reams of paper en bloc,

and on both sides of every sheet. It was
soon found, however, that the image was
in the nature of a photographic negative

—invisible, and the reams so quickly

treated had to be subsequently washed,

developed, and fixed, sheet by sheet, like

any ordinary photograph, a time-wasting

process, by which the advantage of speed

in rendering the image in the paper was
entirely lost, and the Rontgen-ray process

rendered commercially unworkable.

The new process of Electrical Inkless

Printing—the results of the joint investiga-

tions and experiments of Mr. W. Friese

Greene, continued by the Electrical Inkless

Printing Syndicate, Limited, who control

the patents—overcomes this difficulty of

a secondary process, and its products are

instantly permanently visible as the sheets

issue from the machine, and require no

after treatment whatever. The invention

is thus thoroughly practical and com-

mercially useful and workable, and oflfers

a very considerable saving in the cost

of production.

The basis of the process is a chemically

prepared paper. The chemicals are incor-

porated in the pulp in the process of

manufacture, and are so cheap as not

to appreciably increase the cost of the

paper, nor need the usual order of reams

or reels or the present sources of supply

be changed, as licenses to manufacture

will be granted on very moderate terms.

The chemicals employed are susceptible

to the magnetic-electric influence, conducted

to the printing machine by the usual

negative and positive poles into contact

with the paper to be printed.

The quantity of current required is

small, costing from a penny to three-

half-pence per hour, and for small work
enough current can be obtained from an

ordinary i6-candle lamp.

Current can be got in various ways :

from the printers own motive-power (with

an accumulator), or from the public supply

where obtainable. The same electric-motor

that now drives the machines will also

supply the current for printing.

The current is regulated by a governor,

is under thorough control, and is in no

way dangerous to the operator.

All machines now in use—flat-bed

cylinder, platen, or fast rotary news— can

be utilised for the new process. It is

only necessary to discard rollers, ink-duct,

distributing tables, and all movable parts

of the present inking arrangements, fix

a thin sheet of fine rolled zinc round the

cylinder as a conductor, connect up the

poles from the source of supply of current,

and the machine is ready.

The process is simple and direct, and

in point of cleanliness alone is in strong

contrast to the present dirty, messy,

grimy aspect of the ordinary machine room.

The economy to the printer of the new
process is considerable, and offers a very

large addition to his present none too

abundant profits.
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An estimate, based on the ascertained

production for one year of one machine

(double-royal), showed the saving on the

one item of ink alone to be considerably

more than 50 per cent., after paying- for

the license to use the process and the cost

of current consumed.

Another large item in the direction of

economy is the saving of the time and

labour—fully one-half—of the machine-

manager in supplying and regulating ink

to the machine, the constant supervision

of the inking arrangements, which are

too often uncertain and irregular in working,

frequent stoppages to clean out blocks, etc.,

and of the feeder's time in washing rollers

and formes, cleaning ink-ducts, distribution

tables, etc.

Other economies to be noted in favour

of the new process are that such uncon-

sidered trifles as turps, oil, lye, ink reducers,

lye and pick brushes, cleaning rags, etc.

,

will no longer be required ; the cost of

maintaining rollers will cease ; and with

the abolition of inky oily rags—the cause

of most of the fires in printing offices—the

present high rates for insurance should

decrease considerably.

The economies already noted will

enable the practical printer to form his

own estimate of the value of the new
process in decreasing his expenditure and

increasing his profits, and need no further

comments.

The practical working of the new process

will shortly be demonstrated at the works

of the Electrical Inkless Printing Syndicate,

Limited, Clifton Mansions, Coldharbour

Lane, Brixton, S.W., where a complete

plant of cylinder and platen machines with

electrical appliances is in preparation, and

principals or their accredited representatives

will be shown the process any day (except

Saturday).

^Bm. ^Bm.

Posters and the IBeautij of lUondon.

By CH3RLE5 HI^TT.

THE vast and mysterious metropolis in

which we live, is, from the aesthetic

point of view, a subject of perpetual

criticism and dispute. By one school of

thinkers we are assured that London gives

one a very fair idea of the infernal regions,

that it is the atrocious abortion of jerry-

building and bumbledum without a single

redeeming feature of grace or delight. No
word is too hard for what the old poet calls

the " Queen of cities all." Lately in their

exquisitely beautiful Masque the Art

Workers' Guild have held London up to

scorn, and compared it greatly to its shame

with Thebes, Paris, Oxford, Nuremberg,

and other justly renowned cities of the

ancient and modern world. It is true that

in the Masque a supposed lovely London

—

a London which will almost certainly never

be realised—was foreshadowed. Beauty

was awakened in " Central London's mid-

most roar," and the monster city was in the

end deemed the fit companion of those en-

chanted towns which the Guild held up to

admiration. To the writer of a Masque, a

certain degree of poetic license must of

course be allowed, and those who choose to

regard our Town as forlorn and unlovely

are fairly entitled to their opinion. But by

a host of artists London, so far from being

the vilest of towns, is regarded as incom-

parably the most fascinating. Its beauties

are not, it is true, of the peep-show order.

It is poor indeed in arranged sights and

artfully ordered vistas. Like a coy maiden

it will not yield up its charms to the casual
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passer-by. It demands for its proper appre-

ciation the homagfe of close observation

and sympathetic interest. But when once

London is known, he must indeed be a

strange person who is not thrilled by its

matchless proportions, its vast solemnity,

its austere immensity. Look at Whistler's

etching's, etchings not of show places but

of places accidently fascinating, and then

ask yourself whether Venice or Amsterdam

possesses greater wealth of charm.

There are perhaps cities in which posters

are out of place, cities of which the attrac-

tive qualities are orderly neatness and

precise regularity. But London is not one

of them. Of course there are buildings in

the metropolis where the poster, even if it

were artistic and well-designed, would be

intolerable. Not on the walls of St. Paul's

Cathedral, nor between the soaringbuttresses

of Westminster Abbey, nor on the bastions

of the Tower, would one care to meet with

the mural decorations of Mr. Dudley Hardy

and the Beggarstaff Brothers. There is

a decorum even in advertising— a decorum,

by the way, which seems to be more

honoured in the breach than the observance.

Every green field which is near to the

permanent way of a railroad is defiled by a

hideous reminder of dyspepsia in the shape

of advice to take somebody's pills. The

sails of the yachts on Windermere were

once scrawled with a similar legend. Our

theatrical programmes, which might be

deliciously dainty trifles, are literally adver-

tising pamphlets in which bottlers of beer

and distillers of whisky are allowed, for

a handsome consideration, to blow their

own trumpets. Travelling by the Under-

ground Railway is a nervous operation,

made all the more painful by the tinkling

of a bell at intervals, which, under the

pretence of announcing the name of the

next station, in reality dazzles the tired

eyes of the traveller with a bewildering and

for ever changing maze of advertisements.

All these things are as detestable as they

can well be, but the pictorial placard, seen

under proper conditions, so far from dis-

figuring the streets of London, materially

adds to their gaiety and interest. Amongst
the cities of Europe, London is probably

being rebuilt more rapidly than any other,

and in consequence it possesses a greater

number of hoardings. Are these immense
masks to be left bare, or are they, as is

sometimes the case, to be daubed over

with funereal tar? Surely it is preferable

to either of these expedients that they

should be covered with posters, even when
the posters have small claim to consideration

as works of art. Surely more amusement

is to be derived from "the poor man's

picture gallery" than from square yards of

sightless deal. And when in the place of

the banal designs of commerce, or the

ferocious orgies of the colour-printer's hack,

you get posters which are really works of

art, such as the "Gaiety Girl" and the

"Yellow Girl" of Mr. Dudley Hardy, the

"Beefeater" and "Cinderella" of the

Beggarstaff's, and a good many others

which have been illustrated in these pages,

there can be no doubt that the hoardings

of our great city are so many bazaars of

dainty and smiling fancies. At all events,

nothing is more certain than that the

hoardings will still continue to be used for

the purposes of advertisement, and it

behoves reasonable men to see to it that

they are made as agreeable to the e3 e and

as refreshing to the mind as possible.
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JVIural Decorations in a French Host>ital.

By H. R. VOESTYN.

IN travelling throug-h Spain, Italy or

France one is surprised to find some-

times curious and interesting frescoes,

panels, and decorations of all kinds

adorning the walls of wards in some old-

but also to be treated as God's hosts. It

was admitted that religious frescoes would

act on the morals and help the doctors to

relieve the sufferer of his physical pains,

or act as a lesson on the soul of a hardened

fashioned hospitals, and dating from the

Renaissance.

It was then commonly accepted that

the hospital, like the church, was the

House of God, where the poor patients

were sent to be relieved of their pains,

Maurice Biais.

sinner. Therefore clever artists were

invited to decorate the walls with some
of their works, and even masters in the

art of painting did not disdain to give

their assistance. For instance, one can

even now see in an old hospital of Madrid
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some painting-s by Murillo ; in Italy

decorated panels are preserved in a hospital

at Pistoja ; while in France at the Beaune

Hospital are some remarkable terra-cotta

plaques, unfortunately unsigned.

This opinion that the mind of a patient

must be occupied and interested while his

body is under physical treatment, is accepted

now by all doctors, and amongst them one in

particular, Dr. Pozzi, of Paris, has renovated

the idea of old of decorating the hospitals.

In taking a stroll in Paris, after passing

through the Quartier Latin and leaving it

behind, one comes across a very old and

almost dilapidated building, which is the

Broca Hospital. It was formerly a convent

of Capuchin Friars, closed by order of the

French Revolution of 1789, and which in

1834 was opened as a hospital for women.

Recently an annexe has been built in the

garden encircling the old building, and is

under the entire control of Dr. Pozzi, a

well-known specialist in women's diseases.

The "Annexe Pascal," as it is called,

affected to gynaecology, forms with its

artistic architecture, a strange and most

striking contrast with the dirty old place.

But the outside is nothing to its inside.

"^^1, Dr. Pozzi, whose motto is to make all

morbid thoughts vanish from the minds of

his patients, asked some of his artist friends

to decorate the walls of the reception rooms,

the wards, and the rooms of the house-

surgeons. Messrs. Clairin, G. Dubufe,

Girard, Maurice Biais, Bellery-Desfontaines,

and Lauzet have worked to this effect, and

the Annexe really takes a false air of a nicely

decorated boudoir than the sombre and

morbid aspect of the more dreaded hospital.

However, these artists have improved on

the work of old in banishing all religious

compositions, as being too suggestive of an

approaching end, and pleasant paintings,

allegorical figures or simple decorative

works only are there to bring hope and joy

to the eye of the patient, instead of the

grinning smile of death.
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As soon as one enters the "Annexe
Pascal " one is welcomed by Clairin's panels

representing pretty " Parisiennes " in spring

dresses, frisking and gathering fruits, and

whose golden hair mix charmingly with the

wild flowers in the fields. On another, a

young girl takes a quiet stroll by the side of

the river. Both are allegories of health

restored to the patients. Dubufe shows us

a sick woman, kindly succoured by the

helping hand of charity.

We have also a Brittany scene : the

bright and calm waters of the ocean, near

which a peasant girl sits, watching and

dreaming. Then ships departing, sailing

for distant lands, give us visions of the

sunny ports of Italy, the sandy beaches

which the rich of this world are able to visit

for health and pleasure, but which the poor

can only dream of ; these frescoes before

their eyes give them a sort of mirage of the

lands they have heard others speak of.

A charming composition represents a

convalescent young mother, not very strong

yet, tired, but fondly nursing her baby.

Bellery-Desfontaine's "La Convalescente
"

returning to her native village after she

has recovered health, and surrounded by

all her friends—the jolly village girls

—

is a very good piece, which calls at once

attention. Another artist who contributed

to the decoration of the "Annexe Pascal"

must not be forgotten : Maurice Biais,

who has begun to make a name in decora-

tive art, and was connected for some time

in Paris with " L'Art Nouveau." The

panels done by him, which we reproduce,

are only decorative work, but these " fleurs

stylisees " are very effective, and so is

also his pictorial panel of swans gracefully

swimming in a pond. Maurice Biais has

also lately tried his hand at poster work,

and we are pleased to be able to reproduce

three of his original designs for posters.

Dr. Pozzi must be congratulated upon
having revived such a genial idea of old,

and to do away with whitewashed ward

walls in hospitals, and interest instead

the eye and the mind of the sick with

works of art. But he must also be

congratulated to have been able to interest

some other people in his work To bring

his task to a success, he formed a com-

Mai iuce Biais.

mittee under the patronage of some of

his rich lady patients, who found the

capital required for the execution of these

works. London hospitals could perhaps

take Dr. Pozzi's interesting attempt as an

example, and I am sure many English

artists would lend themselves to this

benevolent task.
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'S^apcsiry as ©ccorativc Rrt.

THE decorative art in all its branches

takes such a propension nowada3-s,

at the eve of the twentieth century,

that anything- concerning it is of great

interest. A New York periodical gives

us a curious and elaborate article on

tapestry as decorative art.

"There seems to be," says a writer

in " The Collector and Art Critic," "a
decided disposition among certain cliques

of artists to look with considerable contempt

upon decorative art as something unworthy

of ambition. This distinction among the

arts is a modern invention and without

historical precedent. Those who have

read the annals of the revival of the arts

in the fourteenth and succeeding centuries,

when every great centre was a field of

activity never since exceeded, knov/ that

the fine distinctions which now exist were

not then acknowledged, but that every

man was honoured according to his ability

in his chosen field ; in other words, all

arts were aristocratic. The medals of

Cellini are as greatly admired as his

sculpture. The fame of Ghiberti rests on

his wonderful decorative skill, and Raphael

did not disdain to employ his splendid

genius in making cartoons for tapestries,

nor did Giulio Romano, Titian, Paul

Veronese, Rubens and others hesitate to

follow his example.

"It was in those days that the art of

tapestry weaving reached a splendid height,

and flourished with more or less vigour

through several centuries. The discovery

of coal, which made dwelling-houses more

comfortable, and the invention of paper

hangings, which were cheap, no doubt

diminished the demand for textile hangings

and caused a decline in the art. The
greatest establishment devoting itself

exclusively to the manufacture of tapestry

has been the Gobelins in Paris, which is a

government monopoly. The revival of

interest in textile wall hangings is a good
omen, signifying a return of the true idea

of decorative art.

"Real tapestry is a woven, not a painted

fabric, the pictures being an integral part

of the cloth itself. The painted canvas

which now takes the name of tapestry bears

the same relation to the real article that

embroidery does. It is very rich, however,

and in a high degree decorative, and when
well executed is very handsome and suitable

for the purpose it serves—that of covering

large wall spaces, for portieres, screens

and upholstering. From sculptures and

other evidence we learn that tapestry had

its origin very early in historical times,

and it is a singular fact that looms used by

those primitive weavers diff"ered in no

essential particular from those now in use

at the Gobelins. Tapestry weaving

flourished in Greece and her colonies. At

Sybaris the mantle of Alcisthenes, in the

upper part of which was woven the sacred

animals of the Susians, and in the lower

part those of the Persians, sold for 120

talents or over 132,000 dollars. In the

centre of this wonderful garment were

represented Zeus, Hera, Themis, Athene,

Apollo, and Aphrodite. The likeness of

Alcisthenes and the emblem of Sybaris

were introduced in the two extremities.

The famous contest between Minerva and

Arachne, in which the latter paid the penalty

for daring to contend with a goddess by

being turned into a spider, is a well-known
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myth, its chief significance being the

evidence it affords of the skill of the Greeks

in tapestry weaving.

"This art flourished to a greater or less

extent among all the Eastern nations

throughout the earlier centuries of our era,

and in the thirteenth century we find that

hangings of rich tapestries were coming

into vogue among the Western nations,

and carpets were also seen. France and

Flanders divided the honours of reviving

the glories of the art in which for genera-

tions they were rivals. From the thirteenth

to the seventeenth centuries tapestries

engaged the attention of the greatest artists

in Europe in the composition of cartoons

for the weavers. Ancient hangings were

of great size, and usually woven in suites

or series, representing some historical,

mythic, or romantic episode. Their cost,

too, was often enormous, from the length

of time required to^[execute them, from

297

one to five years being the average time

required, and from the high price of the

silks and fine wools employed in them.

The " Conquest of Tunis " engaged eighty-

four weavers, and five years were occupied

in the weaving, while five hundred and

fifty pounds of silk, besides gold and wool,

were put into it, its size being about two

hundred and fifty square yards. Another

immense work was "The Battle of

Rosbeck," which measured upward of two

hundred and eighty-five square yards, and

cost two thousand six hundred francs d'or."

It is to be hoped that this branch of

art will be revived, as many of the decora-

tive artists of the present day could produce

some clever designs, which, reproduced in

tapestry hangings, would prove to be a

gorgeous adornment to the decoration of

private residences. Will this renovated art

tempt such artists as Mucha, Grasset,

Conder, and so many others ?

The Poster.
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NLr. Harrison Fisher

By FRAINK niLLVAKD.

From a Photo by Will True.

THE major American magazines testify ^\\nv\y> |a_*A
each month to the ability of the native {/

Black' and White artists who con- '^^^^^»'"»'>Oi\

tribute to them. What is [true of papers

of such universal repute"' as "Harper's,"
" Scribner's, " " The Century, " and
" McClure's Magazine," is likewise true

of the more popular and less expensive

journals. The work of Mr. Harrison
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Fisher will be familiar to readers of many
of the American Newspapers, and I pro-

pose to give here very briefly the story of

his career, together with some examples

of his work.

Mr. Harrison Fisher is only twenty-four

years of age, and was born in Brooklyn,

U.S.A. He commenced to study under his

father, Mr. Hugo Fisher, of San Francisco.

His earliest work was s^een in "The Call"

and "The Examiner," newspapers published

in that city.

Mr. W. R. Hurst—the proprietor of the

New York "Journal "—thought so highly of

his work that he induced him to go to New
York, to build up the artistic staff of that

paper. In the performance of this task

Mr. Fisher was employed for three months.

From the "Journal" he passed to "Truth,"
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a lively comic paper, of which his illustrations

were one of the most distinguished features.

After leaving "Truth" Mr. Fisher dis-

posed of his work to " Puck," which

is admittedly one of the greatest comic

journals of the world. Owing to its

temporary and fugitive character, artistic

journalism is of necessity unsatisfactory to

the designer. Mr. Fisher therefore turned

eagerly to book illustration
;
amongst the

works of which he has made designs being

Harold Frederic's novel, "The Market

Place," which has been so much admired,

as much for its literary abilities as for its

clever illustrations.

Mr. Fisher has not done^ much poster

designing. His chief work has been for

"The Examiner," and a few other American

papers.

Mr. Harrison Fisher deservedly is a lucky

young man. He has been commissioned by

Messrs. Harper & McClure to make a

journey round the world, together with

Mr. F. James Archibald ; Mr. Archibald

writing, and Mr. Fisher illustrating their

impressions.

These gentlemen, at the time of writing,

are in London, and The Poster staff were

very pleased to welcome them at 310, Strand.

They expect to return to New York in about

twelve months. We wish them a pleasant

trip.



{Courtesy oj Messrs. Felloe and_Smith.)1 ] Z DoM. Hand
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Palette Scrapings.

A FEW months since there was rumour

that a further spHt was to take place among

French artists, and that a third Salon would

be founded in Paris. The split is now an

accomplished fact.

A number or the younger and more

brilliant members of the Society des Beaux

Arts—including the best known foreigners

—have formed the Societ6 Nouvelle de

Peintres et Sculpteurs. The committee in-

cludes such artists as Alexander, the Ameri-

can portraitist
;
Aman-Jean, the portraitist,

Rene Menard, a leading landscapist, Walter

Gay, the American painter of genre, Fitz

Thanlow, the great Norwegian landscapist.

Impressionism will be greatly honoured at

the newest Salon.

The reason given for the split was that

two or three of the chief painters of the

Salon number two, notably Cazin, the land-

scapist, and Carolus Duran, portraitist,

were too exclusive.

Speaking about the various Paris Salons,

we must relate an anecdote, for which the

Baltimore "Sun" is responsible " regarding

the fortunes of an American artist with a

salon picture. Four days before the time

set for the reception of work the artist re-

marked to a professional friend that he

believed if he only had a frame he could

paint a picture for the show. 'Four days,'

said his friend. 'You surely could not do

anything worthy in that time !
' But the

young man protesting he could, his friend

sent him over a frame, 6x4 feet, and, sure

enough, the canvas was finished in time.

Not only was it admitted to the salon, but

it only missed a medal by two votes. A
little later the artist received a note from the

government, which wanted the work for the

Luxembourg Gallery, asking the price. An

answer was immediately returned saying it

could, under the flattering circumstances,

be had for $100. There was some mistake

made in reading the figures, and they were

understood to be $600, so the secretary of

the Art Commission was instructed to write

again and say that if the painter cared to

to take $400 the authorities would consider

it a bargain. It is unnecessary to add that

the offer was promptly taken up. The
name of the painter is given as Lionel

Walden, and the friend, who relates the

history, is Clinton Peters, well known as a

portrait painter."

'
( )[ INA RICORDO
W\Ml£ (/IMTFNARIE
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Americans go ahead with mural decoration,

as we hear that efforts are being- made to

have mural] painters represented in the

American Art Section of the Paris Universal

Exhibition next year, which promise to be

entirely successful.

20 / 48

(Couiiesy of Mcssn..John Dawson and Cu.)

Le Pere Jacouette, perhaps the Cousin

Pons of these later days, as far as France

is concerned, has just died at his country

home in Normandy at the advanced age of

seventy. He was the friend and patron of

Corot and other Barbizon men ; of Boudin,

Jongkind, and many other painters when
they were mistrusted and unknown, and he

acquired a large number of their pictures.

Finally a day came when the old gentleman

awoke to the fact that his pictures were

worth about twenty times what he had paid

for them, and yielding to the temptation he

had a sale. It realized $80,000. But he

had retained some of his best things, and

retiring from business, he gathered them

about him in the country. To-day at his

death he leaves some beautiful work by

Corot, Jongkind, Courbet, Ribot, Boudin,

Daumier, and, among the men of our gen-

eration, some work by Guillemet and

20 X 30 G. D. A.

{Courtesy oj " The Pall Mall Magazine.")

Voisard-Margerie, in whom he latterly took

much interest. It is said that the old

gentleman has left all this to the museum
at Caen, and that it will not come under the

hammer.
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We have pleasure in drawing our

readers' attention to the inset in two

printings by Helleu, and the reproduction

of the railway posters, which are produced

by Count Ostrorog's grain process, which

avoids the use of a screen, and the con-

sequent breaking up of the image.

The Donizetti post-card we reproduce

was issued in commemoration of the

Donizetti Centenary Festival, held at

Bergamo in September, 1897. It is a scarce

one, having only been printed to a very

limited number.

An Exhibition or work for reproduction

will be held in London in 1900, and further

notices will be sent out to all artists

towards the end of the year.

The Committee, consisting of Messrs.

Walter Crane, Housman, Selwyn Image,

Pennell, and James J. Guthrie, has

already met, but the pressure of work on

account of the Art Workers' Guild Masque

and the Arts and Crafts Exhibition has

made it impossible to most of these gentle-

men to go systematically to work in this

new venture.

The Committee proposes to hold a large

show every year in London, and we hear

that several new features will be introduced.

We wish this Exhibition all success.

We offer for sale to our readers some
very scarce posters. Amongst these are

the first St. Paul Magazine poster by

Dudley Hardy ; the Glasgow Institute of

the Fine Arts by H. Macnair and M.

and R. Macdonald ; another one for the

same Institute by Mackintosh, and three

posters by Toulouse-Lautrec :
" Au pied

de I'Echafaud," " Aristide Bruant," and
" Reine de Joie." These posters which

are very scarce, are all mounted on canvas.

M. O. De Rycker of 45, Rue Ghende,

Brussels, chromo-lithographer, has taken

into partnership M. Mendel. From now the

title of the firm will be O. De Rycker and

Mendel.

Privat-Livemont.

Coutte^y of Messrs. O. de RycHer and Mendel.)
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